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SUMMARY
The aim of this document is the recommendation of methodologies that can be used for
the quantitative assessment of the landslide hazard, vulnerability and risk at different
scales (site specific, local, regional and national), as well as for the verification and
validation of the results. The included methodologies mainly focus on the evaluation of
the probability of occurrence of different landslide types with certain characteristic, the
assessment of the elements at risk (persons, buildings, infrastructures...), the potential
degree of damage and the quantification of the vulnerability of the latter and the
quantitative risk assessment (QRA). The present document is addressed to scientists and
practicioner engineers, geologists and other landslide experts.
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1

FOREWORD
(UPC and ITC)

The goal of this document is to recommend methodologies for the quantitative
assessment and zoning of landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk at different scales
(site specific, local, regional and national). It also includes a chapter in which some
methodologies for verification of the models and validation of the results are presented.
The activities for Quantitative Risks Assessment (QRA) (IUGS Working Group on
Landslides, 1997) include:
•
•

•
•

determining the probability distribution and characteristics of potential
landslides
determining the probability distribution for the number and nature and
characteristics of the elements at risk (persons, property) which could be
affected by the hazard
assessing the degree of damage, or probability of loss of life, due to that
element’s interaction with the landslide for the exposed elements at risk
determining the probability distribution of the consequences arising from the
landslide hazard

Quantitative Risks Assessment (QRA) provides a rational basis to conceptualize
landslide risk, to develop risk acceptability criteria, to perform cost-benefit analyses,
and to evaluate different landslide risk management and mitigation alternatives in order
to reduce existing risk to acceptable levels (Fell et al. 2008).
Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) of landslides is important for the stakeholders
involved for different reasons: To scientists and engineers because risk is quantified in
an objective and reproducible way and the results can be compared from one region to
other. Furthermore it helps to the identification of the challenges in the required input
data and the weaknesses of the analyses used. To the landslide risk managers because it
allows the performance of a cost-benefit analysis, it provides the basis for prioritizing
mitigation actions and the allocation of resources. To the citizens in general because
QRA is a tool that helps for increasing the awararenes on the existing risk levels and for
evaluating the efficiency of the actions undertaken,
For QRA, a higher degree of geological and geomechanical input data and high DEM
quality are usually necessary to evaluate a range of possible scenarios, design events
and return periods. As stated by Lee and Jones (2004), the probability of landsliding and
the value of adverse consequences are only estimates. Due to the limitation of available
information, the use of numbers may conceal that the potential for error is great. In that
respect, QRA is not necessarily more “precise” than the alternative (Hungr et al. 2008).
It facilitates however, clear and unambiguous communication of judgement between
geoscience professionals and land owners and decision makers.
The classical expression for calculating landslide risk (R) is that proposed by Varnes
(1984):
R= Hx(ExV)
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Where:
H is Landslide Hazard, E the Exposed elements, and V their Vulnerability
In reality, the components of Risk such as H and E have to be disaggregated and each
considered separately, which is the reason why risk assessment is so complex.
Generally, for large areas where the quality and quantity of available data are too scarce
for quantitative analysis, a qualitative risk assessment may be more applicable; while
for site-specific slopes that are amenable to conventional limit equilibrium analysis, a
detailed quantitative risk assessment should be carried out (Dai et al. 2002).
As illustrated in there are three important components in risk analysis: hazards,
vulnerability and elements-at-risk (Van Westen et al., 2008). They are characterized by
both spatial and non-spatial attributes. Hazards are characterized by their temporal
probability and intensity derived from frequency magnitude analysis. Intensity
expresses the severity of the hazard, and expresses the localized impact of a landslide
event, measured in different ways, such as height of debris (e.g. for debris flows),
velocity (e.g. of debris flows, or large landslides), or impact pressure (e.g. for debris
flows, rockfalls). Whereas the magnitude of a landslide, which can be represented best
by the volume of the displaced mass, is a characteristic of the entire landslide mass, the
intensity is locally variable, depending on the type of landslide, the location with respect
to the initiation point of the landslide, whether an element at risk is on the moving
landslide, in front of it, or directly above it.
The hazard component in the equation actually refers to the probability of occurrence of
a hazardous phenomenon with a given intensity within a specified period of time (e.g.
annual probability). Hazards also have an important spatial component, both related to
the initiation of the hazard and the spreading of the hazardous phenomena (e.g. the areas
affected by volcanic products such as lava flows) (Van Westen, 2009).
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Figure 1.1 Components of the risk analysis
Elements-at-risk are the population, properties, economic activities, including public
services, or any other defined values exposed to hazards in a given area (UN-ISDR,
2004). They are also referred to as “assets”. Elements-at-risk also have spatial and nonspatial characteristics. There are many different types of elements-at-risk and they can
be classified in various ways. The way in which the amunt of elements-at-risk is
characterized (e.g. as number of buildings, number of people, economic value or the
area of qualitative classes of importance) also defines the way in which the risk is
presented. The interaction of elements-at-risk and hazard defines the exposure and the
vulnerability of the elements-at-risk. Exposure indicates the degree to which the
elements-at-risk are actually located in the path of a particular hazardous event. The
spatial interaction between the elements-at-risk and the hazard footprints are depicted in
a GIS by map overlaying of the hazard map with the elements-at-risk map (Van Westen,
2009).
Vulnerability refers to the conditions determined by physical, social, economic and
environmental factors or processes, which increase the susceptibility of a community to
the impact of hazards (UN-ISDR, 2004). The vulnerability of communities and
households can be based on a number of criteria, such as age, gender, source of income
etc. which are analyzed using a more qualitative approach involving the use of
indicators rather than following the equation as indicated in Figure 1.1. Physical
vulnerability is evaluated as the interaction between the intensity of the hazard, as
previously described, and the type of element-at-risk, making use of so-called
vulnerability curves (See chapter 8.1). For further explanations on hazard and risk
assessment the reader is referred to textbooks such as Alexander (1993), Okuyama and
Chang (2004), Glade, Anderson, and Crozier (2005), Smith and Petley (2008) and
Alcantara-Ayala and Goudie (2010).
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2

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
(UPC, ITC and UNISA)

The terminology used in this deliverable follows that proposed by D.8.1 with three
additions (exposure, magnitude and residual risk), based on the following references:
Fell,R., Corominas, J., Bonnard, C., Cascini, L., Leroi, E., Savage, W.Z., and on behalf
of the JTC-1 Joint Technical Committee on Landslides and Engineered Slopes (2008):
Guidelines for landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk zoning for land use planning.
Engineering Geology, Vol. 102, Issues 3-4, 1 Dec., pp 85-98.
DOI:10.1016/j.enggeo.2008.03.022
Technical Committee 32 (Engineering Practice of Risk Assessment and Management)
of the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
(ISSMGE):
Risk
assessment
–
Glossary
of
terms.
http://www.engmath.dal.ca/tc32/2004Glossary_Draft1.pdf
UN-ISDR, 2004. Terminology of disaster risk reduction. United Nationas, International
Strategy
for
Disaster
Reduction,
Geneva,
Switzerland
http://www.unisdr.org/eng/library/lib-terminology-eng%20home.htm

Definitions of the main terms are:
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) – The estimated probability that an event of
specified magnitude will be exceeded in any year.
Consequence – The outcomes or potential outcomes arising from the occurrence of a
landslide expressed qualitatively or quantitatively, in terms of loss, disadvantage or
gain, damage, injury or loss of life.
Danger – The natural phenomenon that could lead to damage, described in terms of its
geometry, mechanical and other characteristics. The danger can be an existing one (such
as a creeping slope) or a potential one (such as a rock fall). The characterisation of a
danger does not include any forecasting.
Elements at risk – The population, buildings and engineering works, economic
activities, public services utilities, infrastructure and environmental features in the area
potentially affected by landslides.
Environmental risk – (a) The potential for an adverse effect on the natural system
(environment). (b) the probability of suffering damage because of exposure to some
environmental circumstance. The latter acception will not be used in this document.
Exposure – Exposure is the spatial overlay of a hazard footprint and (set of) elements at
risk.People, property, systems, or other elements present in hazard zones that are
thereby subject to potential losses(UNISDR,2009).
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Frequency – A measure of likelihood expressed as the number of occurrences of an
event in a given time. See also Likelihood and Probability.
Hazard – A condition with the potential for causing an undesirable consequence. The
description of landslide hazard should include the location, volume (or area),
classification and velocity of the potential landslides and any resultant detached
material, and the probability of their occurrence within a given period of time.
Hazard zoning – The subdivision of the terrain in zones that are characterized by the
temporal probability of occurrence of landslides of a particular size and volume, within
a given period of time. Landslide hazard maps should indicate both the zones where
landslides may occur as well as the runout zones. A complete quantitative landslide
hazard assessment includes:
•
•
•
•

spatial probability: the probability that a given area is hit by a landslide
temporal probability: the probability that a given triggering event will cause
landslides
size/volume probability: probability that the slide has a given size/volume
runout probability: probability that the slide will reach a certain distance
downslope

Individual risk to life – The risk of fatality or injury to any identifiable (named)
individual who lives within the zone impacted by the landslide; or who follows a
particular pattern of life that might subject him or her to the consequences of the
landslide.
Landslide inventory – The collection of landslide features in a certain area for a
certain period, preferably in digital form with spatial information related to the location
(as points or polygons) combined with attribute information. These attributes should
ideally contain information on the type of landslide, date of occurrence or relative age,
size and/or volume, current activity, and causes. Landslide inventories are either
continuous in time, or provide so-called event-based landslide inventories, which are
inventories of landslides that happened as a result of a particular triggering event
(rainfall, earthquake).
Landslide activity – The stage of development of a landslide; pre-failure when the
slope is strained throughout but is essentially intact; failure characterized by the
formation of a continuous surface of rupture; post-failure which includes movement
from just after failure to when it essentially stops; and reactivation when the slope slides
along one or several pre-existing surfaces of rupture. Reactivation may be occasional
(e.g. seasonal) or continuous (in which case the slide is “active”).
Landslide hazard map - The subdivision of the terrain in zones that are characterized
by the temporal probability of occurrence of landslides of a particular size and volume,
within a given period of time. Landslide hazard maps should indicate both the zones
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where landslides may occur as well as the runout zones. A complete quantitative
landslide hazard assessment includes:
•
•
•
•

Spatial probability: the probability that a given area is hit by a landslide.
Temporal probability: the probability that a given triggering event will cause
landslides
Volume/intensity probability: probability that the slide has a given
volume/intensity
Runout probability: probability that the slide will reach a certain distance
downslope

Landslide intensity – A set of spatially distributed parameters related to the destructive
power of a landslide. The parameters may be described quantitatively or qualitatively
and may include maximum movement velocity, total displacement, differential
displacement, depth of the moving mass, peak discharge per unit width, kinetic energy
per unit area.
Landslide magnitude – The measure of the landslide size. It may be quantitatively
described by its volume or, indirectly by its area. The latter descriptors may refer to the
landslide scar, the landslide deposit or both
Landslide probablity – In the framework of landslide hazard the following types of
probability are of importance:
• spatial probability: the probability that a given area is hit by a landslide
• temporal probability: the probability that a given triggering event will cause
landslides
• size/volume probability: probability that the slide has a given size/volume
• runout probability: probability that the slide will reach a certain distance
downslope

Landslide risk map - The subdivision of the terrain in zones that are characterized by
different probabilities of losses (physical, human, economic, environmental) that might
occur due to landslides of a given type within a given period of time. The risk may be
indicated either qualitatively (as high, moderate, low and no risk) or quantitatively (in
numbers or economic values). Risk is quantitatively estimated by the product of
probability x consequences. It is usually calculated as:
•
•
•

On annual basis: i.e. the expected losses in a particular area being struck by a
landslide of a given magnitude (intensity) in a given year.
As a recurrence interval, i.e. the expected losses in a particular area being struck
by the 100-year landslide event or
the cumulative losses during a given time interval due to landslides with
different return periods
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Landslide susceptibility – A quantitative or qualitative assessment of the classification,
volume (or area) and spatial distribution of landslides which exist or potentially may
occur in an area. Susceptibility may also include a description of the velocity and
intensity of the existing or potential landsliding.
Landslide susceptibility map – A map showing the subdivision of the terrain in zones
that have a different likelihood that landslide of a type may occur. The likelihood may
be indicated either qualitatively (as high, moderate low, and not susceptible) or
quantitatively (e.g. as the density in number per square kilometres, or area affected per
square kilometre). Landslide susceptibility maps should indicate both the zones where
landslides may occur as well as the runout zones.
Likelihood – Used as a qualitative description of probability or frequency.
Probability – A measure of the degree of certainty. This measure has a value between
zero (impossibility) and 1.0 (certainty). It is an estimate of the likelihood of the
magnitude of the uncertain quantity, or the likelihood of the occurrence of the uncertain
future event.
There are two main interpretations:
• Statistical-frequency or fraction – The outcome of a repetitive experiment of
some kind like flipping coins. It includes also the idea of population variability.
Such a number is called an “objective” or relative frequentist probability
because it exists in the real world and is in principle measurable by doing the
experiment.
• Subjective probability (degree of belief) – Quantified measure of belief,
judgement, or confidence in the likelihood of a outcome, obtained by
considering all available information honestly, fairly, and with a minimum of
bias. Subjective probability is affected by the state of understanding of a
process, judgement regarding an evaluation, or the quality and quantity of
information. It may change over time as the state of knowledge changes.
Qualitative risk analysis – An analysis which uses word form, descriptive or numeric
rating scales to describe the magnitude of potential consequences and the likelihood that
those consequences will occur.
Quantitative risk analysis – An analysis based on numerical values of the probability,
vulnerability and consequences, and resulting in a numerical value of the risk.
Residual risk – the degree of existing risk given the presence of both stabilization and
protection measures.
Risk – A measure of the probability and severity of an adverse effect to health, property
or the environment. Risk is often estimated by the product of probability ×
consequences. However, a more general interpretation of risk involves a comparison of
the probability and consequences in a non-product form.
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Risk analysis – The use of available information to estimate the risk to individuals,
population, property, or the environment, from hazards. Risk analyses generally contain
the following steps: Scope definition, hazard identification, vulnerability evaluation and
risk estimation.
Risk assessment – The process of risk analysis and risk evaluation. In some
communities (for instance those dealing with flood) risk assessment differs from risk
evaluation by the fact that it includes subjective aspects such as risk perception.
Risk control or risk treatment – The process of decision making for managing risk,
and the implementation or enforcement of risk mitigation measures and the reevaluation
of its effectiveness from time to time, using the results of risk assessment as one input.
Risk estimation – The process used to produce a measure of the level of health,
property, or environmental risks being analysed. Risk estimation contains the following
steps: frequency analysis, consequence analysis, and their integration.
Risk evaluation – The stage at which values and judgements enter the decision process,
explicitly or implicitly, by including consideration of the importance of the estimated
risks and the associated social, environmental, and economic consequences, in order to
identify a range of alternatives for managing the risks.
Risk management – The complete process of risk assessment and risk control (or risk
treatment).
Risk perception – The way how people/communities/authorities judge the severity of
the risk, based on their personal situation, social, political, cultural and religious
background, economic level, their level of awareness, the information they have
received regarding the risk, and the way they rate the risk in relation with other
problems.
Societal risk – The risk of multiple fatalities or injuries in society as a whole: one
where society would have to carry the burden of a landslide causing a number of deaths,
injuries, financial, environmental, and other losses.
Susceptibility – see Landslide susceptibility.
Temporal–spatial probability of the element at risk – The probability that the
element at risk is in the area affected by the landsliding, at the time of the landslide. It is
the quantitative expression of the exposure.
Tolerable risk – A risk within a range that society can live with so as to secure certain
net benefits. It is a range of risk regarded as non-negligible and needing to be kept under
review and reduced further if possible.
Vulnerability – The degree of loss to a given element or set of elements exposed to the
occurrence of a landslide of a given magnitude/intensity. It is expressed on a scale of 0
(no loss) to 1 (total loss). For property, the loss will be the value of the damage relative
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to the value of the property; for persons, it will be the probability that a particular life
(the element at risk) will be lost, given the person(s) is affected by the landslide.
Vulnerability could also refer to the propensity to loss (or the probability of loss), and
not the degree of loss.
Zoning – The division of land into homogeneous areas or domains and their ranking
according to degrees of actual or potential landslide susceptibility, hazard or risk.
It is important that those carrying out landslide mapping use consistent terminology to
classify and describe the landslides. It is recommended that the classification and
terminology described in Deliverable D8-1 be used. This is based on Cruden and
Varnes (1996), Dikau et al. (1996), Hutchinson (1988),Varnes (1978) and IAEG (1990).
In these guidelines, for practical purposes, we have grouped landslide types in three
categories:
•
•

•

Rock falls and rock avalanches
Shallow landslides and debris flows. This group includes small (up to few tens
of thousands of cubic meters) first-time slope failures: planar debris and rock
slides, debris flows, small rotational slides
Large slow moving landslides and earthflows
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3

QRA FRAMEWORK
(ITC)

The general framework of this deliverable is based on the Guidelines for Landslide
Susceptibility, Hazard and Risk Zoning prepared by the JTC-1 on Landslides and
Engineered Slopes (Fell et al. 2008) and on the Disaster Risk Management (DRM)
approach promoted by the United Nations through the International Strategy for
Disaster Reduction – ISDR (Figure 3.1) . The overall framework of risk management
involves the complete process of risk assessment and risk control (or risk treatment).
Risk assessment includes the process of risk analysis and risk evaluation. Risk analysis
uses available information to estimate the risk to individuals, population, property, or
the environment, from hazards. Risk analyses generally contain the following steps:
hazard identification, hazard assessment, inventory of elements at risk and exposure,
vulnerability assessment and risk estimation. Since all these steps have an important
spatial component, risk assessment often requires the management of a set of spatial
data, and the use of Geographic Information Systems. Risk evaluation is the stage at
which values and judgements enter the decision process, explicitly or implicitly, by
including consideration of the importance of the estimated risks and the associated
social, environmental, and economic consequences, in order to identify a range of
alternatives for managing the risks

Figure 3.1 Landslide hazard and risk assessment and management framework
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3.1

FRAMEWORK
ASSESSMENT

FOR

MULTI-HAZARD

LANDSLIDE

RISK

Landslide hazard assessment requires a multi-hazard approach as different types of
landslides may occur, each with different characteristics and causal factors, and with
different spatial, temporal and size probabilities. Also landslides hazards often occur in
conjunction with other types of hazards (e.g. flooding, or earthquakes). Figure 3.1
based on Van Westen et al (2005) gives the framework of multi-hazard landslide risk
assessment with an indication of the various components (A to H). The first component
(A) deals with the input data required for a multi-hazard risk assessment, focusing on
the data needed to generate susceptibility maps for initiation and runout, triggering
factors, multi-temporal inventories and elements at risk. The input maps will be
discussed in the next section.
The second session (B) focuses on susceptibility assessment, and is divided into two
components. The first susceptibility component is the most frequently used, and deals
with the modelling of potential initiation areas (initiation susceptibility), which can
make use of a variety of different methods (inventory based, heuristic, statistical,
deterministic), which will be discussed later in this document. The resulting maps will
then form the input as source areas in the modelling of potential run-out areas (runout
susceptibility).
The third section (C) deals with landslide hazard assessment, which heavily depends on
the availability of so called event-based landslide inventories, which are inventories of
landslides caused by the same triggering event. Only by linking landslide distributions
to the temporal probability of the triggering event, it is possible to carry out a magnitude
frequency analysis. Event-based landslide inventories in adition to other factors are also
used to determine the spatial probability of landslide initiation and runout, and to
determine the size probability of potential landslides for a given return period.
The fourth section (D) focuses on vulnerability assessment and indicates the various
types of vulnerability and approaches that can be used. The focus is on the use of expert
opinion in defining vulnerability classes, and the application of available vulnerability
curves or vulnerability matrices. Most of the focus is on determining physical
vulnerability of elements at risk. Other types of vulnerability (e.g. social,
environmental, and economic) are mostly analyzed using a Spatial Multi-Criteria
Evaluation, as part of a qualitative risk assessment (G).
Section E gives the concept of risk assessment which integrates the hazard, vulnerability
and both nature and amount of elements at risk (either as the number of people, number
of buildings, or economic value). The specific risk is calculated for many different
situations, related to landslide type, volume, return period of the triggering event, and
type of element at risk. The integration of Section F present the quantitative risk
approach in which the results are shown in risk curves plotting the expected losses
against the probability of occurrence for each landslide type individually, and
expressing also the uncertainty based on the uncertainties of the input components in the
risk analysis.
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Figure 3.2 Framework of multi-hazard landslide risk assessment (based on Van
Westen et al. 2005)
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This could be done by generating two loss curves expressing the minimum and
maximum losses for each return period of triggering events, or associated annual
probability. The individual risks curves can be integrated into total risk curves for a
particular area and the population loss can be expressed as F-N curves. The risk curves
can be made for different basic units, e.g. administrative units such as individual slopes,
road sections, census tracts, settlements, municipalities, regions or provinces.
Section G deals with methods for qualitative risk assessment, which are mostly based
on integrating a hazard index, and a vulnerability index, using Spatial Multi Criteria
Evaluation. The last session (H) deals with the use of risk information in various stages
of Disaster Risk Management.
Landslide are caused by a range of causal and triggering factors (e.g. volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes, meteorological extremes, and anthropogenic activites) and are also causing
secondary hazards (e.g. tsunamis, seizes or dam break floods). This is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. Therefore landslide risk assessment should take into account the different
landslide types, their interrelations, and the secondary hazards caused by them.

Figure 3.3 Causal factors, interrelationships and secondary hazards related to
landslides
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4

LANDSLIDE ZONING AT DIFFERENT SCALES
(UNISA with contributions from UPC and ITC)

4.1.INTRODUCTION
Landslide zoning is the division of land into homogeneous areas or domains and their
ranking according to degrees of actual or potential landslide susceptibility, hazard or
risk (Ch. 2).
The first formal applications of landslide zoning, based on qualitative approaches, date
back to the 1970’s (e.g. Brabb et al., 1972; Humbert, 1972; Humbert, 1977; Antoine,
1978; Kienholz, 1978; Nilsen et al.,1979) while quantitative methods have been
developed in the 1980’s (Brand, 1988) and particularly in the 1990’s for the risk
management of an individual slope (Wong et al., 1997; Hardingham et al., 1998) or a
large number of slopes (Wong and Ho, 1998). These developments are well described
by Ho et al. (2000) and Wong (2005).
Further significant developments of landslide zoning has been recorded during the last
decade, as it is highlighted by the Guidelines developed by the Australian
Geomechanics Society (AGS, 2000; AGS, 2007), the analysis of questions related to the
scales of work (Cascini et al., 2005), the approaches adopted and the development
trends in risk assessment practice from site-specific (Wong, 2005) to global (Nadim et
al. 2006, 2009; Hong et al. 2007) scale, and the “Guidelines for landslide susceptibility,
hazard and risk zoning for land use planning” (Fell et al., 2008a).
Starting from these developments, this Chapter intends mainly to provide a guidance on
the applicability of the maps for landslide hazard and risk management at different
scales considering that the purpose of zoning should be decided by those who are in
charge of land use management who need: i) to decide the type and the level of zoning,
ii) to understand the existing availability of potential input data, iii) to assess the
implications for acquisition of new data taking into account that timeframes, budgets
and resources limitations are strictly related to the purpose of zoning.

4.2. PURPOSE OF LANDSLIDE ZONING MAPS
Landslide zoning may be developed by preparing different maps that, according to the
type of zoning, can be distinguished among (see also the definitions given Chapter 2):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landslide inventory map;
Landslide susceptibility zoning map;
Landslide hazard zoning map;
Elements at risk map;
Consequence scenario map;
Landslide risk zoning map.

Within the framework of landslide hazard and risk assessment and management (Figure
3.1), the landslide zoning maps may have different role and objectives; moreover, they
may pursue different purposes among those conventionally defined as information,
advisory, statutory and design in Fell et al. (2008a). On the basis of these definitions
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and referring to the most recent documents (Fell et al., 2005; Cascini et al., 2005; AGS,
2007; Fell et al., 2008b), the purpose of zoning maps may be specified as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Landslide inventory map may be used for susceptibility zoning and/or as
information for policy makers and the general public;
Landslide susceptibility zoning map may be used to prepare the hazard map
and/or, in combination with elements at landslide risk within the susceptible
area, as information for policy makers and the general public. It may be also
used as advisory where the available records of incident data allows the
assessment of the societal risk (e.g., in terms of F-N curves) within the
susceptible areas threatened by rapid to extremely rapid landslides (Cruden and
Varnes, 1996);
Landslide hazard zoning map can be used as information, advisory or statutory
to control the development of threatened areas, representing the most efficient
and economic way to reduce future damage and loss of life. Such maps also
provide the appropriate element of decision for considering the feasibility of the
development with or without any stabilisation or protective countermeasures
(Cascini et al., 2005);
Elements at risk map is used to prepare the consequence scenarios map and, in
combination with the landslide susceptibility zoning map, may be used as
information and advisory for policy makers and general public;
Consequence scenario map may be used as information and advisory showing
the areas that require QRA. Using quantitative procedures, this map provides for
each element the consequence scenario related to its vulnerability and a given
landslide hazard; in such a case, it may be used as information, advisory and
statutory.
Landslide risk zoning map may be used as statutory and allow the
implementation of alert system aimed at protecting the human life. In addition,
QRA provides a global view of the expected annual damage for the elements at
risk due to the landslide hazard. It can be used as statutory and design and, on
the basis of cost-benefit analysis, either control or stabilization works can be
identified and designed for landslide risk mitigation.

Considering that the purpose of zoning may be pursued at different levels and scales,
using different input data and procedures, suggestions and recommendations are
necessary in order to make useful landslide zoning maps that must be prepared at an
appropriate scale to get the information needed at that scale.

4.3. LANDSLIDE ZONING LEVELS
The scientific literature suggests a large number of methods for landslide inventory,
susceptibility and hazard zoning (Atkinson and Massari, 1998; Evans and King, 1998;
Baeza and Corominas 2001; Dai and Lee, 2002; Donati and Turrini 2002; Cascini et al.,
2005; Cascini, 2008), while only few approaches are devoted to elements at landslide
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risk and landslide consequence scenario zoning (van Westen, 2004; van Westen et al.,
2008; Bonnard et al., 2004; Remondo et al. 2005, Kaynia et al., 2008). Referring to the
landslide analysis, all the available methods can be essentially placed in well defined
categories that perform qualitative or quantitative landslide modelling and can be
defined
as
knowledge-driven/heuristic,
data-driven/statistical
or
deterministic/probabilistic (Soeters and van Westen, 1996 and Fell et al., 2008b).
Considering the quality of the input data and the complexity of the analyses performed
as well as the mapping resolution, landslide zoning can be performed at a given level
(preliminary, intermediate, advanced).
The preliminary level of zoning is associated to methods for which susceptibility,
hazard and risk are assessed based on heuristic procedures (or expert judgement).
Mapping of the landslides and their geomorphologic setting are the main input data.
The intermediate level of zoning is usually based on the results of data treatment
techniques and empirical relations which outputs are confronted to the occurrence of
landslide events. Usually, the laws governing the instability phenomenon are not
directly considered. It requires significant amount of input data, most of them collected
from images and DEM.
The advanced level of zoning is usually carried out with the help of physically based
models to calculate quantitatively parameters such as probability of failure, run-out
distance or landslide velocity and allow the analysis of risk scenarios. It requires high
quality input data and the results can be presented in large scale maps.

4.4. LANDSLIDE ZONING MAP SCALES
The current practice in Europe (Corominas and Mavrouli, 2010) shows that the scale of
the landslide zoning maps – required by State or local Authorities – varies significantly
from Country to Country depending on the coverage, the information provided, and the
methodology that is used. In general, some common input data are used for all cases,
i.e. geologic, geomorphologic and soil cover maps. The techniques to obtain input data
for the landslide inventory and susceptibility maps vary in a wide range, resulting in
various levels of quality and quantity of data. On the other hand, hazard and risk
assessment is quantitative or qualitative, according to the use of: i) analytical procedures
supported by computer simulation; ii) weighted indicators, expert judgment and field
survey; iii) combination of the above two procedures.
On the basis of the current practice and considering that landslide zoning may be also
requested by land developers or those developing major infrastructures (such as
highways and railways), Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the most
common mapping scales and types of landslide zoning that can be developed at
different levels based on their application.
In particular, at national zoning scale (< 1:100,000) knowledge-driven/heuristic
methods are suggested for a preliminary level landslide and susceptibility zoning even
though risk zoning is also feasible at this scale (Castellanos et al. 2007; Malet et al.
2009).
At regional zoning scale (1:100,000 to 1:25,000) more advanced zoning level may be
pursued; statistical analysis are recommended only when an appropriate dataset is
available (Fell et al., 2008b). If requested, a qualitative risk assessment is
recommended.
At local zoning map scale (1:25,000 to 1:5,000) all the zoning levels may be developed
for qualitative/quantitative risk assessment. Particularly, the use of statistical analysis
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and deterministic approaches is encouraged for quantitative risk assessment once a high
quality of all the necessary input data is guaranteed.
At site-specific zoning map scale (> 1:5,000), only an advanced zoning level for QRA is
suggested. This needs the most complete dataset in order to properly enhance the
worthiness of the deterministic approaches.
Independently from the selected approach and the level of zoning, the landslide
inventory and the elements at risk are the basis for all the mapping, and it is important
that these activities be done thoroughly. With this aim, the landslide inventory and the
elements at risk should be mapped at a larger scale than the other zoning maps.
Table 4.1 Landslide mapping scales, types of landslide zoning and examples of zoning

application

Indicative
Scale
Typical area of Types of landslide Examples of zoning
range of
description
zoning
application
zoning
scale
National

< 1:100,000

Regional

1:100,000 to
1:25,000

Inventory mapping,
susceptibility zoning
of geological contexts

> 10,000 km2

1000 ÷ 10,000 km

Inventory mapping,
susceptibility
and
hazard
zoning
referring to local areas

2

Local

1:25,000 to
1:5,000

10 ÷ 1000 km2

Hazard
and
risk
zoning referring to
single
landslides
(from qualitative to
quantitative)

Site-specific

> 1:5,000

Several hectares to
tens of square
kilometres

QRA for individual
slopes or singular
locations

Landslide inventory and
susceptibility to inform
policy makers and the
general public.
Landslide inventory and
susceptibility zoning for
regional development;
or very large scale
engineering
projects.
Preliminary
level
hazard mapping for
local areas
Landslide
inventory,
susceptibility
and
hazard zoning for local
areas. Intermediate to
advanced level hazard
zoning for regional
development.
Preliminary
to
advanced level risk
zoning for local areas
and the advanced stages
of planning for large
engineering structures,
roads and railways.
Intermediate
and
advanced level hazard
and risk zoning for
local and site specific
areas and for the design
phase
of
large
engineering structures,
roads and railways

Information provided by Error! Reference source not found.and the zoning purposes
described in Section 4.1 can be finally combined in the Error! Reference source not
found..
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Table 4.1 Recommended types of zoning and zoning map scales related to landslide zoning purpose (modified/adapted from Fell et al., 2008a)

Purpose

National
and
Regional
zoning
Information
Advisory
Statutory
Local
zoning
Information
Advisory
Statutory

Type of zoning

Applicable
zoning
map scale

Zoning level

Inventory

Susceptibility

Hazard

X
X
Not
recommended

X
X

(X)

X
(X)

X
X
(X)

X
X
X

Elements
at risk

Consequences

Risk

Preliminary

Intermediate

X
(X)

(X)

(X)

X
X

(X)

X
X
(X)

(X)
X
(X)

(X)
X
(X)

X
X

(X)
X
X

Advanced

1:250,000
to
1:25,000

X
X

1:25,000
to 1:5,000

Sitespecific
zoning
Information
Advisory

Not
recommended
Not
commonly
used

Statutory
(X)
X
Design
(X)
(X)
Notes: X= applicable; (X) = may be applicable.

1:5,000 to
1:1,000
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
(X)

X
X

It is worth noting that, as it concerns land use planning and development (i.e., statutory
purposes), the hazard and risk maps, need the appropriate level of zoning; otherwise,
delivering building permits, expropriation and compensating measures may be affected
by errors and an eventual controversy cannot be adequately supported. This can be
avoided accurately defining the zoning boundaries at local and site-specific zoning
scale.
Similar details are necessary to design the risk mitigation measures; particularly
warning systems and urban emergency planes need to be defined at local scale, while
the site-specific scale is the only one for the design of control and stabilization works.
At national and regional scales less detailed zoning maps are necessary for information
and advisory purposes as well as for mapping the area that need a more advanced
zoning level. These scales may be also profitable used to individuate and plan warning
systems in charge of central Authorities.

4.5. LANDSLIDE ZONING DESCRIPTORS
Independently from the zoning level and the adopted scale, the use of common
descriptors to differentiate magnitude and intensity of the landslides (relationships
between magnitude and intensity are summarised in Section 7.2) as well as to describe,
in the zoning maps, the degree of landslide susceptibility, hazard, consequence
scenarios and risk is strongly encouraged in order to have a common language, allowing
the comparison among different geo-environmental context (Fell et al., 2008a).
Different descriptors are required according to:
•

•

•
•

the scale of analysis (being different from the Reference Territorial Units
passing from the national to the site-specific scale) and the related zoning
purposes (scientific or technical);
the type of landslides (namely, potential or existing phenomena) and their
characteristics (for instance, for rockfalls the hazard descriptors depend on the
magnitude considering that the lowest frequencies are usually associated with
the biggest phenomena);
the characteristics of the exposed elements (e.g., linear infrastructures or
urbanised areas);
the adopted risk acceptability/tolerability criteria which may vary from Country to
Country [relevant published individual life loss risk tolerance criteria are summarised
by Leroi et al. in 2005 with reference to hazardous chemical industries, dams and
landsliding. In particular, the Authors show that the only two examples formally
adopted for landslides are those provided by the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region Government and the Australian Geomechanics Society who suggest, for the
person most at risk (AGS, 2007), tolerable limits equal to 10-4/annum – in the case of
existing slopes – and to 10-5/annum – in the case of new engineered slopes].

Referring to Fell et al. (2008a) for further details and bearing in mind the difficulties
related to the assessment of quantitative values, Error! Reference source not found.4.6 provide examples of landslide zoning descriptors for first-failure instability
phenomena and for existing landslides.
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Table 4.2 Example of landslide susceptibility zoning descriptors (modified from AGS, 2007)

Rock falls
Probability
that
rock falls will reach
the area given rock
falls occur from a
cliff
> 0.5
> 0.25 to 0.5
> 0.01 to 0.25
0 to 0.01

Susceptibility
descriptors
High
Moderate
Low
Very low

Small landslides Large landslides
on natural slopes
on natural slopes
Proportion of area Proportion of area
in which small in which large
landslides
may landslides
may
occur
occur
> 0.5
> 0.25 to 0.5
> 0.01 to 0.25
0 to 0.01

> 0.5
> 0.25 to 0.5
> 0.01 to 0.25
0 to 0.01

Table 4.3 Example of descriptors for hazard zoning (Fell et al., 2008a). Values are proposed for a
given landslide magnitude or magnitude range

Hazard
descriptors
Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

Rock Falls from Slides of Cuts
Natural Cliffs or and Fills on
Rock Cut Slope Roads
or
Railways
Number/annum/ Number/annum
km of cliff or /km of cut or
rock cut slope
fill
>10
>10
1 to 10
1 to 10
0.1 to 1
0.1 to 1
0.01 to 0.1
0.01 to 0.1
< 0.01
<0.01

Small
Individual
Landslides on Landslides on
Natural Slopes Natural Slopes
Number/square Annual
km/annum
probability of
active sliding
>10
10-1
1 to 10
10-2
0.1 to 1
10-3 to 10-4
0.01 to 0.1
10-5
< 0.01
< 10-6

Table 4.4 Example of descriptors for risk zoning using life loss criteria (Fell et al., 2008a)

Risk
zoning
descriptors
Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

Annual probability of death of the person
most at risk in the zone
>10-3/annum
10-4 to 10-3/annum
10-5 to 10-4/annum
10-6 to 10-5/annum
< 10-6/annum
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Table 4.5 Example of descriptors for risk zoning using property loss criteria (AGS, 2007)

Likelihood

Consequences to property (with indicative approximate cost of damage) (
Indicative
Value
of 1:
Approximate CATASTROPHIC
Annual
200%
Probability

2:
MAJOR
60%

3:
MEDIUM
20%

4:
5:
MINOR INSIGNIFICA
5%
0.5%

A – Almost
10-1
VH
VH
VH
H
certain
B – Likely
10-2
VH
VH
H
M
-3
C – Possible 10
VH
H
M
M
D – Unlikely 10-4
H
M
L
L
-5
E – Rare
10
M
L
L
VL
F – Barely
10-6
L
VL
VL
VL
credible
Notes: (1) As a percentage of the value of the property
(2) For cell A5, may be subdivided such that a consequence of less than 0.1% is
Low Risk.
(3) L low, M medium, H high, VL very low, VH very high

4.1

RELIABILITY OF LANDSLIDE ZONING

It must be recognised that landslide zoning is affected by uncertainties and the results
are only a prediction of performance of the slopes based on the available data. The
potential sources of errors in the zoning process are:
Topographic map that at a preliminary zoning level must allow zoning boundaries to be
defined with an appropriate accuracy. At an intermediate and advanced level of zoning
these maps must allow capturing all the necessary elements to develop profitable
statistical analysis, using GIS procedure, and deterministic procedures at slope scale.
Landslide inventories that generally represent the most source of error in landslide
susceptibility and hazard zoning. These errors are due to the subjective nature of aerial
photo interpretation, the vegetation covering of the area to be mapped, the rapid
disappearance of shallow landslide. Inventory should be adequately supported by
surface mapping in selected areas that takes into account geomorphologic and
geotechnical aspect together with the damage survey of building interacting with
landslides. Inventory of engineered slopes needs to be complete as much as possible in
order to properly develop hazard zoning.
Vulnerability assessment often performed at the preliminary zoning level using
empirical values that are not properly calibrated in the area on the basis of the effects
caused by past events. At a more advanced level of zoning, vulnerability assessment
often disregards the soil-structure interaction, a problem for which valuable theoretical
solution are not always furnished in the scientific literature.
Model uncertainties, i.e. the intrinsic limitation of some statistical and deterministic
methods used to assess susceptibility, hazard and consequence scenarios. Particularly,
statistical methods for landslide zoning of first failure phenomena need appropriate
input data, an advanced data set and a thorough calibration and validation before their
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use in the study area; with reference to active or occasionally reactivated landslides
these data are not generally available and this explains the absence in the scientific
literature of success in facing this problem. Deterministic approach often is used not
having appropriate data on soil properties and groundwater regime or, in the case of
landslides triggered by earthquake, they do not take into account the complex
geomechanics behaviour of the slope during and after the main shock.
Limitations in the skill of the persons carrying out the zoning that is a multidisciplinary
discipline and, too often, is developed not having the appropriate background and/or
disregarding the triggering effects that can change during the time due to climate change
or other relevant factors.
In order to assess the value of zoning, a report should be prepared on: the study area;
the purpose of the zoning; the adopted landslide classification system; type, methods,
scale and level of zoning; the completeness of the available data set; the uncertainties
related to each step of the zoning as well as to the output zoning data.
Moreover, an appropriate procedure should be defined to select a consultant for zoning,
generally an engineering geologist and/or a geotechnical professional, and a peer
reviewer who should have a high level of the skills and experience in zoning process.
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5

INPUT DATA FOR LANDSLIDE RISK ASSESSMENT
(ITC)

Table 5.1 gives a schematic overview of the main data layers required for landslide
susceptibility, hazard and risk assessment (indicated in the upper row of Table 5.1, Van
Westen el al. 2008). These can be subdivided into four groups: landslide inventory data,
environmental factors, triggering factors, and elements at risk. Of these, the landslide
inventory is by far the most important, as it should give insight into the location of
landslide phenomena, failure mechanisms, causal factors, frequency of occurrence,
volumes and the damage that has been caused. Landslide inventory databases should
display information on landslide activity, and therefore require multi-temporal landslide
information over larger regions. For detailed mapping scales, activity analysis is often
restricted to a single landslide and becomes more landslide monitoring. The
environmental factors are a collection of data layers that are expected to have an effect
on the occurrence of landslides, and can be utilized as causal factors in the prediction of
future landslides.
The list of environmental factors indicated in Table 5.1 is not exhaustive, and it is
important to make a selection of the specific factors that are related to the landslide
types and failure mechanisms in each particular environment. However, they do give an
idea of the types of data included, related to morphometry, geology, soil types,
hydrology, geomorphology and land use. It is not possible to give a prescribed uniform
list of causal factors. The selection of causal factors differs, depending on the scale of
analysis, the characteristics of the study area, the landslide type, and the failure
mechanisms. Table 5.1 intends to provide a summary of this discussion. The basic data
can be subdivided into those that are more or less static, and those that are dynamic and
need to be updated regularly. Examples of static data sets are related to geology, soil
types, geomorphology and morphography. The time frame for the updating of dynamic
data may range from hours to days, for example for meteorological data and its effect on
slope hydrology, to months and years (see Table 5.1). Landslide information needs to be
updated continuously, and land use and elements at risk data need to have an update
frequency which may range from 1 to 10 years, depending on the dynamics of land use
change in an area. Especially the land use information should be evaluated with care, as
this is both an environmental factor, which determines the occurrence of new landslides,
as well as an element at risk, which may be affected by landslides.
Table 5.1 also gives an indication of the extent to which remote sensing data can be
utilized to generate the various data layers (based on Soeters and Van Westen, 1996,
Metternicht et al., 2005, and SafeLand, 2010). For a number of data layers the main
emphasis in data acquisition is on field mapping, field measurements or laboratory
analysis, and remote sensing imagery is only of secondary importance. This is
particularly the case for the geological, geomorphological, and soil data layers. The soil
depth and slope hydrology information, which are very important in physical modeling
of slope stability are also the most difficult to obtain, and remote sensing has not proven
to be a very important tool for these. On the other hand, however, there are also data
layers for which remote sensing data can be the main source of information. This is
particularly so for landslide inventories, digital elevation models, and land use maps.
In the following sections an overview is given of the methods for spatial data collection.
Most emphasis is given to landslide inventories, given their high importance, but also a
number of aspects dealing with environmental factors, triggering factors and elements at
risk will be discussed and illustrated
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Table 5.1 Schematic representation of basic data sets for landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk
assessment. Left: indication of the main types of data, Middle: indication of the ideal update
frequency, RS: column indicating the usefulness of Remote Sensing for the acquisition of the data,
Scale: indication of the importance of the data layer at national, regional, local and site
investigation scales, related with the feasibility of obtaining the data at that particular scale,
Hazard models: indication of the importance of the data set for heuristic models, statistical models,
physically-based models, and probabilistic models, Risk models: indication of the importance of the
data layer for qualitative and quantitative risk analysis. (C= Critical, H= highly important, M=
moderately important, and L= Less important, - = Not relevant)

Qualitative

Statistical
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based models
Probabilistic

Requires results of heuristic, statistical or deterministic hazard analysis
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H
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Quantitative
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Inventory
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Flow
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Soil depth
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g factors

Elements
at risk

5.1
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Buildings
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LANDSLIDE INVENTORY MAPPING

In order to make a reliable map that predicts the landslide hazard and risk in a certain
area, it is crucial to have insight in the spatial and temporal frequency of landslides, and
therefore each landslide hazard or risk study should start by making a landslide
inventory that is as complete as possible in both space and time. Attempts have been
made to standardize classification in nomenclature, activity, causes, rates of movement
and remedial measures for landslides by the IAEG Commission on Landslides,
UNESCO-WP/WLI, and the IUGS-Working group on Landslides (IAEG, 1990; IUGS,
1995, 2001; UNESCO, 1993a, 1993b. 1994)
Landslide inventories can be carried out using a variety of techniques, which are
summarized in Table 5.2. For visual interpretation of landslides, stereoscopic imagery
with a high to very high resolution is required (SafeLand, 2010). Optical images with
resolutions larger than 3 meters (e.g. SPOT, LANDSAT, ASTER, IRS-1D), as well as
SAR images (RADARSAT, ERS, JERS, ENVISAT) have proven to be useful for visual
interpretation of large landslides in individual cases (Singhroy, 2005), but not for
landslide mapping on the basis of landform analysis over large areas (Soeters and Van
Westen, 1996; Metternicht et al., 2005; SafeLand, 2010). Traditionally, aerial photo
interpretation has been the most used technique for landslide mapping (Cardinali et al.
2002). However, with the rapid development of new technologies this is starting to
change. Very high resolution imagery (QuickBird, IKONOS, CARTOSAT-1,
CARTOSAT-2, ALOS-PRISM, GEOYE) has become the best option now for landslide
mapping from satellite images, and the number of operational sensors with similar
characteristics is growing year by year, as more countries are launching earth
observation satellites with stereo capabilities and resolution of 3 meters or better. The
high costs may still be a limitation for obtaining these very high resolution images for
particular study areas, especially for multiple dates after the occurrence of main
triggering events such as tropical storms or cyclones. Nowadays for many areas the use
of Google Earth data is a good alternative and many parts of the world are covered by
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high resolution imagery which can be downloaded, and combined in GIS with a Digital
Elevation Model to generate stereoscopic images, that are essential in landslide
interpretation.
Another interesting development is the visual interpretation of landslide phenomena
from shaded relief images produced from LiDAR DEMs, from which the objects on the
earth surface have been removed; so called bare earth DEMs (Haugerud et al., 2003;
Schulz, 2004). Also the combination of an Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) and
Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) for the quantification of landslide volumes has been
proven successfully. Terrestrial LiDAR measurements have also been successfully
applied for the monitoring of individual landslides (Rosser et al., 2005). The use of
shaded relief images of LiDAR DEMs also allows a much more detailed interpretation
of the landslide mechanism as the deformation features within the large landslide are
visible, and landslide can be mapped in heavily forested areas (Ardizzone et al., 2007;
Van den Eeckhaut, 2007).
Many developments have taken place in the last decade related to methods for the
automatic detection of landslides based on their spectral or altitude characteristics.
Multi-spectral images such as SPOT, LANDSAT, ASTER and IRS-1D LISS3 have
proven to be more applicable for landslide mapping based on image classification in
conditions where landslides are fresh and unvegetated (Cheng, 2004, Nichol and Wong
2005). Image classification of multi-spectral images for landslide studies can be
successful for identifying a large number of unvegetated scarps that have been produced
during a single triggering event. However, practice has shown that the use of optical
satellite imagery for multi-temporal landslide detection after major triggering events,
especially in tropical areas, is often hampered by the persistent cloud cover in the
affected area, which makes it difficult to obtain cloud-free images for a long period of
time.
Image classification methods used for landslide mapping can be differentiated in pixel
based and non-pixel based ones. Recent advances in computer vision and machine
intelligence have led to the development of new techniques, such as object-oriented
analysis (OOA) for automatic content extraction of both man-made and natural
geospatial objects from remote sensing images (Akcay and Aksoy, 2008). OOA has the
potential to accurately and meaningfully detect landslides by integrating the contextual
information to image analysis, and thereby, reducing the time required for creation of
landslide inventory for large areas (Martha et al., 2010). Also automatic detection of
landslides using LiDAR derived DEMs have shown to be successful (Booth et al.,
2009).
Many methods for landslide mapping make use of digital elevation models of the same
area from two different periods. The subtraction of the DEMs allows visualizing where
displacement due to landslides has taken place, and the quantification of displacement
volumes. DEMs derived from spaceborne missions such as SRTM, ASTER and SPOT
do not provide sufficient accuracy to differentiate actual landslide movement from
noise, when overlaying two DEMs from different dates. High resolution data from
Quickbird, IKONOS, PRISM (ALOS) and CARTOSAT-1 are able to produce highly
accurate digital elevation models that might be useful in automatic detection of large
and moderately large landslides.
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) has been used extensively for
measuring surface displacements. Multi-temporal InSAR analyses using techniques
such as the Permanent Scatterers (PSInSAR; Ferretti et al. 2001), PSP (Persistent
Scatterers Pairs) and SBAS (Small Base-line Subset) can be used to measure
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displacement of permanent scatterers such as buildings with millimetre accuracy, and
allow the reconstruction of the deformation history (Farina et al. 2008).
It is very important to obtain imagery as soon as possible after the occurrence of a major
triggering event, so that accurate event-based landslide maps can be made, which in turn
will make it possible to derive landslide hazard maps, that relate the frequency of a
triggering event to the landslide density caused by the event. Such event-based landslide
inventory maps should be stored in a landslide database implemented in GIS.
Much progress has been made in the development of landslide databases at regional or
national level. One of the first comprehensive projects for landslide and flood inventory
mapping has been the AVI project in Italy (Guzzetti et al., 1994). There are good
examples in the literature of the use of landslide inventories for hazard assessment
(Guzzetti, 2000; Chau et al., 2004 ). However, the existing landslide databases often
present several drawbacks (Ardizzone et al., 2002) related to the completeness in space
and even more so in time, and the fact that they are biased to landslides that have
affected infrastructures such as roads.
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Table 5.2 Overview of techniques for the collection of landslide information. Indicated is the
applicability of each technique for different mapping scales (N=National, R=Regional, L=Local and
S=Site specific. (H= highly applicable, M= moderately applicable, and L= Less applicable)

Group

Technique

Description

Image
interpretation

Stereo aerial
photographs

(Semi)
automated
classification
based on
spectral
characteristics

High
Resolution
satellite images
LiDAR shaded
relief maps
Radar images
Aerial
photographs
Medium
resolution
multi spectral
images

Analog format or digital image
interpretation with
single or multi-temporal data set
With monoscopic or stereoscopic
images, and single or multitemporal data set
Single or multi-temporal data set
from bare earth model.
Single data set
Image ratioing, thresholding

(Semi)
automated
classification
based on
altitude
characteristics

Using
combinations
of optical and
radar data
InSAR

LiDAR
Photogrammetr
y

Field
investigation
methods

Field mapping

Interviews

Archive
studies

Newspaper
archives
Road
maintenance
organizations

Single data images, with pixel
based image classification or
image segmentation
Multiple date images, with pixel
based image classification or
image segmentation
Either use image fusion techniques
or mult-sensor image
classification, either pixel based or
object based
Radar Interferometry for
information over larger areas
Permanent scatterers for pointwise
displacement data
Overlaying of LiDAR DEMs from
different periods
Overlaying of DEMs from
airphotos or high resolution
satellite images for different
periods
Conventional method
Using Mobile GIS and GPS for
attribute data collection
Using questionnaires, workshops
etc.

Scale
N R L S
M H H H

M H H H

L

M H H

L M M M
M H H H
H H H M

H H H M

M M M M

M M M M
H H H H
L

L

M H

L

M H H

M H H H
L

H H H

L

M H H

Historic study of newspaper, books H H H H
and other archives
Relate maintenance information
L M H H
along linear features with possible
cause by landslides
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Dating
methods for
landslides

Monitoring
networks

Fire
brigade/police
Direct dating
method

Extracting landslide occurrence
from logbooks on accidents
Dendrochronology, radiocarbon
dating etc.

L

M H H

L

L

L

M

Indirect dating
methods
Extensometer
etc.

Pollen analysis, lichenometry and
other indirect methods,
Continuous information on
movement velocity using
extensometers, surface tiltmeters,
inclinometers, piezometers
Network of Electronic Distance
Measurements, repeated regularly
Network of Differential GPS
measurements, repeated regularly
Network of Theodolite
measurements, repeated regularly
Using ground-based radar with
slide rail, repeated regularly
Using terrestrial laser scanning,
repeated regularly

L

L

L

L

-

-

L

H

-

-

L

H

-

-

L

H

-

-

L

H

-

-

L

H

-

-

L

H

EDM
GPS
Total stations
Ground-based
InSAR
Terrestrial
LiDAR

5.2

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Table 5.3 provides more details on the relevance of the most important environmental
factors for landslide susceptibility assessment. The selection of the environmental
factors that are used in the susceptibility assessment is depending on the type of
landslide, the failure mechanism, the type of terrain and the availability of existing data
and resources. Often different combinations of environmental factors should be used,
resulting in separate landslide susceptibility maps for each failure mechanism, and
landslide type.
As topography is one of the major factors in landslide hazard analysis, the generation of
a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), plays a major role. Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
can be derived through a large variety of techniques, such as digitizing contours from
existing topographic maps, topographic leveling, EDM (Electronic Distance
Measurement), differential GPS measurements, (digital) photogrammetry, InSAR, and
LiDAR. Many derivate maps can be produced from DEMs using fairly simple GIS
operations. Derivatives from DEMs can be used in heuristic analysis at small scales
(hillshading images for display as backdrop image, physiographic classification, internal
relief, drainage density), in statistical analysis at regional scales (e.g. altitude zones,
slope gradient, slope direction, contributing area, plan curvature, profile curvature, slope
length), in physically-based modeling at local scales (local drain direction, flow path,
slope gradient) and in landslide run out modeling (detailed slope morphology, flow
path, rock fall movement). The use of slope gradient maps in landslide hazard
assessment is greatly affected by the resolution of the DEM. As a general rule of thumb
the use of slope gradient maps is not advisable for small scale studies, whereas in
regional scale studies slope maps, and other DEM derivatives such as aspect, slope
length, slope shape etc. can be used as input factors for heuristic or statistical analysis.
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In local and site investigation scale hazard assessment, DEMs are used in slope
hydrology modeling and slope maps are used for physically-based stability modeling.
Traditionally, geological maps form a standard component in heuristic and statistical
landslide hazard assessment methods. Mostly the stratigraphical legends of existing
geological maps are converted into an engineering geological classification, which gives
more information on the rock composition and rock mass strength. In medium and small
scale analysis the subdivision of geological formations into meaningful mapping units
of individual rock types often poses a problem, as the intercalations of these units
cannot be properly mapped at these scales. In detailed hazard studies specific
engineering geological maps are collected and rock types are characterized using field
tests and laboratory measurements. Digital geological maps of chronostratigraphy,
lithostratigraphy, faults, tectonic lineaments, tectonic units and other themes are
available on-line with scales ranging from 1:250.000 (for certain countries) to 1:50
million. For individual countries geological information is often digitally available at
much larger scales. In detailed hazard studies specific engineering geological maps are
collected and rock types are characterized using field tests and laboratory
measurements. For detailed analysis also 3-D geological maps have been used, although
the amount of outcrop and borehole information collected will make it difficult to use
this method on a scale smaller than 1:5000, and its use is restricted mostly to a site
investigation level (e.g. Xie et al., 2003). Apart from lithological information structural
information is very important for hazard assessment (e.g. for earthquakes, landslides,
volcanic eruptions).
Table 5.3 Overview of environmental factors, and their relevance for landslide susceptibility and
hazard assessment. Scale of analysis: N=National, M=Regional, L=Local and S=Site Specific. (H=
highly applicable, M= moderately applicable, and L= Less applicable)

Group
Digital
Elevation
Models

Geology

Scales of
Data layer and Relevance for landslide susceptibility and analysis
types
hazard assessment
N R L S
Slope gradient

Most important
movements

factor

in

gravitational

Slope direction

Might reflect differences in soil moisture and
H H H H
vegetation

L H H H

Slope length, Indicator for slope hydrology
shape,
curvature

M H H H

Flow direction

Used in slope hydrological modeling

L M H H

Flow
accumulation

Used in slope hydrological modeling

L M H H

Internal relief

In small scale assessment as indicator for type
H M L L
of terrain.

Drainage
density

In small scale assessment as indicator for type
H M L L
of terrain.

Rock types

Based on engineering properties of rock types H H H H
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Weathering

Depth of profile is an important factor

Discontinuities Discontinuity sets and characteristics

Soils

Hydrology

Geomorphology

L M H H
L M H H

Structural
aspects

Geological structure in relation with slope
H H H H
angle/direction

Faults

Distance from active faults or width of fault
H H H H
zones

Soil types

Engineering soils with genetic or geotechnical
M H H H
properties

Soil depth

Soil depth based on boreholes, geophysics and
L M H H
outcrops

Geotechnical
prop.

Grain size, cohesion, friction angle, bulk
L M H H
density

Hydrological
prop.

Pore volume, saturated conductivity, PF curve L M H H

Water table

Spatially and temporal depth to ground water
L L
table

MH

Soil moisture

Spatially and temporal soil moisture content

MH

Hydrologic
components

Interception, evapotranspiration, throughfall,
M H H H
overland flow, infiltration, percolation etc.

Stream
network

Buffer zones around streams

Physiographic
units

First subdivision of the terrain in zones related
H M L L
to overall physiographic setting

Terrain
Homogeneous
units
of
Mapping Units morphography and processes

L L

H H H L

lithology,

H M L L

Geomorpholog Genetic classification of main landform
H H ML
y
building processes

Landuse

Slope facets

Geomorphological subdivision of terrain in
H H H L
slope facets

Land use map

Type of land use/ land cover

Land
changes

use Temporal varying land use/ land cover

H H H H
M H H H

Vegetation

Type, canopy cover, rooting depth, root
L M H H
cohesion, weight

Roads

Buffers around roads in sloping areas with
M H H H
road cuts

Buildings

Slope cuts made for building construction

M H H H

At medium and large scale attempts have been made to generate maps indicating dip
direction and dip angle, based on field measurements, but the success of this depends
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very strongly on the number of measurements and the complexity of the geological
structure (Günther, 2003). Another option is to map the relation between slope
gradient/slope direction and bedding dip/dip direction for individual slope facets. Fault
information is also used frequently as one of the environmental factors in a statistical
landslide hazard assessment. The use of wide buffer zones around faults, which is now
the standard practice should be treated with caution, as this might be only true for active
faults. In other cases a very narrow buffer zone should be taken, which is related to the
zone where rocks are fractured.
In terms of soil information required for landslide hazard assessment, there are basically
two different thematic data layers needed: soil types, with associated geotechnical and
hydrological properties, and soil sequences, with depth information. Table 5.4 gives an
overview of the most important geotechnical, hydrological and vegetation
characteristics required for modelling slope stability for soilslides, rock slides and
reactivated landslides. Pedologic soil maps, normally only classify the soils based on
the upper soil horizons, with rather complicated legends and are therefore less relevant
in case of landslide deeper than 1-2 meters. Engineering soil maps describe all loose
materials on top of the bedrock, and classify them according to the geotechnical
characteristics. They are based on outcrops, borehole information and geophysical
studies. Especially the soil depth is very difficult to map over large areas, as it may vary
locally quite significantly. Soil thickness can be modeled using a correlation with
topographic factors such as slope, or predicted from a process based model (Kuriakose
et al., 2009). Given the fact that soil thickness is one of the most crucial factors in
deterministic slope stability modeling, it is surprising that very limited work has been
done on the modeling of soil thicknesses over larger areas.
Table 5.4 Overview of geotechnical and hydrological paramters required for deterministic slope
stability assessment

Soil slope stability:
new failures
Soil types
Thickness
and
layering, depth to
bedrock,
paleotopography
Particle
size
distribution, Plasticity
(Atterberg limits)

Existing landslides

Rock slope stability

Material types
Rock types
Thickness of shear Weathering profile
surface, interndiate
shear surfaces

Hydrologic Geotechnical characteristics
al
characterist

Movement history, rock structure including
displacement
orientation, occurrence and
spacing of bedding,
joints, faults and other
discontinuities
Soil density
Density of landslide Rock density
materials
Shear strength (total Residual
shear Uniaxial compressive
and effective angle of strength
Strength, shear strength
internal friction and
along discontinuities
cohesion)
Ground water level Ground water level Ground
water
level
fluctuations
fluctuations
fluctuations
Saturated
Saturated
Permeabilities
conductivity,
initial conductivity, initial
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moisture
content,
infiltration capacity,
soil retention curves
Vegetation
type,
surcharge
Rooting depth, rooting
density, root cohesion

moisture
content,
infiltration capcity,
soil retention curves
Vegetation
type,
surcharge
Rooting
depth,
rooting density, root
cohesion
Canopy
storage, Canopy
storage,
throughfall
ratio, throughfall
ratio,
evapotranspiration
evapotranspiration

Geomorphological maps are made at various scales to show land units based on their
shape, material, processes and genesis. There is no generally accepted legend for
geomorphological maps, and there may be a large variation in contents based on the
experience of the geomorphologist. An important field within geomorphology is the
quantitative analysis of terrain forms from DEMs, called geomorphometry or digital
terrain analysis, which combines elements from earth sciences, engineering,
mathematics, statistics and computer science (Pike, 2000). Part of the work focuses on
the automatic classification of geomorphological land units based on morphometric
characteristics at small scales (Asselen and Seijmonsbergen, 2006) or on the extraction
of slope facets at medium scales which can be used as the basic mapping units in
statistical analysis. In most of the statistical methods the analysis is carried out for a
number of basic mapping units, that can be either grid cells, slope facets that are derived
from DEMs or unique conditions units which are made by overlaying a number of
landslide preparatory factors, such as lithology, land cover, slope gradient, slope
curvature and upslope contributing area (Cardinali et al., 2002)
Landuse is too often considered as a static factor in landslide hazard studies, and few
researches involve constantly changing land use as a factor in the analysis (Van Beek
and Van Asch, 2004). Changes in land cover and land use resulting from human
activities, such as deforestation, forest logging, road construction, fire and cultivation on
steep slopes can have an important impact on landslide activity. For a deterministic
dynamic assessment it is very important to have temporal landuse/landcover maps and
the respective changes manifested in the mechanical and hydrological effects of
vegetation. Land use maps are made on a routine basis from medium resolution satellite
imagery such as LANDSAT, SPOT, ASTER, IRS1-D, etc. Although change detection
techniques such as post-classification comparison, temporal image differencing,
temporal image ratioing, or Bayesian probabilistic methods have been widely applied in
land use applications, fairly limited work has been done on the inclusion of multitemporal land use change maps in landslide hazard studies.

5.3

TRIGGERING FACTORS

Information related to triggering factors generally has more temporal than spatial
importance, except when dealing with large areas on a small mapping scale. This type
of data is related to rainfall, temperature and earthquake records over sufficiently large
time periods, and the assessment of magnitude-frequency relations. Rainfall and
temperature data are measured in individual meteorological stations, and earthquake
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data is normally available as earthquake catalogs. The spatial variation over the study
area can be represented by interpolating the point data, provided that enough
measurement data is available. For example a map of the maximum expected rainfall in
24 hours for different return periods can be generated as the input in dynamic slope
stability modeling. In the case of earthquake triggered landslides a map of the peak
ground acceleration (PGA) could be used as input in subsequent infinite slope
modeling. The use of weather radar for rainfall prediction in landslide studies is a field
which is very promising (e.g. Crosta and Frattini, 2003).
5.4

ELEMENTS AT RISK DATA

Elements-at-risk inventories can be carried out at various levels, depending on the
requirement of the study. Elements-at-risk data should be collected for certain basic
spatial units, which may be gridcells, administrative units (countries, provinces,
municipalities, neighbourhoods, census tracts) or so-called homogeneous units with
similar characteristics in terms of type and density of elements-at-risk. Risk can also be
analyzed for linear features (e.g. transportation lines) and specific sites (e.g. a damsite).
The risk assessment will be done for these spatial units of the elements-at-risk, rather
than for the ones used in the hazard assessment. Population data have a static and
dynamic component. The static component relates to the number of inhabitants per
mapping unit, and their characteristics, whereas the dynamic component refers to their
activity patterns, and their distribution in space and time. Population distribution can be
expressed as either the absolute number of people per mapping unit, or as population
density. Census data are the obvious source for demographic data. However, for many
areas census data is not available, outdated, or unreliable. Therefore also other
approaches have been used to model population distribution with remote sensing and
GIS, to refine the spatial resolution of population data from available population
information (so-called dasymetric mapping).
Building information can be obtained in several ways. Ideally data is available on the
number and types of buildings per mapping unit, or even in the form of building
footprint maps. If such data is not available, building footprints maps can be generated
using screen digitizing from high resolution images. Automated building mapping has
also been carried out using high resolution satellite images, InSAR, and specifically
using LiDAR.

5.5

QUALITY OF THE INPUT DATA

The occurrence of landslides is governed by complex interrelationships between factors,
some of which cannot be determined in detail and others only with a large degree of
uncertainty. Some important aspects in this respect are: the error, accuracy, uncertainty
and precision of the input data and the objectivity and reproducibility of the input maps.
The accuracy of input data refers to the degree of closeness of the measured or mapped
values or classes of a map to its actual (true) value or class in the field. An error is
defined as the difference between the mapped values or classes and the true ones. The
precision of a measurement is the degree to which repeated measurements under
unchanged conditions show the same results. Uncertainty refers to the degree with
which the actual characteristics of the terrain can be represented spatially in a map. The
sources of errors, which may occur in the generaton of input data for landslide hazard
and risk analysis, are schematically represented in Table 5.5.
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The error in a map can be assessed only if another map, or field information is available
which is error-free, and with which it can be verified. Slope angles, for example, can be
measured at several points in the terrain, and these point values can be compared with a
slope map dervied from a DEM to assess the degree of error. This evaluation is different
for maps which are not based on factual, measured data, but on interpretation, such as
the genetic elements of a geomorphological map. Such a map can also be checked in the
field, but it is still possible that different geomorphologists will not agree on the specific
origin of a certain landform. For maps based on interpretation, only the uncertainty of
the map can be assessed, by comparison of different maps by different observers. This
method will only render reliable results if the field experience of the observers and the
mapping method are identical. Therefore, the actual uncertainty of such maps is difficult
to determine in an absolute manner.
A better way is to express directly the uncertainty of the features that are mapped. This
can be done for example for landslides, by including a parameter in the description of
the landslide referring to the certainty of the landslide features. Spatial uncertainty can
also be expressed by not drawing straight boundary lines, e.g. between two lithological
units, but by drawing an “uncertainty buffer”. It is possible to include these “fuzzy”
boundaries in the map, and assigning fuzzy values between 0 and 1.
The amount of uncertainty is strongly related to the degree of subjectivity of a map. The
terms objective and subjective are used to indicate whether the various steps taken in the
determination of the degree of hazard are verifiable and reproducible by other
researchers, or whether they depend upon the personal judgment of the researcher.
Many of the input maps used in landslide hazard analysis are based on aerial photointerpretation and will therefore contain a large degree of uncertainty. Table 5.6 lists the
factors that are considered to be important in controlling slope instability and a
qualitative description of the degree of uncertainty (partly after Carrara et al., 1992).
The degree of uncertainty is related to many factors, such as the scale of the analysis,
the time and money allocated for data collection, the size of the study area, the
experience of the researchers, and the availability and reliability of existing maps. From
this list it can be seen that many factors contain an inter-mediate or high degree of
uncertainty, either because they are based on a limited amount of factual data (such as
soil characteristics) or they are made by subjective interpretation.
Some of the factors with the highest degree of uncertainty are:
Spatial variability, detailed geotechnical information, as well as information on soil
thickness, groundwater, rock structure and seismic acceleration can only be obtained for
relative small areas, and at large scale. This is because a large amount of data points are
required in order to be able to model the spatial variation of these phenomena.
Those maps in which image interpretation plays an important role, and in which the
quality of the product depends largely on the experience of the interpreter, will produce
the greatest inconsistencies. These maps will be quite erroneous if not based on
thorough field checks (Fookes et al., 1991).
The landslide inventory map is the most important data layer, since this contains
information on the locations where landslides have actually taken place. For each
landslide information should be stored related to the type of landslide, the state of
activity, and (if possible) the date of occurrence and damage caused.
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Table 5.5 Main sources of uncertainty of input data for landsluide hazard and risk assessment

Example
Use of fault and lineament maps
derived from different organisations

Combination of 1:100.000 lithological
map with a 1:10.000 topomap
DEMs with high resolution derived
from topographic maps with 50 m
contour interval
Geometric (positional) errors in the Use of data with inaccurate coordinate
source data
systems
Semantic errors in the compilation of Use of wrongly classified landslide
maps
inventory maps
Temporal errors in the compilation of Use of outdated landuse maps
maps
Availability of incomplete data sets
Use of incomplete historical landslide
inventories, or rainfall records
Non availability of imagery from Images from suitable period after the
right period
occurrence of a major triggering event
Non availability of imagery of the Cloud cover in optical imagery that
right type
prevents mapping of phenomena
Inexperience of image interpretor
Not enough experience to map
landslides,
or
other
thematic
information
Too limited time for image Thestudy area os too large, and time
interpretation
for interpretation limited
Inaccuracies due to the vague Changes between landuse types that
("fuzzy") character of natural have a gradual change
boundaries.
Too much dependency on automated Generalization of rule sets used in
techniques
image classification
Too limited time for field checking
Not enough fieldwork for landslide
mapping and characterisation
Spatial variation of data which cannot Lithological differences relevant to
be represented
landslide occurrence that cannot be
mapped at scale
Uncertainty on subsurface conditions Soil depth variations over larger areas
are very difficult to model
Lack of sufficient samples to Characterization of spatial variation of
represent spatial characteristics
geotechnical characteristics
Lack of sufficiently long period of Groundwater fluctuations in relation to
measurement
major events ar onot recorded in
project period.
Lack of spatial units to link samples Characterization of elements at risk
to
data to homogeneous units
Errors in data entry
Digitizing errors, or errors in matching
sptail and attribute data

GIS Field data collection
Proce and map generation
ssing

Image analysis

Source data

Group Type
Use of data from different sources
that have not been checked in the
field
Use of input data with different map
scales
Inappropriate scale of the source data
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Errors in data storage

Errors due to the limited precision

Errors in data analysis and Errors in the conversion of data, errors
manipulation
in generating derivative maps.
Errors in data output and application
Wrong legends,
colour usage,
combination with topographic data
Table 5.6 Relative uncertainties for several factors determining landslide hazard

Factor

Uncertainty

Slope angle
Slope direction
Slope convexity
General lithological zonation
Detailed lithological composition
General tectonic framework
Detailed rock structure
Earthquake acceleration
Rainfall distribution
Geomorphologic setting
Detailed geomorphologic situation
Present
mass
movement
distribution
Present mass movement typology
Present mass movement activity
Past mass movement distribution
Soil type distribution
Soil characteristics
Soil thickness
Groundwater conditions
Land use
Past climatologic conditions

Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High
Intermediate
Low
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate/high
High
Low/intermediate
Intermediate/high
High
High
Low
High

.
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6

SUGGESTED METHODS FOR LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

As was mentioned in chapter 2 and 3 landslide susceptibility assessment aims at
subdividing the terrain in zones that have a different likelihood that landslides of a
particular type may occur in future. Landslide susceptibility zoning involves the
classification, area or volume (magnitude) and spatial distribution of existing and
potential landslides in the study area. It may also include a description of the travel
distance, velocity and intensity of the existing or potential landsliding. Landslide
susceptibility zoning usually involves developing an inventory of landslides which have
occurred in the past together with an assessment of the area with a potential to
experience landsliding in the future, but with no assessment of the frequency (annual
probability) of the occurrence of landslides. In some situations susceptibility zoning will
need to be extended outside the study area to be zoned for hazard and risk to cover areas
from which landslides may travel on to or regress into the area being zoned. It will
generally be necessary to assess independently the propensity of the slopes to fail and
areas onto which landslides from the source landslides may travel (Fell et al., 2008).
Therefore this chapter is divided into two components. The first susceptibility
component is the most frequently used, and deals with the modelling of potential
initiation areas (initiation susceptibility), which can make use of a variety of different
methods (inventory based, heuristic, statistical, deterministic). The resulting maps will
then form the input as source areas in the modelling of potential run-out areas (runout
susceptibility

6.1

LANDSLIDE INITIATION SUSCEPTIBILITY
(ITC and CNRS)

6.1.1

Introduction

A landslide susceptibility map contains a subdivision of the terrain in zones (which may
be individual pixels in a GIS-derived map, slope facets, homogeneous units, or
administrative units) that have a different likelihood of occurrence of landslides of a
particular type. The likelihood may be indicated either qualitatively (as high, moderate
low, and not susceptible) or quantitatively (e.g. as the density in number per square
kilometres, area affected per square kilometre, Safety Factor or Probability of Failure).
Landslide susceptibility assessment can be considered as the initial step towards a
landslide hazard and risk assessment. But it can also be an end product by itself, which
can be used in land use zoning, and environmental impact assessment. This is especially
the case in small scale analysis or in situations where there is not sufficient information
available on past landslide occurrences in order to assess the spatial, temporal and size
(magnitude) probability of landslides. Landslide susceptibility maps should contain
information on the type of landslides that might occur, on the expected sizes/volumes
and on their spatial frequency. A landslide initiation susceptibility assessment may
involve the following factors:
• The location of past landslide events with a classification of their type and
activity.
• Whether the geological, topographical, geotechnical and climatic conditions are
judged to be contributing to the possible occurrence of landslides.
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•

The proportion of the area which may be affected by the landslides (for small
scale landslides) or the number of landslides per square km in the inventory of
historic landsliding (for rock falls and small landslides)

Landslide initiation susceptibility maps should include:
A topographic basis, with contourlines or hillshading as backdrop and with drainage
network, roads, settlements etc.
Zones with different classes of susceptibility to landslide initiation for particular
landslide types, indicated by different colours (e.g. using the traffic light colour scheme,
ranging from green indicating very low susceptibility to red with very high
susceptibility). If the susceptibility map is used as the basis for landuse planning, then
the number of classes should be limited (e.g. to less than 5), otherwise the map becomes
very difficult to interpret, and use. If the susceptibility map is to be used as the basis for
runout susceptibility and for hazard and risk assessment, no direct classification is
needed, and the original values can best be used.
A legend with explanation of the susceptibility classes, either qualitatively or including
information on expected landslide densities. A separate description on the validation of
susceptibility maps is essential.
Superimposed on the susceptibility map should be an inventory of historic landslides,
which allows the user to compare the susceptibility classes with the actual historic
landslides.
There is a major difference in approaches for landslide susceptibility assessment
depending on a number of aspects that are also interrelated:
• The objectives of the study. These could range from a prioritization of landslide
susceptibility areas over large territories, land use planning, restrictive zoning,
design of risk reduction measures, Environmental Impact Assessment, Preparedness
planning etc.
• The scale of the study area (national, regional, local and site investigation). The
scale of susceptibility assessment is closely related to the objective of the study.
• The available data. This refers to the various types of input data indicated in the
previous chapter. The most important limiting factor is the availability of landslide
inventory maps, with associated information on time of occurrence, type, size,
volume and activity.
• The resources for data collection and time of study. This is closely related to the
objective of the study, the scale of analysis and the available data. If given the
objective of the study detailed analysis should be carried out and available data is
limited, large investments for data collection are required.
• The type of landslides and failure mechanisms. In general separate landslide
susceptibility maps should be made for different landslide types, as the input into
subsequent hazard and risk assessment. Even if the same type of landslides is
caused by different failure mechanisms, these should be identified and analysed
separately.
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•

•

The homogeneity of the study area. For instance if geological or soil types are
homogeneous over larger areas, it is possible to use even simple physically-based
models over large areas.
Whether the aim is to predict reactivation of existing landslides or to predict areas
with first time failures. The assessment of the susceptibility for reactivation of
existing landslides has a much lower uncertainty as the location of the event is
known, and the methods focus on the evaluation of the conditions under which
given landslides could be reactivated. Most of the methods used for reactivation
analysis are based on detailed landslide inventories and analysis of historical
activity supported by physically-based models, and are applied at local or site
investigation scales. The analysis of landslide susceptibility for new failures is
prone to much higher uncertainty, and a wider variety of methods is normally
applied.

The methods for landslide susceptibility assessment are usually based on two
assumptions:
•

•

That the past is a guide to the future, so that areas which have experienced
landslides in the past are likely to experience landslides in the future. Therefore the
collection of detailed landslide inventories is of prime importance in any landslide
susceptibility assessment.
Areas with similar environmental settings (as characterized by topography,
geology, soil, geomorphology and landuse) as the areas which have experienced
landslides in the past are also likely to experience landslides in the future.

6.1.2

Methods for susceptibility assessment related to landslide initiation

Overviews and classification of methods for landslide initiation susceptibility
assessment can be found in Soeters and Van Westen (1996), Carrara et al. (1999),
Guzzetti et al. (1999), Aleotti and Chowdury (1999), Dai et al. (2002), Cascini et al.
(2005), Chacon et al. (2006), Fell et al. (2008), Cascini (2008) and Dai et al (2008).
The methods for landslide initiation susceptibility assessment are shown in Figure 6.1.
They are subdivided in qualitative ones (landslide inventory analysis, and knowledge
driven methods) and quantitative ones (data driven and physically-based models). The
inventory-based methods are also required as a first step for all other methods, as they
form the most important input and are used for validating the resulting maps.
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Figure 6.1 Methods for landslide initiation susceptibility assessment.
There is a difference between susceptibility methods for areas focusing on landslide
reactivation and areas where landslides might occur in locations where there have been
no landslides before.

6.1.3

Landslide inventory analysis

The most straightforward approach to landslide susceptibility assessment is a landslide
inventory, giving the spatial distribution of landslides, represented either as points (on
small scales) or as polygons (on large scales, with a legend explaining the type and
activity. In areas that are characterized mainly by reactivated landslides this might be
sufficient as a first level of information. Landslide inventory maps are the basis for
most of the other landslide susceptibility assessment methods. They can, however, also
be used as an elementary form of susceptibility map, because they display where in an
area a particular type of slope movement has occurred. At national and regional scales
the density of landslides (of different types) per administrative unit can be considered as
an appropriate susceptibility map. Also density contour maps (isopleths maps) at such
small scales can be a good solution. Temporal information should play an important
role in landslide inventory maps. They should contain information on landslide
occurrences over a longer period of time (e.g. over decades), and in case of slow
moving or intermittent landslides, also on the landslide activity. Landslide activity
should not be confused with the age of landslide occurrence. Landslide inventories are
either continuous in time, or provide so-called event-based landslide inventories, which
are inventories of landslides that happened as a result of a particular triggering event
(rainfall event, earthquake). These are also referred to as multiple occurrences of
landslide events (MORLE) by Crozier (2005). By correlating the density of landslides
with the frequency of the trigger, it is possible to make a magnitude-frequency relation,
required for hazard assessment. The landslide distribution can also be shown in the form
of a density map within administrative units or to use counting circles for generating
landslide density contours. This is applied only in national and regional scales. An
overview of the methods and examples of references is given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Recommended methods for landslide inventory analysis

Approach
Landslide distribution maps based
on
image
interpretation.
Generation
of
event-based
inventories or MORLE.
Landslide activity maps based on
multi-temporal
image
interpretation
Generating inventories based on
historical records
Landslide inventory based on radar
interferometry
Representation
of
landslide
inventory as density information,
landslide isopleth maps

6.1.4

References
Wieczorek, 1984; Crozier, M.J. 2005

Keefer, 2002; Reid and Page, 2003

Guzzetti et al.,2000; Jaiswal and van Westen
2009
Squarzoni et al., 2003; Colesanti and Wasowski,
2006.
Coe et al., 2000; Bulut et al, 2000; Valadao et
al., 2002

Knowledge driven methods

In knowledge driven or heuristic methods expert opinion plays a decisive role. A
landslide susceptibility map can be directly mapped in the field by expert
geomorphologists, or made in the office as a derivative map of a geomorphological
map. This method is used extensively as the basis for local susceptibility mapping for
landuse zoning in many countries. The method is direct, as the expert interprets the
susceptibility of the terrain directly in the field, based on the observed phenomena, and
the geomorphological / geological setting. This method is subjective and depends
largely on the experience and time involvement of the expert. However, when carried
out by expert geomorphologists, such susceptibility maps may provide highly accurate
results, as the susceptibility can be assessed for every locality separately without the
need to incorporate a certain degree of simplification of causal relationships which is
required for most of the other methods. In the direct method GIS is used basically only
as a tool for entering the final map, without extensive modeling. Direct mapping can
also be supported with other methods (e.g. inventory, statistical or physically-based
modelling).
Knowledge-driven methods can also be applied indirectly using a GIS, by combining a
number of factor maps that are considered to be important for landslide occurrence. On
the basis of his/her expert knowledge related to past landslide occurrences and their
causal factors within a given area, an expert assigns a particular weight to certain
combinations of factors. This can also be done by combining all relevant factors using a
GIS and assigning the susceptibility class to each individual combination. Or it can be
done by giving weights to the classes of the individual factor maps and weights to the
maps themselves. The terrain conditions are summated according to these weights,
leading to susceptibility values, which can be grouped into hazard classes. This method
of qualitative map combination has become widely used in slope instability zonation.
Several techniques can be used such as Boolean overlay, Fuzzy logic, multi-class
overlay and Spatial Multi-Criteria Evaluation. The drawback of this approach is that the
exact weighting of the various parameter maps is difficult. These factors might be very
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site specific and cannot be simply used in other areas. They should be based on
extensive field knowledge and be assigned by real experts with sufficient field
knowledge of the important factors. The methods are subjective, but the weights
assigned to the factors are transparent and can be discussed among experts, and
defended against end users/decision makers. The resulting classes of the susceptibility
map (high, moderate, low and not susceptible) can be characterized by the landslide
density within these classes, obtained by overlaying the susceptibility map with the
landslide inventory. This should be an iterative procedure, in which the experts adjust
the weights until the susceptibility map gives a satisfactory classification of the
landslides, in which the majority of landslides should occur in the high susceptible
zones.
The heuristic methods are also applicable when no landslide inventories are available,
although then the susceptibility classification cannot be verified and the resulting
susceptibility classes cannot be characterized by a landslide density. These methods can
be applied at all scales of analysis. It is the recommended method for a national scale.
However, in regional and local scales they can also be applied and can be supported by
other methods (e.g. statistical or physically-based modeling). Table 6.2 gives examples
of the various knowledge driven methods.
Table 6.2 Recommended methods for knowledge driven landslide susceptibility assessement

Approach
Geomorphological mapping

References
Kienholz, 1978; Rupke et al., 1988;
Seijmonsbergen, 1992; Cardinali et al, 2002
Direct mapping method
Barredo et al., 2000; van Westen et al., 2000
Multi-class weighting method
Malet et al., 2009; Mora and Vahrson, 1994
Spatial multi-criteria analysis
Ayalew et al., 2005; Castellanos and Van Westen,
2007;
Analytical hierarchy process Yoshimatsu and Abe, 2005; Yalcin, 2008;
(AHP)
Fuzzy logic approach
Ercanoglu and Gokceoglu, 2001; Chung and
Fabbri, 2001

6.1.5

Data-driven landslide susceptibility assessment methods

In data-driven landslide susceptibility analysis, the combinations of factors that have led
to landslides in the past are evaluated statistically and quantitative predictions are made
for current landslide free areas with similar conditions. The methods assume that similar
conditions that have lead to landslides in the past will do so in future. Susceptibility
maps are mostly made for the present situation of the environmental factors, e.g. for the
present state of landuse. If these aspects change, e.g. due to a land use change or
construction of infrastructure, also the landslide susceptibility might change.
The methods are called data-driven as the data of the past occurrences of landslides is
used to obtain information on the relative importance of each of the factor maps and
classes. Three main data-driven approaches are used: bivariate statistical analysis, multivariate methods, and Artificial Neural Network analysis.
In a bivariate statistical analysis, each factor map (slope, geology, land use etc.) is
combined with the landslide distribution map, and weight values, based on landslide
densities, are calculated for each parameter class (slope class, lithological unit, land use
type, etc). Several statistical methods can be applied to calculate weight values, such as
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the information value method, weights of evidence modeling, Bayesian combination
rules, certainty factors, the Dempster-Shafer method and fuzzy logic. Bivariate
statistical methods are a good learning tool for the analyst to find out which factors or
combination of factors plays a role in the initiation of landslides. It can be combined
with heuristic methods and can also serve as the first step before multivariate statistical
analysis is carried out. The method is mostly done on a grid level.
Multivariate statistical models evaluate the combined relationship between a dependent
variable (landslide occurrence) and a series of independent variables (landslide
controlling factors). In this type of analysis all relevant factors are sampled either on a
grid basis, or in (morphometric) units. For each of the sampling units also the presence
or absence of landslides is determined. The resulting matrix is then analyzed using
multiple regression, logistic regression or discriminant analysis. With these techniques,
good results can be expected. Since statistical methods required a substantially
complete landslide inventory and a series of factor maps, they cannot be applied easily
over very large areas. These techniques have become standard in regional scale
landslide susceptibility assessment.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is defined as a non-linear function approximator
extensively used for pattern recognition and classification. Neurons are the basic units
of a neural network, which are organized to compute a non-linear function of their
input(s). A neuron receives input(s) with an assigned weight (s), which influence the
overall output of the neuron. It is possible to allocate more than one layer of neurons
and pass the information and weights from one layer to the next one. The structure of
layers, the weights and the connections, known as network topology, determine the
behaviour of a network precision. The network is forced to find de relationship between
the given classes, or continuous variables and the landslide occurrences.
Data-driven susceptibility methods can be affected by shortcomings like a) the general
assumption that landslides occur due to the same combination of factors throughout a
study area, b) the ignorance of the fact that occurrence of certain landslide types is
controlled by certain causal factors that should be analysed/investigated individually, c)
the extent of control of some spatial factors can vary widely in areas with complex
geological and structural settings and d) the lack of suitable expert opinion on different
landslide types, processes and causal factors. Table 6.3 provides examples of the
various knowledge driven methods used.

MultiBivariate
variate
statistical
statistical methods
method

Table 6.3 Recommended methods for data driven landslide susceptibility assessement

Method
Likelihood ratio model (LRM)
Information value method
Weights of evidence modeling

References
Lee 2005
Yin and Yan, 1988
van Westen, 1993; Suzen and Doyuran,
2004
Chung and Fabbri, 1993; Luzi, 1995
Carrara, 1983; Gorsevski et al., 2000
Ohlmacher and Davis, 2003; Gorsevski et
al., 2006;

Favourability functions
Discriminant analysis
Logistic regression

Lee et al., 2004; Ermini et al., 2005;
Kanungo et al., 2006

ANN

Artificial Neural Networks
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6.1.6

Physically-based landslide susceptibility assessment methods

These methods are based on modeling the processes of landslides using physicallybased slope stability models. An overview of physically based models and their
application for landslide susceptibility assessment is given in Brunsden (1999), Casadei
et al. (2003), Van Asch et al. (2007) and Simoni et al., (2008). Most of the physicallybased models that are applied at a local scale make use of the infinite slope model and
are therefore only applicable to modeling shallow translational landslides. They can be
subdivided in static models that do not include a time component, and dynamic models,
which use the output of one time step as input for the next time step. Physically-based
models for shallow landslides account for the transient groundwater response of the
slopes to rainfall and or the effect of earthquake acceleration. The transient hydrology
component is incorporated assuming a slope parallel flow either in its steady state as a
function of slope and drainage area (called steady-state models) or by dynamically
evaluating the entire process from rainfall to the transient response of the groundwater
(called dynamic models). Dynamic models are capable to run forward in time, using
rules of cause and effect to simulate temporal changes in the landscape. A dynamic
landslide susceptibility model addresses the spatial and temporal variation of landslide
initiation. They are therefore also applicable in the landslide hazard assessment (See
next chapter). However, the resulting maps show the Safety Factor for each pixel for a
given scenario. It is still complicated to determine the possible landlide size, although
this is done by grouping pixels with the same low Safety Factos into potential landslide
polygons. Physically-based models are also applicable to areas with incomplete
landslide inventories. The parameters used in such models are most often measurable
and are considered as state variables having a unique value for a given moment in time
and space. Most physically-based models are dynamic in nature, implying that they run
forward (or backward) in time constantly calculating the values of the state variables
based on the equations incorporated. If implemented in a spatial frame work (a GIS
model) such models are also able to calculate the changes in the values with time for
every unit of analysis (pixel). The results of such models are more concrete and
consistent than the heuristic and statistical models, given the white box approach of
describing the underlying physical processes leading to the phenomena being modelled.
They have a higher predictive capability and are the most suitable for quantitatively
assessing the influence of individual parameters contributing to shallow landslide
initiation. However, it is often more time consuming and resource intensive to derive
the necessary data required for physically-based models. The parameterization of these
models can be complicated, in particular the spatial distribution of soil depth, which
plays a decisive role. The advantage of these models is that they are based on slope
stability models, allowing the calculation of quantitative values of stability (safety
factors). The main drawbacks of this method are the high degree of oversimplification
and the need for large amounts of reliable input data. The methods are applicable only
over larger areas only when the geomorphological and geological conditions are fairly
homogeneous and the landslide types are simple. The methods generally require the use
of groundwater simulation models. Stochastic methods are sometimes used for selection
of input parameters.
GIS-based analysis of earthquake induced landslide susceptibility includes three
components which are commonly used together: pseudo-static slope stability analysis,
models for the attenuation of ground shaking, and (adapted versions of the) Newmark's
displacement method (e.g. Jibson et al. 1998).
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Apart from GIS-based models for slope stability assessment, there is also a range of
detailed 2-D and 3-D models that normally are applied on cross sections or on single
slopes (e.g. Slope/W, SLIDE, CLARA etc.). These require detailed information on
geotechnical parameters, soil/rock layers, failure mechanisms, hydrological situation
and seismic acceleration.
Numerical modelling applications can be subdivided in continuum modeling methods
(e.g. finite element, finite difference, with software such as FLAC3D, VISAGE) and
discontinuum modeling (e.g. distinct element, discrete element, with software such as
UDEC). Limit Equilibrium Methods do not allow the evaluation of stress and strain
conditions in the slope and are incapable to reproduce the crucial role played by
deformability in slope movements (Bromhead, 1996; Van Asch et al., 2007). Finite
Elements Methods and Finite Difference Methods are able to handle material
heterogeneity, non-linearity and boundary conditions, but due to their internal
discretization they cannot simulate infinitely large domains and the computation time
can be problematic. Boundary Element Methods require discretization at the boundaries
of the solution domains only, which simplifies the input requirements, but they are
impractical when more than one material must be taken into account. It is the most
efficient technique for fracture propagation analysis. Distinct Element Methods
represent a discontinuous medium as assemblages of blocks formed by connected
fractures in the problem domain, and solve the equations of motion of these blocks
through continuous detection and treatment of contacts between the blocks. Handling
large displacements including fracture opening and complete detachments is therefore
straightforward in these methods although they are less suitable to model plastic
deformation.
Hence, any numerical simulation will contain subjective judgements and be a
compromise between conflicting detail of process descriptions and practical
consideration. It is essential to define guidelines for the development of physicallybased models that perform satisfactorily for a given problem (Van Asch et al., 2007).
Table 6.4 Recommended methods for physically-based landslide susceptibility assessment (location
of the slope failure)

Type

Method

References

GIS-based
limit
equilbrium
methods

Static infinite slope modeling
(e.g. SINMAP, SHALSTAB)
Dynamic
infinite
slope
modeling with rainfall trigger
(e.g. TRIGRS, STARWARS
+PROBSTAB
Earthquake induced infinite
slope modeling (e.g. Newmark)
Kinematic
Stereonet plots, GIS based
analysis
for analysis of discontinuities (e.g.
rockslopes
SLOPEMAP, DIPS )
2-D
Limit 2-D LEM with groundwater
equilibrium
flow and stress analysis. E.g.,
methods
SLOPE/W, SLIDE, GALENA,
GSLOPE
3-D
Limit 3-D slope stability analysis, e.g.
equilibrium
CLARA-W,
TSLOPE3,
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1995
Baum et al, 2002; Van Beek,
2002; Casadei et al. 2003;
Simonie t al., 2008
Jibson et al., 1998
Gunter, 2002;

GEO-Slope, 2011;

Hungr, 1992; Gilson et al, 2008
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methods
Numerical
Modeling

6.1.7

SVSLOPE
Continuum modeling (e.g. finite Hoek et al, 1993; Stead et al,
element, finite difference) , 2001
FLAC3D, VISAGE
Discontinuum modeling (e.g. Hart, 1993; Stead et al., 2001
distinct
element,
discrete
element), e.g. UDEC

Selecting the best method of analysis

Not all methods for landslide hazard zonation are equally applicable at each scale of
analysis. Some require very detailed input data, which can only be collected for small
areas at the expense of a lot of efforts and costs. Aspects that are relevant for the
selection of the method of analysis are presented in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Important aspects in the use of the main methods for landslide initiation susceptibility
assessment.

Heuristic methods

Inventory methods

Important aspects

Limited to knowing the spatial and
temporal distribution.
Can be carried out at all scales of
analysis.
Difficult to apply at small scales
(it is quite time consuming to map
landslide distribution over large
areas, using image interpretation).
Used in combination with a
heuristic or statistical method at
larger scales.

A dominant role for the expert
opinion of the analyst.
Can be used at all scales of
analysis.
Increasing detail of the input data,
going from small to large scales.
Highly subjective, depending on
the skill and experience of the
analyst, but may result in the best
output results, since they do not
lead to generalization.

Scales of analysis
National
Region
al
Yes, but Yes,
difficult to multiobtain
tempor
inventory al data
for entire should
country
be
obtaine
d for a
period
as long
as
possibl
e
Best
Best
method at method
this scale. at this
Causal
scale.
factors
Separat
and
e maps
triggering are
factors
made
can
be for
weighted
differen
t types
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Local

Site

No, but
important
data for
validatio
n
of
models

No, but
importa
nt data
for
validati
on of
models

Yes, but
in
combinat
ion with
other
methods

Yes,
but in
combin
ation
with
other
method
s

Physically-based modelling

Statistical methods
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The relative importance of the
causal factors for landslides is
analyzed using bivariate or
multivariate statistics.
These methods are objective, since
the weights for the different factor
maps contributing to slope
instability are determined using a
fixed method.
They may lead to generalizations
in those cases where the interplay
of causal factors is very complex

No,
because it
is mostly
not
possible to
get a good
landslide
inventory

The hazard is determined using
slope stability models, resulting in
the calculation of factors of safety
and failure probabilities. Provides
the best quantitative information
on landslide hazard.
Can be used directly in the design
of engineering works, or the
quantification of risk.
Requires a large amount of
detailed input data, derived from
laboratory
tests
and
field
measurements.
Suitable only over small areas at
large scales.

No,
too
difficult to
parameteri
ze
the
models

Yes, if
sufficie
nt data
on
landslid
e
location
s and
causal
factors
can be
obtaine
d
No, too
difficult
to
paramet
erize
the
models,
unless
the area
is very
homoge
neous.

Best
method
for this
scale.
Correlati
ng past
landslide
s
with
combinat
ion
of
factors

No, not
enough
spatial
variabil
ity of
input
factors.

Yes, but
only
if
the area
if fairly
homogen
eous

Best
method
for this
scale.
Differe
nt
approac
hes can
be
selected
.
See
table 64

Therefore a selection has to be made of the most useful types of analysis for each of the
mapping scales, maintaining an adequate cost / benefit ratio. Table 6-5 gives an
overview of the methods for landslide hazard analysis and recommendations for their
use at the four scales indicated in Chapter 3.
There are several aspects that should be considered:
Selection of a method should suit the available data and the scale of the analysis. For
instance, selecting a physical modeling approach at small scales with insufficient
geotechnical and soil depth data is not recommended. This will either lead to large
simplifications in the resulting hazard and risk map, or to endless data collection.
In the case of lacking or incomplete landslide inventories, heuristic methods can still be
applied.
Different landslide types are controlled by different combinations of environmental and
triggering factors, and this should be reflected in the analysis. The landslide inventory
should be subdivided into several subsets, each related to a particular failure
mechanism, and linked to a specific combination of causal factors. Also only those parts
of the landslides should be used that represent the situation of the slopes that failed.
Use of data with a scale or detail that is not appropriate for the hazard assessment
method selected should be avoided. For instance, using an SRTM DEM to calculate
slope angles used in statistical hazard assessment.
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One should take care not to select factor maps because they can be easily obtained, such
as DEM derivatives on a regional or local scale, or the use of satellite derived NDVI
values as a causal factor instead of generating a land cover map.
One should avoid using factor maps that are not from the period of the landslide
occurrence. For instance, in order to be able to correlate landslides with
landuse/landcover changes, it is relevant to map the situation that existed when the
landslide occurred, and not the situation that resulted after the landslide.
Much of the landslide susceptibility and hazard work is based on the assumption that
“the past is the key to the future”, and that the historical landslides and their causal
relationships can be used to predict future ones. However, one could also follow the
analogy of the investment market in stating that “results obtained in the past are not a
guarantee for the future”. Conditions under which landslide happened in the past
change, and the susceptibility, hazard and risk maps are made for the present situation.
As soon as there are changes in the causal factors (e.g. a road with steep cuts is
constructed in a slope which was considered as low hazard before) or changes in the
elements at risk (e.g. city growth) the hazard and risk information needs to be adapted.
Landslide susceptibility maps should always be validated and presented with a legend
showing the meaning of the classes in terms of measurable factors (e.g. landslide
density, number of landslides, factor of safety etc.).
6.1.8

From susceptibility to hazard

Conversion of landslide susceptibility maps into landslide hazard maps requires
estimates of spatial, temporal and magnitude probabilities of landslides (Guzzetti et al.,
1999; Glade et al., 2005; Fell et al., 2008; Van Asch et al., 2007; Corominas and Moya,
2008; van Westen et al., 2008). The difference between susceptibility and hazard is the
inclusion of probability (temporal, spatial and size probability). Figure 6.2 gives a
schematic representation of how these 3 probabilities are derived and combined in a
hazard assessment (Jaiswal et al., 2011). This will be further discussed in chapter 7.
The spatial probability required for hazard assessment is not the same as the landslide
susceptibility. Although some methods (e.g. multivariate statistical methods) give the
output in terms of probability, this is not the same as the spatial probability of
occurrence of landslides given a certain triggering event. In most of the methods that
convert susceptibility to hazards, triggering events and the landslide pattern caused, play
a major role. Hence the importance of obtaining event-based landslide inventories or
MORLES, for which one can determine the temporal probability of the trigger, the
spatial probability of landslide occurring within the various susceptibility classes, and
the size probability. In this approach, which is mostly carried out at regional and local
scales, the susceptibility map is basically only used to subdivide the terrain in zones
with equal level of susceptibility.
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Figure 6.2 Parameters and process adopted for the quantitative assessment of
landslide hazard (Jaiswal et al., 2011)

Size probability is the probability that the landslide will be of a particular minimum
size. The quantitative estimation of the probability of occurrence of landslides of a
given size is a key issue for any landslide hazard analysis (Malamud et al., 2004; Fell et
al., 2008). Whereas the landslide susceptibility maps indicate classes with different
levels of susceptibility to landslide occurrence, the translation in the expected
number/area of landslides for given return periods, is what makes these useful for
subsequent hazard and risk assessment. Magnitude probabilities of landslides can be
estimated after performing the magnitude-frequency analysis of landslide inventory
data. For estimating landslide magnitudes, the area of landslide (m2) can be considered
as a proxy (Guzzetti et al., 2005). The frequency-size analysis of landslide area can be
carried out by calculating the probability density function of landslide area using the
maximum likelihood estimation method assuming two standard distribution functions:
(i) the Inverse-Gamma distribution function (Malamud et al., 2004), and (ii) the DoublePareto distribution function (Stark and Hovius, 2001). See also chapter 7 for more
information on this topic.
Temporal probability can be established using different methods. A relation between
triggering events (rainfall or earthquakes) and landslide occurrences is needed in order
to be able to assess the temporal probability. Temporal probability assessment of
landslides is either done using rainfall threshold estimation, through the use of multi68
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temporal data sets in statistical modeling, or through dynamic modeling. Rainfall
threshold estimation is mostly done using antecedent rainfall analysis, for which the
availability of a sufficient number of landslide occurrence dates is essential. If
distribution maps are available of landslides that have been generated during the same
triggering event, a useful approach is to derive susceptibility maps using statistical or
heuristic methods, and link the resulting classes to the temporal probability of the
triggering events. The most optimal method for estimating both temporal and spatial
probability is dynamic modeling, where changes in hydrological conditions are modeled
using daily (or larger) time steps based on rainfall data. However, more emphasis
should be given to the collection of reliable input maps, focusing on soil types and soil
thickness. The methods for hazard analysis should be carried out for different landslide
types and volumes, as these are required for the estimated damage potential. Landslide
hazard is both related to landslide initiation, as well as to landslide deposition, and
therefore also landslide run-out analysis should be included on a routine basis.
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6.2

LANDSLIDE RUNOUT
(FUNAB and UPC)

This section will describe the available methods for assessing landslide runout (travel
distance) for different landslide types in quantitative terms and their applicability to
different scales of work. Given the low resolution of the regional scale analyses, runout
assessment is seldom performed for such scale maps, except for very large events
(Horton et al. 2008). Magnitude (mass, volume) of the landslide, propagation
mechanism and characteristics of the path are the main factors determining the landslide
runout.
Methods for assessing landslide runout may be classified as empirical and
analytical/rational (Hungr et al. 2005). For hazard zoning purposes both methods are
widely used given their capability of being integrated in GIS platforms.

6.2.1

Empirical

Empirical methods developed for assessing landslide runout are usually based on field
observations and on the analysis, for different landslide mechanisms, of the relationship
between morphometric parameters of the landslide (i.e. the volume of the landslide
mass), characteristics of the path (i.e. local morphology, presence of obstructions), and
the distance travelled by the landslide deposits. Empirical approaches are based on
simplified assumptions and, consequently, they might not always have an evident
interpretation. Methods for predicting landslide runout can be classified as
geomorphologically-based, geometrical approaches and volume change methods Table
6.1.
6.2.1.1 Geologic evidences
Identification and mapping landslide deposits provides a direct measurement of the
distance travelled by landslides in the past. The extent of both ancient and recent
landslide deposits is the basis for defining future travel distances. The geomophological
analysis allows determining: (a) the farthest distance reached by previous landslide
events; and (b) if enough number of landslide events is inventoried, statistics of
distances reached and their probability.
Field work and photo interpretation are classical procedures used to define the spatial
distribution and extent of past landslides. The outer margin of the landslide deposits
give an appraisal of the maximum distances that landslides were able to reach during the
present landscape, for a span of time that may last for several thousands of years (Hungr
et al. 2005). The first constraint that this approach has to overcome is the proper
identification of the landslide deposits. Old deposits may have been buried by new
events, or removed by erosion total or partially, or masked by depositional features from
other processes.
Geomorphological approach is appropriate from the analysis of high-magnitude lowfrequency events that due to their abnormal size they may remain on the landscape for
long span of time and can thus be identified. For instance, mapping the extent of large
debris avalanches in the Puget Sound lowland close to Seattle (Scott & Vallance, 1993,
Hoblitt et al. 1998), has allowed the delineation and subsequent dating of the largest
lahars originating from Mount Rainier during the last 10,000 years. These deposits
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define the scenario of the maximum extent that similar events might reach in the future.
It must be taken into account, however, that in ancient landslide events, the lack of
continuous outcrops will make the delineation of the boundaries difficult, particularly in
the farthest reaches. Uncertainties relating to the source, size, and mobility of future
events preclude precise location of the hazard zone boundaries. The geomorphological
approach does not give any clue of the emplacement mechanism. Furthermore, the slope
geometry and the circumstances responsible for past landslides might have changed.
Therefore, results obtained in a given place cannot be usually exported to other
localities.
6.2.1.2 Geometrical approaches
Runout assessment can be carried out through the analysis of the geometrical relations
between landslide parameters and distance travelled. The most commonly used indexes
are the angle of reach (fahrböschung angle or travel distance angle) and the shadow
angle. The angle of reach is the angle of the line connecting the highest point of the
landslide crown scarp to the distal margin of the displaced mass. Tangent of the angle of
reach is the ratio between the vertical drop H and the horizontal component of the
runout distance L. Empirical observations show a volume dependence of the angle of
reach (α). A plot of the tangent of the reach angle (H/L) against the landslide volume
shows that large landslides display lower angles of reach than smaller ones
(Scheidegger 1973, Hsü 1975). The relation may be expressed by a regression equation
that takes the following form:
Log tanα = A + B Log V
Where A and B are constants and V, the volume.
This relation has, in general, a lot of scattering and weak correlation coefficients. When
splitting the landslides into different groups according to their predominant mechanism
(i.e. rockfalls, debris flows, slides) and characteristics of the path (i.e. obstructed,
channeled, etc), the scattering can be significantly reduced (Corominas, 1996).
When the landslide source and potential landslide volume are known, the runout
distance (L) can be obtained from the following expression:
L = H / tanα
In practice, runout length can be obtained graphically by assuming an angle of reach to
the potential landslide volume, for which a line can be traced from the source; the
intersection with the topographic surface will give both H and L (Corominas et al.
2003).
The rockfall shadow is the area beyond the toe of a talus slope that falling boulders can
reach by bouncing and rolling. Hungr & Evans (1988) and Evans & Hungr (1993) have
used the concept of shadow angle (β) to determine the maximum travel distance of a
rockfall. It is defined by the angle of the line linking the talus apex with the farthest
block. The application of this method also requires the presence of a talus slope since
the shadow angle in delineated from the talus apex, and the talus toe is used as the
reference point beyond which the distance travelled by the fallen blocks is determined.
Both reach angle and shadow angle may be used to trace the maximum extent of the
potential landslides (Corominas et al. 2003) and can be easily implemented on a GIS for
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local and site specific analyses (Jabodeyoff et al. 2005). Using envelopes to the most
extreme observed events is conservative but not unrealistic because they are based on
observed cases. This seems appropriate for preliminary studies of runout distance
assessment. If enough data is available, it is possible to model the uncertainty in the
runout distance by tracing the lines that correspond to the different percentiles (99%,
95%, 90%, etc.) of the spatial probability (Copons and Vilaplana, 2008). This allows
their application to local-scale landslide susceptibility and hazard maps but as they do
not provide kinematic parameters (velocity, kinetic energy) of the landslides these
approaches can be hardly applied to site specific analyses.
6.2.1.3 Volume-change methods
The volume change method (Fannin & Wise 2001) estimates the potential travel
distance of debris flows by imposing a balance between both the volumes of entrained
and deposited mass. The path is subdivided into “reaches”, for which reach length,
width and slope are measured. The model considers confined, transitional and
unconfined reaches and imposes no deposition for flow in confined reaches and no
entrainment for flow in transitional reaches. Using the initial volume as input and the
geometry of consecutive reaches, the model establishes an averaged volume-change
formula by dividing the volume of mobilised material by the length of debris trails. The
initial mobilized volume is then progressively reduced during downslope flow until the
movement stops (i.e. the volume of actively flowing debris becomes negligible). The
results give a probability of travel distance exceedance that is compared with travel
distances of two observed events.

Table 6.6 Empirical methods for assessing runout distance

Empirical

Activity
Geomorphologic Map old and recent landslide deposits
from aerial photos, satellite images
and/or surface mapping. Assess limit
(greatest likely travel distance for
each landslide type).
Geometrical
use empirical methods based on reach
angle or shadow angle to assess travel
distance (maximum reach)

Volume-change
method

References
Hoblitt et al 1998,

Corominas et al.
2003; Ayala et al.
2003; Jabodeyoff
2003; Jaboyedoff
and Labiouse, 2003
use empirical methods based on reach Copons
and
angle or shadow angle to assess travel Vilaplana, 2008
distance
accounting
for
the
uncertainty in the empirical methods
and data in puts (probability of reach)
Planimetric areas of lahar inundated Li, 1983; Iverson et
valleys obtained from statistical al. 1998
analyses (volume-area relations) of
previous paths
Runout calculated through a balance Fannin and Wise,
between volume entrained and 2001
deposited
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6.2.2

Rational methods

Rational methods are based on the use of mathematical models of different degrees of
complexity. They can be classified as follows:
6.2.2.1 Discrete models
To be used in cases where the granularity of the landslide is important. The simplest
case is that of a block, which falls on a slope. Its geometry can be modelled with
precision or approximated by a simpler form. The model checks for impacts with the
basal surface, applying it a suitable coefficient of restitution. On the other extreme,
discrete elements have been used to model rock avalanches. The avalanche is
approximated by a set of particles of simple geometrical forms (spheres, circles) with ad
hoc laws describing the contact forces. The number of material parameters is rather
small (friction, sometimes an initial cohesion, and elastic properties of the contact). In
many occasions, it is not feasible to reproduce all the blocks of the avalanche, which is
approximated with a smaller number of blocks. The spheres (3D) or disks (2D) can be
combined to form more complex shapes, and given granulometries can be generated.
One main advantage of these methods is their ability to reproduce effects far beyond the
reach of continuum modes, such as inverse segregation. (Calvetti et al 2000). Discrete
element models are suitable for the simulation of rock avalanches, but it is not
recommended their use in other situations (flowslides, lahars, mudflows…) because of
the rheometry of the flowing materials.
6.2.2.2 Continuum based models
They are based on continuum mechanics, and can include coupling of the mechanical
behaviour with hydraulics and thermo mechanics. Here we can consider the following
groups.
(a) 3D models based on mixture theory. The most complex model category involves all
phases present in the flowing material, as solid particles, fluid and gas. Here relative
movements can be large, and this group of models can be applied to the most general
case. The model is based on the mixture theory. However, due to the great number of
unknowns and equations, these models have not been used except when considering the
mixture, which is correct for mudflows and rock avalanches. As the geometry is rather
complex, no analytical solution exists and it is necessary to discretize the equations
using a suitable numerical model, such as finite elements or SPH. As an example, we
can mention the work of Quecedo et al 2004 who analyzed the waves generated in
reservoirs by landslides. These models are very expensive in terms of computing time,
but have to be used in situations where 3D effects are important, as in the case of waves
generated by landslides or impact of the flowing material with structures and buildings.
(b) Velocity-pressure models (Biot-Zienkiewicz) In many occasions, the movement of
pore fluids relative to the soil skeleton can be assumed to be small, and the model can
be cast in terms of the velocity of the solid particles and the pore pressures of the
interstitial fluids. This is the classical approach used in geotechnical engineering. Again,
the resulting model is 3D, and the computational effort to solve is large. Material point
models, SPH, and ALE methods, such as used by Sosio et al 2008 can be used, but their
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field of application is restricted. One important point is that pore pressures can be fully
described.
(c) Taking into account the geometry of most of fast propagating landslides, it is
possible to use a depth integration approximation. The equations reduce from 3D to 2D,
as all variables depend on (x,y), the z information being lost in the integration
procedure. This method has been classically used in hydraulics and coastal engineering
to describe flow in channels, long waves, tides, etc. In the context of landslide analysis,
they were introduced by Savage and Hutter. Since then, they have been widely used by
engineers and earth scientists. It is possible too to include information of the basal pore
pressure, as done by Iverson et al 2001 and Pastor et al 2008. It is important to notice
that even if the results obtained by these models can be plotted in 3D, giving the
sensation that is a full 3D simulation, the model is 2D. Moreover, pressures and forces
over structures are hydrostatic. Therefore, if this information is needed, it is necessary to
couple the 2D depth integrated models with the full 3D model in the proximity of the
obstacle. Depth integrated models provide an excellent compromise between computer
time and accuracy. They have been used to describe rock avalanches, lahars, mudflows,
debris flows and flowslides.
(d) Depth integrated models can be still further simplified, as in the case of the so called
infinite landslide approaches. Indeed, the block analysis performed in many cases does
consist on a succession of infinite landslides evolving over a variable topography. Here,
pore pressure dissipation can be included, as done by Hutchinson (1986).
We summarize all these concepts in Table 6.7 below.
We will close this Section by recalling the main conclusions described here regarding
the suitability and applicability of the models to different types of movements.
(i) Discrete element models are suitable for the simulation of rock avalanches, but it is
not recommended their use in other situations (flowslides, lahars, mudflows…) because
of the rheometry of the flowing materials.
(ii) 3D models based on mixture theory. These models are very expensive in terms of
computing time, but have to be used in situations where 3D effects are important, as in
the case of waves generated by landslides or impact of the flowing material with
structures and buildings. This kind of models can be applied to all types of movements
with the exception of those which have important effects caused by their granularity.
(iii) Velocity-pressure models (Biot-Zienkiewicz). are a simplification stemming from
above more general models. They can be used when the movement of water relative to
soil skeleton is small. Therefore, they can be applied to avalanches and debris flows.
(iv) Depth integrated models can be applied to all types of movements as a suitable
simplified approach. Their limitations are due to geometry of the flow rather than its
type. Depth integrated models provide an excellent compromise between computer time
and accuracy. They have been used to describe rock avalanches, lahars, mudflows,
debris flows and flowslides. In the case of flowslides pore pressure has to be
considered.
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methods for landslide runout assessment
Type of landslide
Discrete Models
Lumped
Rockfalls

Rational Methods

Table 6.7 Analytical

Discrete element based
models
Continuum based Infinite
landslide
models
models and Slidingconsolidation model
Multi sliding block
models
(thermo
mechanical)
Depth
Integrated
models

3D models

Rock avalanches

References
Agliardi and Crosta, 2003;
Dorren & Seijmonsbergen,
2003;
Calvetti et al 2000

Avalanches, debris flows, mudflows, Hutchinson, 1986
lahars, flowslides
Fast propagating landslides

Alonso and Pinyol, 2010;
Pinyol and Alonso, 2010

Avalanches, debris flows, mudflows, Savage, S.B., Hutter, K. 1991 ;
lahars, flowslides
McDougall & Hungr 2004;
Pastor et al 2008; Iverson and
Denlinger 2001
Avalanches, debris flows, mudflows, Sosio et al. 2008; Agliardi, F.
lahars, flowslides
and
Crosta,
G.B.
2003;
Quecedo et al 2004
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7

SUGGESTED METHODS FOR LANDSLIDE HAZARD ASSESSMENT

The goal of the hazard assessment is to determine both the spatial and temporal occurrence of the
landslides in the study area, including their attributes (i.e. size, motion characteristics). The analysis
has to take into account all the possible mechanisms, including the reactivation and/or the
acceleration of the existing landslides. The main challenge relates to the danger individuation which
implies the consideration of the location and geometry of the potential failure, the capability of the
unstable mass to travel, and its kinematics. The latter depend not only on the rheology of materials
involved and motion mechanism but on the characteristics of the path such as the confinement or
presence of obstacles.
Irrespective of the scale of work, hazard assessment should specify a time frame for the occurrence
all the potential landslide types and magnitudes at any considered location. However, this is the
most difficult part of the assessment, particularly for long runout landslides for which the
probability of failure (at the source area) may be significantly different than that of the potentially
affected area. Consequently, when calculating hazard at a particular location, it must be taken into
account that: (a) different landslide types may occur with different time frames; (b) the target area
may be potentially affected by landslides originating from different source areas; (c) the frequency
that is observed at any target location or section will change with the distance to the landslide
source.
The estimation of the frequency or the annual probability of occurrence of the landslides is
therefore a critical component of the hazard assessment and because of this most of the efforts are
oriented to the preparation of the magnitude-frequency relations.

7.1

LANDSLIDE FREQUENCY ASSESSMENT
(UPC)

Landslide frequency is a measure of likelihood expressed as the number of occurrences of an event
in a given time. As the size (magnitude) of the landslide governs the runout distance, the area
covered by the deposit, and the intensity of impact, frequency has to be assessed for each landslide
magnitude class. It is well known that small landslides occur more frequently than large landslides.
(IUGS, 1997) suggest that the frequency of landsliding may be expressed in terms of:
•
•
•

The number of landslides of certain characteristics that may occur in the study area in a
given span of time (i.e. per year).
The probability of a particular slope experiencing landsliding in a given period
The driving forces exceeding the resistant forces in probability or reliability terms, with a
frequency of occurrence being determined by considering the annual probability of the
critical pore water pressures (or critical ground peak acceleration) being exceeded in the
analysis

Frequency may be absolute or relative (Corominas and Moya, 2008). Absolute frequency expresses
the number of observed events in a terrain unit (i.e. slope, debris fan). It may consist of either
repetitive occurrence of first-time slope failures, reactivation events of dormant landslides, or
acceleration episodes (surges) of active landslides. Rock falls and debris flows are typical landslide
types treated as repetitive events. Relative frequency is a normalized frequency. It is usually
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expressed as the ratio of the number of observed landslide events to the unit area or length (i.e.
landslides/km2/year). Relative frequency of landslide is very appropriate when working with large
areas and/or at small scale. Maps prepared at scales smaller than 1:25,000 can hardly address the
frequency of individual small-size landsides (up to a few several thousands of cubic meters)
because they are too small to be mapped and treated individually.
For hazard zoning purposes it must be taken into account that the frequency is a spatially distributed
parameter. The observed frequency of the landslide events usually decreases with the distance from
the landslide source. This is because the distance travelled by each landslide depends on its
magnitude and on characteristics of the path such as rugosity, presence of obstacles or deflections in
the trajectory (Nicoletti and Sorriso-Valvo, 1991; Corominas, 1996). Large landslides usually travel
further away than smaller ones (Figure 7.1).
Two approaches are traditionally followed to assess the probability of occurrence of landslides
(Aleotti and Chowdhury, 1999; Picarelli et al. 2005): (a) the analysis of the present conditions and
evaluation of the potential for instability of both the slopes and the existing landslides, and (b) the
observation of the occurrence of past landslide events, which are considered as repetitive events.
The former usually does not take runout into consideration. In this case, the frequency of failure of
each slope and propagation are assessed separately and then mathematically combined (Roberds,
2005). Instead, the observation of past events is performed at both at the source and at the arrival
sites. In the latter case the frequency of each combination of slope instability and runout is assessed
directly as, for instance, the frequency of a rockfall in a roadway based on statistics of past rockfall
impacts in asphalt (i.e. Hungr et al. 1999).

Figure 7.1 Extent of debris flow events with different magnitude M (MI < MII<MIII)
and probability of occurrence (PI > PII>PIII). The combination of both parameters will
define the levels of hazard in the debris fan and their boundaries
(from Corominas and Moya, 2008)
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7.1.1

Evaluation of the potential for the future slope failures

Chapter 6 has summarized the available methods (inventory based, knowledge driven, data driven,
and physically-based) for landslide susceptibility analysis. Not all the methods described there can
be used for a quantitative risk assessment. To this purpose, it is required that the outputs of the
susceptibility analysis be expressed in quantitative (probabilistic) terms and could then be integrated
in the hazard analysis.
The probability of failure of the slopes may be determined by means of stability analysis and
numerical modelling, formal probability and reliability analyses, and event tree methods.
It is important to point out that the outputs of these methods can be implemented on GIS platforms
and used to prepare maps showing the potential for landslide occurrence from hillslope source
areas. However, they are not intended to depict landslide paths or landslide deposition areas.
7.1.1.1 Geomechanical approach
The geomechanical approach considers slope failure as dependent on space, time and stresses
within the soil. In this approach, hydrological models are coupled with slope stability models in
which, parameters such as the slope angle, the thickness of the soil and soil strength properties have
been taken into account. Coupled deterministic models used in regional analysis assume some
simplifying hypothesis such as basic failure mechanism or homogeneous mechanical soil and rock
properties. Distributed lithology and stratigraphy is usually derived from geological maps and
geophysical surveys. When such information is not available, spatial interpolation or kriging
techniques must be used to extend local soil properties to the whole area of interest. Examples of
the use of stability models may be found in Olivares et al. (2003), Frattini et al (2004) and Savage et
al. (2004). They show that it is possible, for instance, to determine the groundwater conditions that
lead a given slope to fail for the first time and their probability of occurrence, which is obtained
from the annual exceedance probability of the triggering factor. The outputs of the coupled models
can be combined with digital topography and implemented on a GIS platform. These models may
compute the factor of safety for each cell at any time during a rainstorm (Baum et al. 2005; Godt et
al. 2008) and to incorporate the results in maps showing the safety factor values of the slopes. This
type of approaches allows the analysis of possible scenarios (rainfall events) with different
probability of occurrence. For earthquake triggered landslides, the peak ground acceleration may be
determined for different return periods and the stability is calculated with a pseudostatic analysis
(Jibson et al. 1998).
Recent developments of coupled deterministic models have incorporated transient vertical
groundwater flow (Godt et al. 2008) while soil parameter uncertainty is accounted for by
considering the cohesion and the friction angle as random variables within a given distribution
(Simoni et al. 2008). However, as these methods compute the factor of safety for each cell, they do
not foresee failures of different magnitudes which is fundamental for defining hazard level.
7.1.1.2 Formal probability and reliability analyses
The probability of failure of a slope is assumed as the probability of the factor of safety being less
than the unity. Several methods have been developed to estimate this probability, such as the FirstOrder-Second Moment (FOSM) method, the point estimate methods or Monte Carlo simulations
(Wu et al. 1996). These methods take the uncertainty of the input parameters into account. Maps
showing the spatially distributed probability of sliding maps have been prepared by combining
FOSM equations of slope stability or other distribution functions with digital elevation models
(Haneberg, 2004; Wu and Abdel-Latif, 2000). These approaches require a high computational effort
to perform the calculations while upscaling to a regional level is made also by using simplified
assumptions of the failure mechanisms (i.e. infinite slope) and of the hydrological conditions. These
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types of approaches usually reflect the uncertainty in the determination of the input parameters
necessary to investigate the stability conditions of a slope but not includes the randomness, in time,
of the frequency occurrence (Romeo et al. 2006).
7.1.1.3 Event tree methods (logic trees)
The event tree analysis is a graphical representation of all the events that can occur in a system. By
using a logic model, it identifies and quantifies the probability of the possible outcomes following
an initiating event. As the number of possible outcomes increases, the figure spreads out like the
branches of a tree (Wong et al. 1997). The branching node probabilities have to be determined to
quantify the probability of the different alternatives. The probability of a path giving a particular
outcome, such as the slope failure, is simply the product of the respective branching node
probabilities (Lee et al. 2000; Wong 2002). The event tree approach usually requires some expert
judgement.

7.1.2

Frequency analysis of past landslide events

Probabilistic models may be developed based upon the observed frequency of past landslide events.
This approach is performed in a way similar to the hydrology analyses, and the annual probability
of occurrence is obtained. In this case, landslides are considered as recurrent events that occur
randomly and independently. These assumptions do not completely hold for landslides, particularly
the independency of the events. However, they may be accepted in a first approach and quite often,
this type of analysis will be the only feasible method to estimate the probability of landsliding.
When working at regional level it must be taken into account that different landslide types occur
with different temporal patterns. For instance, rockfalls may occur in annual bases in a rock cliff
while reactivation of dormant mudslides may take place every tens of years. It is therefore
recommended, that the assessment of landslide frequency is performed independently for each
landslide mechanism present in the region. In the event that the same location is potentially affected
by the arrival of different landslide types coming from different sources it will result in an increase
of the probability of occurrence, and the combined frequency must be calculated.

7.1.2.1 Probability analysis based on series of landslide events
The event tree analysis is a graphical representation of all the events that can occur in a system. By
using a logic model, it identifies and quantifies the probability of the possible outcomes following
an initiating event. As the number of possible outcomes increases, the figure spreads out like the
branches of a tree (Wong et al. 1997). The branching node probabilities have to be determined to
quantify the probability of the different alternatives. The probability of a path giving a particular
outcome, such as the slope failure, is simply the product of the respective branching node
probabilities (Lee et al. 2000; Wong 2002). The event tree approach usually requires some expert
judgement.
Complete landslide records covering a long time span may be used to perform the probabilistic
analyses (Corominas and Moya, 2008). This approach may be used for either the frequency
assessment at any give slope or at any terrain unit located away from the landslide source (i.e.
debris fan, threatened road etc). Two probability distributions have been used to assess the annual
probability of occurrence of landslides: the binomial distribution and the Poisson distribution
(Crovelli, 2000).
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The binomial distribution can be applied for the cases considering discrete time intervals and only
one observation for interval (usually a year), as is typically made in flood frequency analysis. The
annual probability of a landslide event of a given magnitude which occurs on average one time each
T years is:
P ( N= 1; t= 1)=

1
= λ
T

Where T is the return period of the event, and λ is the expected frequency for future occurrences. It
is also useful to assess the probability of landslide events for different periods of time, particularly
the probability of one or more landslides to occur in a given number of years (t), P(N≥1;t), which
is:

(

P ( N ≥ 1; t ) =1 − P0t =1 − 1 − 1

T)

t

1− 1
T ), and P0t is the
where P0 is the probability of no landslide occurring in a given year (=
probability of no landslide occurring during the t years.
The Poisson distribution arises as a limit case of the binomial distribution when the increments of
time are very small (tend to be 0); which is why the Poisson distribution is said to be a continuoustime one. The annual probability of having n landslide events for a Poisson model is:
P ( N= n; t= 1)=

( λt )
n!

n

e − λt

where λ is the expected frequency of future landslide events. On the other hand, the probability of
occurrence of one or more landslides in t years is:
P ( N ≥ 1; t ) =
1 − e − λt

which strongly depends on magnitude of the landslide events. Consequently, magnitude-frequency
(MF) relations should be established in order to carry out the quantitative assessment of the
landslide hazard.
7.1.2.2 Correlation with triggers
Definition of landslide triggering rainfall or earthquake thresholds has been a topic of interest for
the last decades. Plotting storm intensity versus cumulative rainfall of observed landslide events
allows the construction of regional specific curves identifying precipitation intensities which cause
shallow landslides and debris flows (Guzzetti et al. 2007, 2008).
Once the critical rainfall (or the earthquake) magnitude has been determined, the return period of
the landslides is assumed to be that of the critical trigger. These types of relationships give the
estimation on how often landslides occur in the study area but not which slopes will fail. In this
case, the probability of occurrence of the landslide triggering rainfall allows calculating the relative
frequency of landslides (i.e. # landslides/km2/year) which is useful for regional analyses of
landslides of homogeneous size (Reid and Page, 2002).
It must be taken into account that regional landslide triggering events might co-exist with other
regional triggers (i.e. snow melting) and with landslide triggers occurring at local scale (i.e. river
erosion). In this case, the return period obtained of the regional landslide trigger is only a minimum
estimate of the landslide frequency.
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7.1.3

Data treatment for frequency analysis

The probability analysis of past landslide events requires the availability of as complete as possible
landslide records. The most reliable sources are the landslide inventories prepared by the technical
units (i.e road maintenance teams). Unfortunately, complete inventories cover a short span of time,
typically less than one hundred years (Hungr et al. 1999; Guzzetti et al. 2003) while large slope
failures are seldom included. Vertical aerial photographs and, more recently, satellite images are
routinely employed for landslide inventories and for mapping new slope failures. Frequency may be
then calculated by counting the number of new landslides between photographs. The total is then
divided by the time span separating the photo sets. This method provides valid estimates of the
short term average frequency. It may be used for a mid and long-term average frequency, only if the
sampling period includes an average distribution of landslide-producing events.
Too short event sequences may give a misleading impression of the long-term instability of slopes,
particularly when thresholds exist as it has been found in many geomorphic processes. It is always
advisable to complete the existing records with landslides or their associated features dated with
absolute dating techniques (Lang et al. 1999). Table 7.1 lists the activities required to assess the
frequency landslides.
Table 7.1 Activities required for assessing the frequency of landslides

Activities
Analysis of rainfall including the
effects of antecedent rainfall, rainfall
intensity and duration on the
incidence of individual landslides
(the threshold) or large numbers of
landslides
Interpretation of numbers of
landslides from aerial photographs
and/or satellite images taken at
known time intervals
Prepare incident databases including
the volume (size) of the slide
materials. Development of M-F
relations

Reconstruct landslide series using
incremental dating techniques (i.e.
dendrochronology)

Reconstruct landslide series by
dating the occurrence of past (prehistoric) landslide events

Comments
Scale
Relative
frequency Regional to local
(landslides/km2/yr). Neither the
location nor the travel distance is
taken into account. Appropriate
for
areas
affected
by
homogeneous landslide sizes
Landslide frequency is averaged Regional to local
by considering the time span
between sets of images.
Absolute frequencies may be Local to site specific
obtained in site specific studies
(i.e. debris cone, rock wall).
Relative frequencies are often
prepared for linear facilities such
as
roads
and
railways
(#landslides/km/year)
In order to relate past landslide Local to site specific
events to their magnitude it is
often necessary the combination
with other dating techniques and
to
carry
out
additional
geomorphologic
and
sedimentologic analyses
This
approach
is
very Regional to site specific
appropriate for dating the
occurrence of large and rare
events (which remain in the
landscape for a long time) and
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Relating either stability index or
factor of safety to rainfall or
earthquake shaking, slope geometry,
piezometric levels and geotechnical
properties

thus complete the landslide
series
Probality of failure is associated Regional to site specific
to the annual exceedance
probability of the triggering
factor
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7.2

PREPARING MAGNITUDE-FREQUENCY RELATIONS
(UPC and UNIMIB)

Determining the probability of occurrence of a range of landslide magnitudes is a fundamental step
of the quantitative hazard assessment. Areas threatened by landslide events of potential catastrophic
consequences might be ranked as a low hazard if their probability of occurrence is very low
(Lateltin, 1997). Conversely, frequent landslides of low magnitude may determine that an area
could be classified as of moderate or even high hazard.
Nevertheless, without a sound assessment of landslide occurrence probability (expressed in terms of
the expected annual frequency of landslide events of given magnitude, or exceeding a magnitude
threshold), a quantitative assessment of landslide hazard is not feasible. In this case, the problem
can only be dealt with in terms of susceptibility (i.e. spatial probability; Brabb, 1988).
When coping with natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, floods, waves, landslides), the probability of
damaging events must be defined with reference to a specific “magnitude”, i.e. to a specific event
“size” of potentially occurring events. Magnitude can be portrayed by different descriptors
depending on the considered phenomena. For example, earthquake energy release at source is used
to describe earthquake magnitude, and water discharge provides a description of the magnitude of a
river flood. For landslides, common measures of magnitude include landslide volume or area (when
volume cannot be reliably known or estimated).
When dealing with long-runout landslides as rock/debris avalanches, debris flows, and rockfalls,
landslide “intensity” (i.e. the geometrical and mechanical severity of the phenomenon) depends on
both on its size at source (i.e. “magnitude”, a measure of the unstable mass) and its downslope
dynamics (e.g. velocity, kinetic energy, flow depth) and related spatial variability. When dealing to
the estimation of the probability of landslide events, landslide “magnitude” is usually considered.

7.2.1

Magnitude-Frequency (M-F) curves

Relationships between the frequency (a proxy of probability) of events falling in different
magnitude classes (i.e. magnitude-frequency relationships) have been proposed and used for
different natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, floods). The first well-established magnitude-frequency
relationship was proposed in seismology where a relation between earthquake magnitude and
cumulative frequency was observed (Gutenberg-Richter equation), which is expressed as:

log N ( m )= a − bM
where:
N(m) is the cumulative number of earthquake events of magnitude equal or greater than M, and a
and b are constants.
Early analyses for landslides (Hovius et al. 1997; and Pelletier et al. 1997) found that magnitude
versus cumulative frequency of the number of landslides are scale invariant and for a wide range of
landslide magnitudes the relation follows a power law which is formally equivalent to the
Gutenberg-Richter equation:
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N E = CAL− β

Where:
NE is the cumulative number of landslide events with magnitude equal or greater than A
AL is the landslide magnitude (usually expressed as its size: volume or area), and C and β are
constants.

Figure 7.2 plot of the magnitude-frequency relation derived from landslide
inventories. Magnitude expresses the landslide size (i.e. Km2). Frequency
(here, non-cumulative)expresses, for instance, the number of events per year

The construction and interpretation of frequency-magnitude relations have been discussed by
several researchers (i.e. Hungr et al. 1999; Guzzetti el al. 2002; Brardinoni and Church, 2004;
Malamud et al. 2004; Van Den Eeckhaut et al. 2007; Guthrie et al. 2008; Brunetti et al. 2009).
The frequency distribution of events in a given magnitude classe is usually well decribed by the
power law above a magnitude threshold. Below this threshold, a characteristic “roll-over” effects
occurs, resulting in a deviation from the power law and in a unrealistic underestimation of smaller
events. The rollover effect is usually not observed in magnitude-frequency curved derived by
rockfall inventories, provided that they are statistically complete (Hungr et al., 1999; Malamud et
al., 2004). Thus, flattening of rockfall magnitude frequency curves towards small magnitude values
should be related to censoring effects (Hungr et al., 1999; Stark and Hovius, 2001).
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7.2.2

Preparation of M-F relations

Different approaches may be followed depending on whether M-F relations have been derived at a
regional scale or at particular locations. Lists of possible references on how to prepare M-F
relationships with different approaches or using different datasets can be found in Table 7.2 Table
7.1andTable 7.3. On the other hand, landslide magnitude may be expressed as either in terms of
multiple landslide occurrences or by the size of individual landslides.
Large individual landslides may simply require the assessment of frequency of reactivation events
as their magnitude is always considered high. Likewise, it may be considered for small size shortrunout landslides (Salciarini et al. 2008).
7.2.2.1 Regionally derived M-F relations
Extraordinary storm episodes and large earthquakes may originate multiple occurrences of landslide
events (MORLE) at a regional level as defined by Crozier (2005). These processes usually trigger
hundreds to tens of thousands of individual landslides in areas extending from some hundreds to
tens of thousands of square kilometres.
In regional scale analysis a relation may be established between the intensity of the trigger
(accumulated rainfall, rainfall intensity, earthquake magnitude) and the magnitude of the MORLE
which is given by either the total number of landslides or preferably, by landslide areal density (i.e.
number of landslides/km2). Such a relation has been obtained in some documented cases for storms
(Reid and Page, 2003) and earthquakes (Keefer, 2002).
Regionally derived M-F relations can also be prepared from the analysis of aerial photographs or
satellite images obtained at known time intervals. These M-F relations may have validity at a
regional level but not for any particular slope or sub-region.
It is important noticing that in the aforementioned regional approaches, landslide runout is not
considered in the analyses.
7.2.2.2 Spatial dependence of the M-F relations
Landslide frequency is a spatially distributed parameter (Corominas and Moya, 2008). Frequencymagnitude relation calculated at the source area can be significantly different than that calculated
further downhill, as the volume of the landslide influences travel distance and area covered by the
deposit. Consequently, landslide frequency at any terrain unit is due to both the occurrence of a
slope failure and the probability of being affected by landslides coming from neighbouring areas.
The probability that a given slope unit is affected by a landslide thus depend on the frequency of
initiation, which must be scaled according to the frequency of reach, which in turn depends on
landslide dynamics simulated by suitable models (Crosta and Agliardi, 2003). For hazard zoning
purposes, such scaling may be regarded as negligible for short-runout landslides, and hazard can be
evaluated with respect to the landslide source. Conversely, when coping with long-runout landslides
at the local or site-specific scale, M-F relations derived at the landslide source must be combined
with runout models to obtain the areal frequency of different landslide magnitudes (Table 7.2).

7.2.3

Restrictions of M-F relations

The application of M-F curves must be performed with care. Limitations to their validity and
practical applicability include statistical reliability and process representativity issues. As to the
statistical reliability of M-F curves, it must be kept in mind that historical databases and inventories
of landslide events (i.e. the preferred source of M-F information) are rarely available, and sitespecific data collection may be unfeasible for large areas or when budget constraints exits.
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Moreover, landslide size values reported in historical databases may be incomplete or estimated at
the order-of-magnitude level of accuracy (Hungr et al., 1999). Data may be incomplete both in
space (i.e. data sampling only in specific sub-areas) and in time (i.e. data recorded only for specific
time windows). Undersampling of low-magnitude events may be related to the existence of a
detection cutoff threshold (e.g. for rockfalls along roads, very small blocks may not be considered
as “landslide events”) or to “systemic censoring” due to factors affecting the physical processes
involved in landsliding (e.g. effective countermeasures upslope the area of sampling).M-F curves
derived from inventories prepared from a single aerial photogram or image, or from a unique field
campaign should be discouraged. These types of inventories do not reflect the actual frequency of
different landslide magnitudes, as many small landslides might have disappeared due to erosion or
they do not reflect the reactivation events that might have affected to large landslides (Corominas
and Moya, 2008).
A key questions is whether the rate of occurrence of small landslides in a region be can be
extrapolated to predict the rate of occurrence of large landslides. The answer to this question is not
evident. As stated by Hungr et al. (2008), based on the analysis of debris flows and debris
avalanches, an M-F derived from a region would underestimate the magnitudes if applied to a
smaller sub-region of relatively tall slopes and overestimate in a nearby sub-region with lower
relief. An even greater error could result if one was to attempt to estimate the probability of slides
of a certain magnitude on a specific slope segment, the height of which is known
Frequency and the return period are valid concepts only for repetitive events like floods and
earthquakes. Landslide magnitude-frequency analyses assume the existence of steady conditions for
both triggers and slopes. This assumption is, however, arguable because the conditions responsible
for a given landslide frequency in the past might no longer exist (Lateltin 1997). In fact, climate and
anthropogenic changes are the main uncertainty for extrapolating calculated frequencies to the
future. In the Alps, since the Little Ice Age, vanishing permafrost has progressively left uncovered
poorly consolidated debris masses on steep slopes. More than 60% of debris flows triggered by the
1987 heavy rains in the Swiss Alps had their origin on slopes of periglacial areas that were still
glacier-covered about 150 years ago (Zimmermann and Haeberli, 1992). Continued warming could
further enlarge these zones and amplify the activity of periglacial debris flows in the next decades
or centuries.
M-F relations may be also affected the stationarity. Two very close consecutive rainfall events may
not be able to de-stabilize the same slopes due to the lack of available movable material (colluvium,
till) on the slopes. A major storm triggering multiple landsides, may have swept down the surficial
formation on the slopes. Refilling of the slope hollows or the weathering of clayey formations may
take long time and subsequent storm of similar or even higher intensity, may produce much less
number of failures because the slopes have been emptied. The constraint to debris-flow activity,
due to the availability of susceptible material was suggested in some European mountain ranges
(Innes, 1985; Van Steijn et al. 1988) and in the Canadian Rockies (Cruden and Hu, 1993).

Occurrence
multiple-landslide
triggering events

of

Table 7.2 Activities required for preparing regionally derived magnitude-frequency relations for landslides

Methodology –data source
Landslide density (magnitude) is related
to the intensity of the landslide-triggering
storm
Landslide density (magnitude) is related
to the intensity of the landslide-triggering
earthquake
Relating factor of safety to rainfall or
piezometric levels
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Reference
Reid and Page 2003

Keefer, 2002

Salciarini et al. 2008

Cumulative occurrence of
landslides over known time
intervals
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Analysis of landside records and
historical archives
Identification and inventory of landslides
from aerial photographs or satellite
images
Landslide series completed by dating
landslide deposits and field work.

Jaiswal and Van Westen,
2009
Hungr et al. 1998;
Guthrie and Evans et al.
2004
Schuster et al. 1992; Bull
et al. 1994; Bull and
Brandon 1998
Landslide series completed using proxy Van Steijn, 1996
data such as silent witnesses (e.g. tree
damages).

Integrated approach

Reference section or location

Source area

Table 7.3 Activities required for preparing spatially-dependant magnitude-frequency relations for landslides

Methodology –data source
Landslide reactivation event series
prepared from dating the associated
landslide reactivation features
Size of landslide scars
Probabilistic analysis of cliff recession
rates
incident databases of roads and railway
maintenance teams

References
Agliardi et al. 2009a

Pelletier et al. 1997
Lee et al. 2002

Bunce et al. 1997;
Hungr et al. 1999; Chau
et al. 2003
Spatial probability of occurrence combined Guzzetti et al. 2005
with the excepted probability of
occurrence at each slope
Landslide series completed using proxy Jakob amd Friele, 2010;
data such as silent witnesses (e.g. tree Stoffel et al. 2010;
damages)
Corominas and Moya,
2010
Landslide series completed by dating VanDine 2005
landslide deposits and field work.
Landslide frequency at the source area Corominas et al. 2005;
combined with runout models to obtain
frequency of different landslide magnitude
at given control section
Landslide frequency at the source area Agliardi et al 2009b
combined with runout models to obtain
spatial distribution of different landslide
magnitude
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7.3

LANDSLIDE HAZARD ASSESSMENT
(UPC with contributions from ITC and UNIMIB)

A fully quantitative assessment of landslide hazard should be made in terms of distributed
probability of landslide events with a given magnitude. In practice, hazard assessment for landslide
zoning purposes is graphically expressed in the form of discrete classes derived by heuristic (i.e.
matrix) approaches. Different matrixes can be used for different types of landslides and depending
on the adopted frequency and intensity descriptors. order to set up the Swiss Guidelines for hazard
assessment, Raetzo et al. (2002) proposed a matrix which axes are landslide intensity (or
magnitude) and frequency (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3 Chart of the degrees of danger for fall and earth flow processes (Raetzo et al. 2002)
Early landslide hazard matrices used landslide magnitude instead of intensity. As explained in the
previous section, magnitude is a measure of the landslide size and it is usually expressed as either
the area or volume. Even though it may be expected that the larger the landslide magnitude the
higher the damaging potential is, this cannot be held in all the cases. For instance, a large creeping
landslide mobilizing hundreds of millions of cubic metres with rate of displacements of few mm/yr,
would cause only slight damages to buildings, infrastructures, and negligible thread to persons.
Instead, a rockfall of few hundreds of cubic metres travelling at tens of m/s, it has the capability
cause significant damage to structures and loss of lives. This is a major difference between either
slow or short-runout landslides, and fast-moving, long-runout landslides, for which a significant
component of the damaging potential derives from the propagation phase of landslide occurrence.
In this case, the parameter representing the potential damaging capability of a landslide is the
landslide intensity. This may be expressed as (Hungr, 1997; AGS, 2007; Fell et al. 2008): velocity
of the event coupled with its volume, kinetic energy, differential displacement, total displacement,
peak discharge per unit of width, or impact pressure.
Assessment of the landslide intensity is not straightforward. The reason is that the intensity requires
being either measured or computed. Unfortunately, even for the most well documented landslide
inventories and data bases, the energy or velocity of the landslide event is seldom recorded.
Monitoring systems implemented in a few selected creeping slopes and slow moving landslides,
provide data on displacement and velocity on a regular basis. For regional analyses, these
parameters are difficult to measure systematically, making the approach impracticable. Instead,
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magnitude-frequency relationships are more and more available. In practice, as it will be shown
below when describing specific landslide types, the intensity is usually obtained by monitoring rate
of displacement or calculated through runout models which take the landslide volume as input
parameter (Jaboyedoff et al. 2005; Corominas et al. 2005).
Criteria for defining the intensity rating vary from one country to other, and even within the same
country. The intensity parameter may be ranked based either on the potential damage or on the
capability of both stabilization and protection systems to stop the movement. Example of ranking
based on the potential damage is given in the Swiss Guidelines (Raetzo et al. 2002) in which
intensity levels are defined based on the capability of the landslide to produce damage to buildings
and infrastructures and loss of lives. Example based on the capability of the stabilization and
protection systems is given in the Andorran experience (Corominas et al. 2003) in which intensity
levels are defined based on the feasibility of landslide stabilization or implementing protection
measures.
Even though magnitude is not the most appropriate parameter expressing the damaging capability
of the landslide event, in the most simplified approaches it might be sometimes accepted as a proxy
of the landslide intensity. There is a general consensus that large fast moving landslide phenomena
generate always a high intensity level. The area potentially affected by the arrival of rock avalanche
debris, large rockfalls, debris flow, or flow-slide events is consequently ranked as of high intensity
irrespective of its velocity. Small slides instead will usually be associated to low levels of kinetic
energy, velocity or impact pressure except for rockfalls and debris flows. On the other hand,
landslide intensity may not be always essential for taking hazard management decisions,
particularly in absence of exposed elements. Land-use planning options may be simply based on
the analysis of the areal extent of small and large landslides irrespective of their size. This is
particularly relevant in landslide hazard zoning at regional and national scales. At these scales of
work, runout analysis cannot be performed while maps do not have enough resolution for plotting
the spatial distribution of the intensity.

7.3.1

Objectives of the landslide hazard assessment and zoning. Where is hazard
determined?

The purpose of the landslide hazard assessment determines the scale, the methodology and its
results. The hazard assessment may have different objectives and spatial arrangement (Corominas
and Moya, 2008):
•

•

•

Areal analysis (Figure 7.4b). This type of analysis is usually performed in either regional or
local planning zoning. The potential for slope failure must be evaluated at every single
terrain unit. The landslide hazard is assessed at each land unit (pixel, cell, polygon, basin)
and frequency may be expressed in relative terms as the number of landslides (of a given
magnitude) per unit area (km2, pixel, etc) per year.
Linear analysis. (Figure 7.4c). Many infrastructures and facilities (motorways, railways,
pipelines, etc.) have a linear layout. Hazard studies usually focus on the landslides
(potentially) affecting the infrastructure. Hazard may be expressed as the number of
landslides of a given magnitude reaching the infrastructure per unit length and per year or as
the total number of landslides per year in the whole stretch. In both cases, frequency is
expressed in relative terms and should be determined for segregated landslide volumes (i.e.
Jaiswal and Van westen, 2009; Jaiwal et al. 2010).
Singular location analysis. Figure 7.4d). Detailed hazard analyses may be performed at
specific sites such as debris fans, talus slopes, or for a specific element or set of exposed
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elements. In these cases the hazard analysis is restricted to those landslides (potentially)
affecting the site. Frequency may be expressed in absolute terms as the number of landslides
of a given magnitude reaching the site per year. It may be a particular location, or of a
specific element or set of exposed elements.

Figure 7.4 Examples of types of landslide hazard analyses: (a) and (b) areal;
(c) linear; (d) singular location (based on Corominas and Moya, 2008)

7.3.2

Consideration of landslide runout

Landslide hazard zoning (areal analysis) is often performed for land-use planning. Two different
situations may be considered depending on whether or not to the mobility of the landslides is
included in the analysis. Short displacement landslides are well contained geographically and
remain at or very close to the initiation zone. In this case, hazard assessment and zoning evaluates
the potential for slope failure or landslide reactivation at each terrain unit. Long runout landslides
can travel considerable distances from the source area. In this case, besides the potential for slope
failure, landslide frequency (and consequent hazard level) must be calculated along the path (runout
zone). Different landslide magnitudes will result in different travel distances and intensities.
To include landslide runout, two approaches may be considered (Roberds, 2005):
The probability of failure of each slope is first determined, propagation is calculated separately and
then they are mathematically combined. In this case, a magnitude-frequency relation is required at
each slope or land unit and, afterwards, the estimation of the runout distance for each landslide
magnitude
Hazard is directly calculated for each combination of slope instability mode and runout as, for
instance, the magnitude-frequency of a rockfall in a roadway based on statistics of past rockfall
events (i.e. Bunce et al. 1997; Hungr et al. 1999) or on a debris fan (Van Dine et al. 2005). This
type of assessment may be also performed when working with land units that contain both landslide
source and deposition area (Cardinalli et al. 2002). Landslide hazard assessment at the potentially
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affected area often based on the frequency-magnitude analysis of the events reaching the target
location.
7.3.3

Restrictions associated to the scale of analysis

The scale of work, particularly for zoning purposes, conditions the type of approach to be followed.
The largest restriction is however the availability of a landslide inventory of sufficient long time,
containing landslides caused by different triggering events with different return periods. Funding
available may also be a constraint and this may force the use of smaller scale zoning of the landslide
hazard.
Resolution of small scale maps (regional or national scales) does not allow mapping individual
small slope failures (up to few several thousands of cubic meters). These landslides have to be
treated collectively. Because of this, neither runout nor intensity (magnitude)-frequency analyses
can be performed at national or regional scales (small scale maps). Frequency (probability of
occurrence) of landslides, for hazard zoning at small scale, is usually calculated in an integrated
way. Two approaches may be followed to calculate frequency: (1) counting the number of new
landslides on sequential aerial photographs and the total is divided by the number of years
separating the photographs; (2) estimating the probability of occurrence from critical landslide
trigger thresholds. Frequency absolute (the number of landslides per year) or relative figures
(number of landslides per unit area and year).
Both approaches are based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

Geological conditions in the study area are homogeneous
All slopes have similar probability of failure
The exact location of the slope failure (landslide) in not required
All landslides have similar size
Runout distance is not calculated and neither the spatial distribution of the intensity

Medium scale maps have enough resolution to perform stability analyses or assessment of the
probability of the slope failure and combine the outputs with runout or trajectographic analyses. The
main restriction is that neither stability analyses nor the susceptibility assessment of the slopes are
capable to develop magnitude-frequency relations. If fixed (constant) landslide volume is assumed
then the accuracy and reliability of the runout analysis might be low.
Landslide magnitude-frequency relations are usually calculated through an independent process (i.e.
from the analysis of past landslide records) making the hazard analysis de-coupled. Different
landslide volumes are integrated into runout models or empirical relations to delineate the
potentially affected area. Runout models are very sensitive to the resolution of the DEM and to the
quality of the input parameters of the models such as the rugosity of the path or the material
properties. One of the most important problems in runout modeling is the uncertainty of landslide
volumes, which should result from prior susceptibility assessment, the uncertainty of rheological
behaviour and associated parameters such as entrainment of materials.
Hazard assessment and zoning at large scale requires on one hand, high resolution DEM and on the
other hand, high-quality input data. This scale allows the hazard analysis at cadastral level and the
precise location of the exposed elements. Inaccuracies in either runout computation or spatial
distribution of the landslide intensity may have important consequences on the landslide risk
management decisions. A map showing the distribution of hazard intensity and the associated
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impact probability is the final product of a hazard assessment. Vulnerability of various elements at
risk can be determined only once they are situated on this map (Hungr, 1997).
Table 7.4 Scale of work

Scale
work

of Indicative
Runout
range
of
scales
National
< 1:100,000
Not included
Regional

Local

Site
specific

7.3.4

1:100,000
to
1:25,000
1:25,000
to
1:5,000
> 1:5,000

Usually
included
included

included

I(M)/F

Quantitative
descriptor

Hazard

Not considered

#landslides/administrative
unit
not Often fixed (constant) #events/km2/yr
magnitude value
#landslide/km2/triggering
event
Spatially distributed Annual probability of
magnitude (intensity) occurrence of a given
magnitude
Spatially distributed Annual probability of a
intensity
given intensity

Regional scale hazard analyses

Shallow landslides (i.e. slides, debris slides and debris flows) are often not recurrent at a given site.
They are recurrent within a region and frequency analysis may be then conducted on a regional
basis, its results being extrapolated to specific locations on the landslide density map (Hungr, 2006).
Shallow landslides in a region may occur either as (1) scattered failures occurring throughout the
study area over time or (2) multiple slope failures generated by particular landslide-triggering
events (i.e. rain storm or earthquake) acting over a large area. Crozier (2005) defined the latter as
multiple-occurrence of regional landslide events (MORLE). One single MORLE may usually
involve hundreds to tens of thousands of individual landslides in areas extending from some
hundreds to tens of thousands of square kilometres
Hazard assessment of failure occurring over defined time intervals can be performed based on
landslide inventories prepared from successive aerial photographs or images. Sequential aerial
photographs bracket the age of landslides. Frequency of the landslides may be calculated by
counting the number of new landslides between photographs. The total is then divided by the time
span separating the photo sets. Landslide hazard is performed on a regional basis and expressed by
the number of landslides per unit area. This method provides valid estimates of the short term
average frequency. It may be used for a mid and long-term average frequency, only if the sampling
period includes an average distribution of landslide-producing events (Corominas and Moya, 2008).
Magnitude-frequency (M/f) relations may be established, if resolution of the images is high enough
to allow splitting the landslide inventory in several magnitude (area or volume) classes (Malamud et
al. 2004). However, the spatial distribution of different magnitude classes is not presented in this
type of approach, thus having little practical applicability in hazard management.
Hazard assessment of MORLE is performed by first establishing a relationship between occurrence
of landslide events and the trigger. Many researchers have analyzed the relationship between the
occurrence of MORLE and storm precipitation (i.e. Canon & Ellen, 1988; Schuster & Wieczorek,
2002; Guzzetti et al. 2008) or magnitude of seismic events (i.e. Keefer, 1984; Jibson et al. 1998).
Given sufficient spatial resolution of storm rainfall records or of the earthquake magnitude, the
spatial landslide occurrence (distribution) in these events should make it possible to identify the
values of the triggers that produce the general instability of slopes and establish rainfall
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intensity/landslide density or epicentral distance/landslide density functions. In a second step, the
exceedance probability of either the rainfall intensity or earthquake magnitude can be related to the
landslide density (i.e. number of landslides/km2) (Reid and Page, 2003; Keefer, 2002). However, in
other study areas it has been found that the landslide density changes non-linearly with rainfall and
that a reliable relationship can be hardly established (Govi & Sorzana, 1980). These type of
relationships give an estimation on how often landslides may occur in the study area but not where
the slopes will fail.
Hazard calculated from frequency of landslide triggers, does not require having a complete record
of past landslides but it is necessary to dispose a reliable relation between the trigger, its magnitude
and the occurrence of the landslides. It must be taken into account that regional landslide triggering
events might co-exist with other regional triggers (i.e. snow melting) and with local landslide
activity (i.e. river erosion). Consequently, return periods obtained from regional landslide trigger is
only a minimum estimate of the landslide frequency. The opposite effect may be observed if
landslides remove the mantle of susceptible material leaving a much stronger residual surface that
may be essentially stable under the prevailing triggering regime, thus producing the exhaustion of
susceptible material—a process referred to as event resistance (Crozier and Preston 1999)
Neither the location nor the travel distance is taken into account in the above mentioned
methodologies. When the landslides involved have low mobility (i.e. debris, slides, rotational
landslides) or the scale of analysis is too small to show the landslide tracks, landslide hazard is
quantified without taking into account the runout analysis. These approaches are only appropriate
for areas having homogeneous geological and topographical conditions.
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Areal analysis

Table 7.5 Regional hazard assessment

Methodology
Recurrence of landslides is
obtained from sets of aerial
photographs and/or satellite images
taken at known time intervals.
Landslide frequency is then
obtained
Different magnitude landslide
triggering events are related to
landslide density. Return periods or
the exceedance probability of the
trigger are then calculated
Seismic shaking probability for
given time intervals combined with
probability of landsliding based on
Newmark models

Magnitude
Landslide
density
Landslide size
(area, volume)

Frequency
Frequency
of
landslides
is
averaged by the
time span between
sets of images.

Hazard descriptor
# landslides/km2/yr
# landslides/pixel/yr
total slide area/km2/yr

Landslide
Return periods or Probability of having
density
(i.e. the
exceedance # landslides/km2
landslides/km2)
probability of the # landslides/pixel
trigger magnitude
total slide area/km2
Number
landslides
(normalized
distance)

Reference
Remondo et al. 2005;
Guzzetti et al. 2005

Reid and Page (2003)

of Return periods or Probability of landslide Del Gaudio
the
exceedance occurrence
(2003)
by probability
of
seismic shaking
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7.3.5

Local scale hazard assessment

7.3.5.1 Areal analysis
Areal landslide hazard assessment aims at determining the likelihood of landslides occurring on a
terrain unit. To this purpose, it requires first of all the assessment of the stability of the slopes and
existing landslides. This assessment is usually performed with either slope stability models or slope
susceptibility analysis (spatial probability). The latter includes a wide variety of data treatment
techniques such as the discriminant analysis, fuzzy logic, logistic regression, neural networks
(Aleotti & Chowdhury, 1999) which results are usually presented in the form of landslide
susceptibility maps. To perform quantitative hazard assessments, the key issue in this approach is to
translate landslide susceptibility values in terms of spatial probability. Hazard may then be
calculated as the conditional probability of slope failure once a landslide trigger (i.e. critical rainfall
or earthquake) occurs or alternatively, it may be calculated based on the observed frequency of past
landside events (Catani et al. 2005). An example of the latter is provided by Guzzetti et al. (2005)
who defined geo-morpho-hydrological units, and obtained the probability of spatial occurrence of
landslides for each unit by discriminant analysis. The landslide recurrence was obtained by
dividing the total number of landslide events inventoried in the unit by the time span of the
investigated period and also the exceedance probability of having one or more landslides in each
mapping unit, for different period.s. Finally, quantitative landslide hazard was estimated for each
mapping unit as the joint probability of landslide magnitude (area), of landslide temporal
occurrence and of landslide spatial occurrence (Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.5 Landslide hazard maps for four periods, from 5to 50 years (from top to bottom),
and for two landslide sizes (≥2000 m2 and ≥10,000 m2). Shades of gray show different joint
probabilities of landslide size, of landslide temporal occurrence, and of landslide spatial
occurrence (susceptibility).(Guzzetti et al 2005)

Quantitative hazard may also be performed by using deterministic approaches, which are based on
slope stability analyses (Figure 7.6) combining spatially distributed hydrological models with slope
stability models (Savage et al., 2004; Baum et al. 2005). The factor of safety of the slope may be
computed at each terrain unit using simplifying hypothesis such as infinite slope stability model,
while the probability of failure may be obtained from the annual exceedance probability of the
critical trigger (groundwater level). For earthquake-induced failures, a conventional seismic hazard
analysis is used to determine the peak ground accelerations (PGA) for different return periods and
the stability of slopes when subjected to an earthquake with various return periods is examined
using a pseudostatic analysis (Dai et al. 2002). These types of analyses do not provide the expected
size of the mobilised landslide and maps obtained depict the potential for landslide occurrence from
hillside source areas, but they do not depict landslide travel paths or areas of landslide deposition. In
hazard analyses in which the landslide travel distance is not an issue or in studies performed at
either small or medium scales, hazard may be expressed as the annual probability of either failure or
reactivation at each terrain unit and zoning for specified hazard levels can prepared. Otherwise,
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landslide magnitude must first be determined and runout must be calculated for different landslide
magnitudes to obtain the appropriate value of the quantitative landslide hazard.
.

Figure 7.6 Slope stability analysis results with TRIGRS combined with critical rainfall
precipitation for different recurrence intervals (Salciarini et al 2008)
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Runout included
Runout
included

Non-areal
analysis

not

Areal analysis

Runout not included

Table 7.6 Local scale hazard assessment

Methodology
Combining spatial probability
(susceptibility)
with
the
probability of a landslide of a
given
magnitude
and
probability of occurrence
Stability models combined
with
spatially
distributed
hydrological
models
and
probability of the critical
trigger
Combining probability of
occurrence with empirical
models (conefall) at identified
sources
Combining probability of
occurrence
with
trajectographic
models
implemented in a GIS

Magnitude
Frequency
Landslide size Frequency
of
(area, volume)
landslides
is
averaged by the
time span between
sets of images.
Landslide
Return periods or
density
the
exceedance
probability of the
trigger magnitude

Hazard descriptor
exceedance probability
of occurrence of a
landslide of a given
magnitude during an
established period
exceedance probability
of the landslide trigger
during an established
period

Block volume/ . From historical Kinetic energy limits
Kinetic energy
catalogues
(M/f for different rockfall
relations)
magnitude and for
established periods
Block volume/ From
historical Kinetic energy limits
Kinetic energy
catalogues
(M/f for different rockfall or
debris flow magnitude
relations)
and for established
periods
Hazard assessment performed Landslide size Frequency
of Probability
of
x
at a reference section or (volume)
or landslide magnitude landslides of a given
location (i.e where the exposed intensity
classes is averaged size per year (it may be
element is located)
by the recorded normalized by length)
time span
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Reference
Guzzetti et al. 2005

Savage et al., 2004;
Baum et al. 2005
Salciarini et al. 2008

Corominas et al. 2003;
Jaboyedoff et al. 2005

Agliardi et al. 2009

Bunce et al. 1997;
Hungr et al. 1999
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7.3.5.2 Linear analysis
Linear landslide hazard analysis is typically performed for transportation corridors (Bunce et al.
1997; Hungr et al. 1999; Jaiswal and Van Westen, 2009; Jaiswal et al. 2010) and to singlular
locations as well. This is a particular situation in which the exposed elements (cars and persons) are
highly vulnerable to the occurrence of the landslide event either by direct impact or by collision
against fallen debris. Given that low intensity events may cause significant damage, the hazard
analysis is usually undertaken without any calculation of the velocity or kinetic energy. Magnitude
of the event is used, for instance, to determine the number of affected lanes and the width of the
landslide mass which is considered in the calculation of the encounter probability.
Hazard values may be expressed as either relative (i.e annual probability of occurrence of a given
magnitude event per unit length) or absolute (number of events per year) terms.

7.3.6

Site specific hazard assessment

Detailed scale usually concerns areas of several hectares to tens of square kilometres and hazard
assessment should allow the calculation of spatial distribution of the landslide intensity and its
associated probability of occurrence. This will require high quality of input data and the use of
sophisticated procedures (Fell et al. 2008). The results of hazard assessments, regardless of the
approach adopted, are very sensitive to changes in the selected variables, such as materials rheology
(properties), potential volume, path characteristics and precision of the DEM.
The goal of site specific analysis may be focussed on the analysis of the probability of failure of a
slope (or the reactivation of a dormant landslide), the area potentially affected by the landslide path
or both (Crosta et al. 2006).

7.3.6.1 First-time slope failures
For site-specific slopes, the probability of failure is usually considered as the probability of a factor
of safety lesser than unity. The performance function of slopes, denoted by G(X ) where X is the
collection of random input parameters, is a function which defines the failure or safety state of a
slope. The function is defined in such a way that failure is implied when G(X ) < 0 and safety by
G(X ) > 0. The boundary defined by G(X ) = 0 separating the safety and failure domains is called
the limit state boundary.
The performance function for a slope is usually taken as (Dai et al. 2002):
G(X) = R(X) – S(X)
Where:
R(X ) is the resistance and S(X ) is the action
The performance function of a slope is usually formulated using simplified limit equilibrium
methods. Once this function is defined, the probability of failure of a slope can be estimated by: (1)
The first-order-second-moment (FOSM) method, that characterizes the frequency distribution of the
factor of safety in terms of its mean value and standard deviation; (2) Monte Carlo simulation, that
uses a computerized sampling procedure to approximate the probability distribution of the factor of
safety by repeating the analysis many times.
Analysis of the reactivation potential individual dormant landslides is typically performed in
rotational slides, earthflows and mudslides, with a potential for producing damage to buildings and
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infrastructures. Reactivation events in such type of movements often result in small displacements,
with associated cracking, bulging, and other deformational features. Lives are rarely threatened.
Displacements are usually too short to perform specific runout analyses. The relation between
magnitude (local or global reactivation) and frequency of the events can be used to calculate hazard,
although further judgement will be required to translate the landslide magnitude, in terms of
damaging capability (intensity) of the landslide reactivation event. Not only the absolute
displacements, but differential movements within the landslide mass, should be taken into account
to express landslide intensity.
For landslides where piezometric levels are recorded over some time period, the probability of
landslide reactivation and the onset of displacements may be calculated by combining hydrological
and slope stability models (Cascini, 2008). An example is provided by Ko Ko et al (2003) who first
of all, established the relationship between the slope instability and the associated critical
piezometric levels. This relation was checked with a monitoring system (inclinometers and
piezometres). Secondly, the probability of the piezometric level required for reactivation of the
landslide was determined by analyzing its relation to rainfall record for a given period. The
landslide triggering critical rainfall magnitude was identified and its probability of occurrence
calculated. However, this type of approaches is not yet capable to establish a relationship between
rainfall magnitude and intensity (rate of movement, differential displacements) of the landslides.
7.3.6.2 Active Landslides
In active slow moving landslides (creep type movement) it does not make sense to calculate the
probability of occurrence as the landslide is already moving. Rates of displacements up to few
millimetres per month can be accommodated by structures with minor ongoing repairs. However,
active earthflows or the translational type of landslides showing creep movements may experience
sudden acceleration (surges) of catastrophic consequences (Bonnard et al. 1995). Therefore, the aim
of hazard assessment for active landslides is calculate the probability of keeping the same rate of
movement and the potential for either their local or global reactivation.
The rates of movements can be related to a range of piezometric conditions and an estimate of their
likelihood of occurrence made as a function of the probability of rainfall events (Baynes, 1997).
The hazard analysis should then concentrate on the tendency to continue at the same rate of
movement, to accelerate or to decelerate. This tendency can be associated with probabilities (DUTI,
1985; Einstein, 1997).
7.3.6.3 Rockfalls
The intensity of rockfalls depends on both the velocity and the volume of the mass in motion, and is
usually described in terms of average or maximum kinetic energy, and sometimes of height of
trajectories above local topography. A given rockfall volume will produce a changing velocity
profile along its path and kinetic or impact energy will change as well (Crosta and Agliardi, 2003).
Rockfall intensity is not biunivocally dependent of rockfall size (magnitude) as similar kinetic
energy values may be obtained by different combinations of volumes and velocities. Therefore,
rockfall hazard zoning must be performed with the support of trajectographic models that calculate
the potential rockfall paths and the location of the stopping blocks, the velocity and kinetic energy
of the blocks and the spatial distribution of the kinetic energy.
Two different approaches can be used for rockfall hazard assessment at site specific scale: (1)
assess the probability of occurrence at the rockfall source and combine it with physically based (2D or 3-D) rockfall simulation models. Outputs are usually block velocities, kinetic energies and
height of bounces, with the associated exceedance probabilities; (2) assess the probability of
occurrence rockfalls of different magnitudes at pre-defined locations (reference sections , roads,
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built areas etc.) using M/f relations derived from inventories of rockfall events (see section 7.2)
(see Figure 7.7).
In the first approach mentioned, a critical issue is the definition of the characteristic rockfall volume
that will be used as input parameter in the trajectographic analyses to calculate runout distances and
energies for hazard assessment. The larger the initial volume, the longer the trajectory and the
higher the kinetic energy along the path will be. It should be noted that in case of fragmental
rockfalls, hazard is caused by individual blocks that describe more or less independent trajectories.
However, magnitude-frequency relationships which are the usual output of the rockfall inventories,
links the frequency to the volume of the initial detached mass, but not to the size of the individual
blocks that finally reach the reference section.
Fragmental rock fall is the more or less independent movement of individual rocks, as opposed to
the sliding or mass flow of coherent or broken rock typical of a rock avalanche. Although there is
no well defined volume limit, Evans and Hungr (1993) or Wieczorek at al (1998) have suggested
that rock falls of less than 100,000 m3 be characterized as fragmental rock falls that can be
considered to move as single blocks. When compared to massive rockfalls or rock avalanches,
movement of individual blocks will reduce significantly the intensity of the event.
The challenge in fragmental rockfalls is how to relate the initial rockfall mass volume at the source
to the individual blocks reaching the bottom of the slope. Unfortunately, at present most of
available codes do not consider the fragmentation process of rockfall. Using initial rockfall volumes
may be excessively pessimistic and unrealistic. In case of small volume fragmented rockfalls it
might be justified the use of individual blocks in the trajectograhic analyses. The size of the blocks
should be representative of the most likely future rock fall events. It can be determined from the
geometrical characteristics (length, spacing) of the main discontinuity sets observed on the rock
face, and/or from the size distribution of the fragments on the slope (Corominas et al. 2005;
Abruzzese et al. 2009)
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Runout
included

not

Runout considered

Table 7.7 Site specific rockfall and rock avalanche hazard assessment

Methodology
Combining probability of
occurrence with empirical
models (reach angle/shadow
angle)
Combining probability of
occurrence with empirical
models (conefall)

Magnitude/Intensity Frequency
Volume
M/f

Hazard descriptor

Reference
Copons et al. 2009

Block
volume/ .
Kinetic energy

Spatially
distributed
kinetic
energy
for
different
rockfall
magnitudes and for
established periods
Annual probability of
exceeding a kinetic
energy for different
rockfall magnitudes
Annual probability of
occurrence of landslide
magnitude classes (it
may be normalized by
length of the reference
section or road)

Jaboyedoff et al. 2005;

Combining
occurrence
models

probability of Block
volume/ From hitorical an
with
runout Kinetic energy
reconstructed
catalogues
(M/f
relations
Landslide incident records Landslide
size Frequency
of
(historical
catalogues) (volume)
landslide magnitude
reaching a reference section or
classes is averaged
location
by the recorded
time span
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7.3.6.4 Debris flows
As in rockfalls the intensity of debris flows is not biunivocally dependent on the mobilized debris
volume. Descriptors proposed for debris flow intensity include: velocity, flow depth, thickness of
debris deposits, and impact pressures (see Table 7.8).
Table 7.8 Debris flow-hazard matrix proposed by different authors
(taken from Hürlimann et al. 2008)

Every debris flow event will produce a different distribution of intensity and probability of impact,
based on its dynamics. According to Hungr (1997) the hazard intensity map must therefore present
a scale of pairings of intensity and impact probability values for various types and magnitude
classes of hazard. An example of a debris flow hazard intensity map is shown in Figure 7.7. In this
map, the concentric hazard intensity zones can be impacted by debris flows of three different
magnitude classes, each with a different probability of occurrence and different runout
characteristics. The intensity is expressed by different values of velocity and flow depth, obtained
from a runout analysis. .
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Figure 7.7 Hazard intensity map of Cheekye Fan, B.C. (from Sobkowicz et al. 1995, in Hungr
1997)
Like in rockfalls, two different approaches can be used for debris flow hazard assessment at site
specific scale: (1) assess the probability of occurrence of failure of a particular debris volume that
will generate a debris flow and use a physically based (2-D or 3-D) debris-flow simulation models
to define the affected area and the intensity parameters (Hürlimann, et al. 2006, 2008); (2) assess
the probability of occurrence debris flows of different magnitudes at particular locations below the
debris source (reference sections , debris fans etc.) using M/F relations (VanDine et al, 2005).
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7.4

LANDSLIDE MULTI-HAZARD ASSESSMENT
(UNIFI and UNIMIB)

7.4.1

The concept and practice of multi-hazard

The assessment of multi-hazard, strictu sensu, should be intended as the definition of the joint
probability of independent events occurring in the same area in a given time span. In practice,
however, multi-hazard is often considered solely in conjunction with risk analysis, for the
assessment of expected losses. This is due to the fact that, being the vulnerability dependent on
landslide typology and intensity, to combine occurrence probabilities at the hazard stage into a
single hazard value mùight hinder the correct determination of risk in the following stages.
In such cases, the usual procedure starts with the independent definition of the probabilities of
occurrence (hazard) and, henceforth, the combination of effects is only performed at the final stage,
with the overlay of expected losses in one or several quantitative risk scenarios.
We will therefore try to summarize the main aspects related to multi-hazard analysis in the context
of a more general system in which every cause-effect couple depends on the whole set of risk
parameters.
In the literature, whilst the specific case of multi-hazard assessment for the joint occurrence of
different types of landslides is poorly documented, there are several examples of applications that
consider the combined effects of different natural (or man-made) hazards as concerning given sets
of elements at risk.
Some of these cases report actual applications in county to region level risk management planning
and offer early examples of multi-hazard approach within natural risk assessment. The municipality
of Cairns, Australia, leaded the AGSO Cities Project in the late ‘90s with a study encompassing a
range of geohazards posing risks to urban communities (Granger et al., 1999). The hazards
considered were earthquakes, landslides, floods and cyclones. Even though the approach was quite
complete from the point of view of the number of geo-processes taken into account, the study did
not attempt to understand the possible interconnections or cause-effect relationship among them.
The same approach, in which several geohazards are accounted for one by one, is used by the
FEMA in the United States. With the aid of the modelling software Hazus
(http://www.fema.gov/plan/prevent/hazus/), the FEMA supports the development of states’ and
local communities’ multi-hazard and multi-risk mitigation plans as a requirement for Federal
funding after natural disasters (FEMA, 2006; McCarthy and Keegan, 2009).
Practical examples of multi-hazard approach methods are also offered by van Westen et al. (2002)
which studied the case of the city of Turrialba (Costa Rica), as subjected to landslide, earthquake
and flood risk. The authors propose three different schemes to assess hazard and vulnerability and
integrate this knowledge into an overall figure only at the risk stage, given the very diverse nature
of the natural disasters taken into account.
An interesting example of quantitative probabilistic assessment is proposed by Gerbaudo and Saffar
(2007) concerning the multi-hazard estimation of expected losses in the city of Mayaguez (Puerto
Rico) as a consequence of earthquakes and hurricanes. The novelty of the approach stands on the
fact that specific recurrence time probability curves are prepared for each hazard type so that the
subsequent stages of losses assessment are based on a common ground using comparable units.
They also use deterministic hazard computation for specific scenarios in which it is possible to
reach a better understanding of the expected outcomes of every different event.
Windstorms, flooding and earthquakes are instead the dangers that are included in a multi-hazard
analysis for the city of Cologne (Germany) in a study similar to the previous one in which, again,
the overall result is given only at the risk stage, after every single issue has been dealt with using
specific one-hazard assessment methods (Grunthal et al., 2006). Here, the authors show another
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probabilistic approach to the computation of hazard in different cases and then combine the
different outputs in a general risk map using expected losses (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8 Risk curves of the hazards due to windstorms, floods and earthquakes for the city
of Cologne. These curves comes directly from multiple one-by-one probabilistic hazard curves
(from Grunthal et al., 2006)
Again, no attempt is made at overalying different events in time or in space for an in-depth
inspection of possible domino effects.
Similarly, Ferrier and Haque (2003) propose a framework for the application of risk assessment
procedures in cases of multi-hazard issues in Toronto (Canada). Blong (2003) is the only that
attempts the definition of a multi-event index to rank and classify priorities in risk mitigation
planning. Unfortunately, though, he does it only for damage assessment at the risk level, without
explicitly incorporating a proposal for natural multi-hazard evaluation.
Concerning landslide related risks, or landslide as a secondary effect of a main damaging event,
Lacasse et al. (2008) attempted an analysis of the possible risk patterns induced by a sudden
collapse of the Aknes rock slide, illustrating, with the help of an event tree, the different ensuing
scenarios which include the triggering of tsunamis (Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.9 Bayesian Event tree for tsunami propagation, given that rock slide in Aknes has
occurred (V= rockslide volume, R=run-up height). From Lacasse et al., 2008

In many examples of case studies in which a sort of multi-hazard is considered, the joint occurrence
of two or more types of damaging events seems to include a cascading or positive feedback in
which a domino effect has taken place.
In general, though, the basic multi-hazard has to do with the occurrence of different types of
landslides in the same area, each with its own probability of occurrence. In case no domino effect
occurs, we can consider the different events as independent. This means that the overall hazard will
be given by the sum of the (independent) probabilities of the single mass movements. However, as a
matter of fact, in the great majority of applications the joint probability of independent landslide
event in an area is not of interest until we reach the risk assessment phase due to the fact that each
different type of mass movement will have its specific intensity towards the existing elements at
risk. This means that a separate assessment of intensity and vulnerability is necessary for each
landslide acting on the area so, therefore, the joint probability must forcefully be computed at risk
assessment stage, after the single parameters have been computed for every single mass movement.
In this case, thus, it is quite inappropriate to speak of multi-hazard and we enter the field of multirisk (see Chapter 8.2).
Multi-hazard, instead, is necessary when we expect some interdependence among several possible
landslides (or different processes interacting with them). In such cases, when the potential events
are not independent, a fundamental tool for coping with interconnected probabilities, widely
recognized as a standard in environmental impact assessment and industrial risk analysis, is the
Event Tree or Cause-Effect Network.
In a sentence, an Event Tree (ET) is a graphical or logical scheme able to represent direct and
indirect chains of cause-effect as a consequence of a starting event, usually called First Impact.
There are various typologies of ET, ranging from purely categorical (in which the descriptive
sequence of events is reproduced with all the predictable branchings) to quantitative ETs, where a
numerical representation of the conditional probability or return time of every single chain node is
calculated using suitable methods. The most used ET based on conditional probability is quite
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certainly the Bayesian Event Tree (BET), which will be described in detail in the following
sections. There are, however, alternate approaches possible for reconstructing likely scenarios for
multi-hazard concerning landslides.
It is necessary to distinguish among the various cases of landslide hazard analysis because the
suitability of the different probabilistic methods depends on the scale of the study, the methodology
used for assessing the hazard and the desired result.
Scale especially is a key factor, conditioning not only the way in which hazard can be assessed, but
also our capability of understanding the interrelationships among multi-hazard factors. As an
example, a BET can provide a nice method to understand and compare the different evolutionary
paths after a dam break with all its possible outcomes and consequences at a local scale, along a
single channel path. However, the same tool can prove itself incapable of coping with a similar
problem distributed over a hydrographic basin with several possible failure points and many
different paths.
This is mainly due to the fact that such probabilistic event-based methods lack a spatial capability
whilst on the other hand spatial tools such as GISs lack a functional behaviour support, able to cope
with data with dynamical position and attributes.
When spatial distribution of hazards is of concern, it is fundamental to implement ET-systems
within GIS tools. In the cases in which the location under study has a very limited extent, it is
possible to limit the multi-hazard analysis to only cause-effect networks.
Examples of coupling functional behaviour capability and spatial analysis are scanty and poorly
documented in natural hazard analysis. There have been, however, attempts at proposing a scheme
for connecting the two using spatially-aware systems engineering design modelling (see e.g.
Eveleigh et al., 2006, 2007). Eveleigh and others (2007) provides preliminary but truly convincing
results on cases of fire and flood hazard connected with secondary cascade-induced hazards on
lifelines and emergency systems. Even though not directly related to landslide hazard, their
examples show some prototype spatially-dependend versions of event trees.

7.4.2

Multi-hazard for landslides

It is well known that the term “landslides” encompasses a broad range of gravitational physical
phenomena, comprising heterogeneous geological, geotechnical, geomorphologic and anthropic
scenarios, and a very wide range of kinetic and geometric attributes. Moreover, landslides can be
generated by both natural and anthropogenic sources. Triggering factors are characterized by very
different return periods. The evaluation of landslide hazards for different landslide types and due to
different causes in a given area is generally pursued through disjoint analyses. The implicit
assumption of independence of the risk sources does not allow a unified assessment of the level of
hazard. A multi-hazard index, which could subsequently be extended to a multi-risk perspective,
could thus provide a more comprehensive estimate of landslide hazard for a given time interval.
However, such direct approach requires a preliminary assessment of the problem and data at hand.
According to Table 7.2 and Table 7.3, landslide hazard analysis can be performed at local or
regional scale. Furthermore, in both cases, the definition of probability of occurrence must consider
also a prediction of intensity or magnitude. Depending on the scale and on the adopted
methodology, the estimation of hazard can be based on different descriptors which, in turn,
condition the subsequent use of joint probability using ET, BET or other techniques.
Basically, the different approaches on relative/absolute probability assessment for multi-hazard can
be broadly summarized in the following classes:
•

Joint probability: according to the fundamentals of probability theory, the concurrent
occurrence of events can be calculated combining their respective probability using suitable
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•

•

•
•

•
•

rules and methods. This is a very basic, yet essential, tool that does not account for spatial
dimensions, cascade effects and system dynamics.
Event Tree – Bayesian Event Tree: this category includes descriptive event trees, Bayesian
event trees and in general cause-effect propagation networks. Branching can be multiple or
binary. Each branching can be assigned a conditional probability (Bayesian ET). This
approach has explicit consideration of cascading higher order effects but does not fully
account for spatial dimensionality of probability pathways. For this reason, in the context of
hazard analysis, such methods should be more appropriately called Scenario-based BETs.
Spatially averaged ET-BET: a specific, spatial-aware version of BET can be envisaged
when dealing with multiple multi-hazard paths over a given geographic space. Depending
on the level of spatial and temporal knowledge of the single hazards this can be:
Spatial distribution of single independent BETs, when hazard maps provide indication of a
given probability of occurrence H(I) in a given time span over specific locations.
Spatial averaging of BET probabilistic outcomes with statistical averaging, when hazard
maps provide a spatially averaged (or statistically deduced) degree of hazard, in terms or
either relative probability or probability in time.
Spatial lumping of BETs, when necessary data are only known over discrete areas with
constant values.
Spatially averaged BET with Functional Bahaviour: the physical objects in geographic space
interact dynamically and show behaviours that vary in time as a consequence of system
evolution. This is not explicitly accounted for using the previous methods but can be
included in multi-hazard analysis resorting to techniques able to dynamically modify the
event trees according to functional bahaviour rules (Eveleigh et al., 2006, 2007). This is a
new and challenging approach with virtually no application in landslide studies. It obviously
requires an unusual amount of available data that makes it more suitable for slope-local
scale studies at the present stage.

The scheme in Table 7.9, based on the suggested methods for landslide hazard assessment for
different scales and typologies, attempts a series of short recommendations on multi-hazard
requirements for each case, according to the broad categories of methods just listed.

Table 7.9 Multi-hazard methodological classes connected to different typologies of hazard and magnitude
assessment at local and regional scale, according to the recommendation of this deliverable.

Areal analysis

Regional Magnitude
scale

Frequency

Hazard descriptor

Landslide density
Frequency
of # landslides/km2/yr
Landslide
size landslides
is # landslides/pixel/yr
(area, volume)
averaged by the total slide area/km2/yr
time
span
between sets of
images.
Landslide

density Return periods or Probability of having
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(i.e. landslides/km2)

Number
landslides
(normalized
distance)

Magnitude

Runout not included

Local
scale

the exceedance # landslides/km2
probability of the # landslides/pixel
trigger magnitude total slide area/km2

averaged
joint
probability and
BETs;
Spatially-based
BETs
of Return periods or Probability of landslide Spatially
the exceedance occurrence
averaged
joint
by probability
of
probability and
seismic shaking
BETs;
Spatially-based
BETs
Frequency

Hazard descriptor

Landslide size Frequency
of
(area, volume)
landslides
is
averaged by the
time
span
between sets of
images.

exceedance
probability
of
occurrence of a
landslide of a given
magnitude during
an
established
period

Landslide
density

exceedance
probability of the
landslide trigger
during
an
established period

Return periods or
the exceedance
probability of the
trigger magnitude

Runout included

Areal analysis

Block volume/ . From historical Kinetic
energy
Kinetic energy
catalogues (M/f limits for different
relations)
rockfall magnitude
and for established
periods

Block volume/ From historical Kinetic
energy
Kinetic energy
catalogues (M/f limits for different
relations)
rockfall or debris
flow
magnitude
and for established
periods
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Landslide
(volume)
intensity

size Frequency
of
or landslide
magnitude classes
is averaged by the
recorded
time
span

Probability of x
landslides of a
given size per year
(it
may
be
normalized
by
length)

Spatially lumped
BETs with or
without functional
bahaviour

In the following section we illustrate a tentative conceptual and operational scheme for quantitative
landslide multi-hazard assessment using conditional probability and Bayesian event trees.

7.4.3

Bayesian event trees – A landslide-oriented approach

In this section we present a basic framework for the use of ET analysis, and in particular of
Bayesian event tree analysis, for the computation of multi-hazard in landslide risk assessment. This
approach can be used as a blueprint to model a given limited scenario or as a paradigm to
implement a multiple spatially-dependent BET analysis is a context such as a GIS system in case
we perform a regional scale analysis.
Early examples of ET in landslide studies or natural disaster management are in most cases related
to single slopes or connected to geotechnical reliability analysis. Whitman (2000) reports an
example of event tree used as part of a risk evaluation for an earth dam (Figure 7.10). The
succession of branching along the tree accounts for the possibilities that the downstream channel
erodes back to the basin, that the foundation of the basin itself collapses leading to the breaching of
the dam and so on. Every branch has an associated relative probability.

Figure 7.10 Example of BET for an event chain leading to earth dam breaching (from
Whitman, 2000)
A similar approach, in which the ET is used to forecast and weight the possible evolution of a
landslide displacement is offered by Carboni et al. (2002). The authors compute the probabilities of
different event paths, encompassing various developments of the landslide displacement
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consequences, from the partial damming of the river Reno to the building of a landslide dam and the
following breaching-flooding (Figure 7.11). Again, the most recent example of such application of a
conditional probability event tree for the consequences of a landslide failure is offered by Lacasse et
al., (2008) (see e.g. Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11 An event tree example related to the possible consequences of the Marano
landslide (Italy). This ET accounts for the possible development toward the damming of a
river and the further consequences of earth dam breaching (from Carboni et al., 2002)

An event tree is a graphical, hierarchical, tree-like representation of events in which branches are
logical steps from a general prior event through increasingly specific subsequent events
(intermediate outcomes) to final outcomes. Events at any given level of the tree need neither be
mutually exclusive, nor aggregately exhaustive of all possible outcomes. Probabilities can be
associated to each event throughout the tree. Such probabilities (with the exception of the first level
of the tree) are conditional, in the sense that they are dependent on the occurrence of the event at the
preceding level of the tree. Through the use of classical probability theorems, it is possible to
calculate the probability of occurrence of any intermediate or terminal event along any one path of
the tree (which corresponds to a landslide scenario). A Bayesian approach is particularly suitable in
those cases in which subjective interpretation and modeling of uncertainty plays a relevant role.
In a Bayesian framework, systematic quantitative inferences of the posterior probability of a
scenario P(θ|β) (e.g., the hazard associated with a landslide type for a given area) can be made using
Bayes’ theorem, on the basis of a prior probability distribution P(θ), representative of prior
knowledge (or belief) regarding the scenario, and a measure of likelihood P(β|θ), given by new
observations (or updated belief) β:
P(θβ) ∝ P(θ) × P(βθ)
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In a BET, conditional probabilities at each node are modeled as random variables through suitable
probability density functions, rather than single probability values. In this way, both aleatory and
epistemic uncertainties in initial, intermediate and terminal events can be addressed. The calculation
of intermediate and terminal distributions can be pursued using Monte Carlo simulation.
The construction of an effective event tree requires a suitable replication of the sequential process
which leads to the triggering and propagation of a landslide event. A tentative structure of a BET
for multi-hazard for landslides - comprising 5 levels - is given in the following:
• Level 1: there is non-stationarity in geologic, geomorphologic, hydrogeologic and climatic
conditions, or in anthropic activities
• Level 2: a triggering macro-factor occurs in a given time period
• Level 3: a triggering event having a specific source intensity will occur in a specific source
location, given that a triggering event will occur
• Level 4: a landslide will occur at a specific genitive location, given that a triggering event of
a given source intensity occurs in a specific source location.
• Level 5: a specific threshold value of a reference attribute (velocity, volume, depth, etc.) of
the landslide event is attained at a specific target location as a consequence of the
propagation effects of the landslide event initiated at the genitive location by the occurrence
of a triggering event at the source location.
The conditional probabilities in each Level of the BET can be estimated using objective data, expert
opinion and/or appropriate models (e.g. runout estimation models, frequency-magnitude
relationships for a given area, etc.).
As can be seen in the Table 7.10, through BET it is possible to pursue multi-hazard estimation in a
geographic perspective, i.e. by explicitly considering the effects of a triggering event in a source
location on the initiation of a landslide event in a genitive location and, subsequently, on its
propagation in other user-defined target areas.
By means of the BET structure, it is thus possible to take into account all those initial, intermediate
and terminal events which are deemed to be relevant in a multi-hazard perspective with respect to
local geological, geomorphologic, hydrogeologic and climatic conditions, and provide probability
estimates for their occurrence in a reference time period. In order to rationalize the structure of the
BET (namely, in Levels 3 and 4) and to optimize the computational expense of Monte Carlo
simulation, it is important to include causal relationships which are compatible with the area under
investigation. This could occur through the compilation of the following landslide triggering matrix.
Compilation could occur on a binary basis (0: exclude or 1: include) or using ranking criteria (e.g.,
1: not relevant – 3: very relevant).
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Table 7.10 Example of a causal relationship building matrix for landslides

complex

earth flow

earth spread

translational earth slide

rotational earth slide

earth topple

earth fall

debris flow

debris spread

debris
translational

rotational debris slide

earth

debris topple

debris fall

rock flow

rock spread

translational rock slide

rotational rock slide

debris

rock topple

rock fall

rock

Water
rainfall
snowmelt
waterlevel
change
river
undercutti
ng
Geodynam
ics
seismic
shaking
liquefactio
n
volcanic
activity
Human
activity
vibrations
blasting
earthwork
vegetation
removal
permeabili
ty
modificati
on

Once relevant causal relationships have been identified, it is possible to compile the BET. An
example is shown in Figure 7.12 below.
The scheme in Figure 7.12 refers to a single (user-defined) threshold attribute of a landslide, a
single (s-th) source location, a single (g-th) genitive location and a single (t-th) target location. The
BET can be implemented for any combination of source, genitive and target locations to provide
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hazard estimates regarding the occurrence of landslide events of any given threshold attribute for a
given time interval.
•

Accounting for sequential dependence between landslide events

The dependence among events and possible cascade effects, by which the occurrence of one
landslide event would increase the likelihood of occurrence of other landslides, can be modelled
using the BET by increasing the number of levels, with the event tree replicating itself beginning
from Level 3, which would become Level 6, and so on.
•

Collective hazard

The BET as described above is able to yield hazard estimates for each path in the tree. It is of
interest to obtain a synthetic estimate of collective hazard, i.e. the hazard referred to the
simultaneous, non-sequential occurrence of more than 1 scenario. Given is a sequence of terminal,
mutually independent events E1…En with known probabilities, the probability of occurrence of the
union of n scenarios is:
 n

 P ( E1 ) + ... + P ( En ) −
P
E=
i


 i =1 



∑ P ( ∩2 events ) + ∑ P ( ∩3 events ) + ... + ( −1)

n +1

P ( ∩n events )

in which the probabilities of occurrence of the single events P(Ei) are calculated using the BET
described above. It remains to be seen whether the probabilities of intersection of events in a given
temporal interval can be calculated based on the (subjectively or objectively estimated) return
periods for each event.
This gives only the basic elements for establishing a multi-hazard computational framework. In the
present form the method does not explicitly account for magnitude, thus requiring branching or
duplication of probabilistic paths.
It does not yet encompasses spatial averaging or spatial distribution over a given area, either. We
believe, however, that this could be a useful guideline to attempt multi-hazard analisys for
landslides.
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water-level change
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rock fall
rock topple
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rotational rock slide

.
.
.
.
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rock spread
rock flow
debris fall
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debris topple
rotational debris slide
stationarity
non-stationarity

seismic shaking
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liquefaction
volcanic activity
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translation. debris
.
.
.
.
.

debris spread
debris flow
earth fall
earth topple
rotational earth slide
translational earth
earth spread
earth flow

yes

complex
adjusted clone

no

adjusted clone

human activity

vibrations

adjusted clone

blasting

adjusted clone

earthworks

adjusted clone

vegetation removal

adjusted clone

permeability

adjusted clone

Figure 7.12 Tentative scheme of BET for landslide multi-hazard estimation
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8

SUGGESTED METHODS FOR LANDSLIDE RISK ASSESSMENT

8.1

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
(AUTH with contributions from UPC and TRL)

8.1.1

Introduction

The quantified vulnerability assessment is a sub-component of the quantified risk assessment. A
hazard has a potential to become a risk only on the condition that exposed and vulnerable elements
exist in the potentially affected area, including people, structures and infrastructures.
Landslide consequences present a large variation from slight to catastrophic. In recent decades
numerous people have become the victims of landslides in many regions worldwide.
While there has been extensive research into quantifiying landslide hazard, research into
consequence analysis and vulnerability assessment has been limited and remains in its infancy. An
understanding and assessment of the vulnerability of elements exposed to landslide hazard is of key
importance to landslide risk assessment
Two independent parameters are involved in the consequence analysis: exposure and vulnerability.
Although exposure might abusively being considered as vulnerability for regional analysis at small
scales, in reality these are two different parameters and confusion between them should be avoided:
the exposure of an element depends on whether it will be affected by a rockfall, while the
vulnerability expresses its degree of damage due to an event, irrespectively of whether the element
will be affected.
Exposure may be estimated by overlaying and intersecting the maps of hazard, from one side, and
of potentially exposed elements, from the other. In the case of landslides the distribution is aereal
while in the peculiar case of rock falls the impact is punctual and the probability of impact with a
static or mobile element must be calculated.
The methodologies that may be used for the vulnerability assessment present large differences
between them, according to the landslide type, the type of exposed elements, and the scale of
assessment. In the following, some methodologies are proposed considering these three factors.

8.1.2

Quantitative and qualitative vulnerability

Physical vulnerability of the exposed elements (buildings and infrastructure) and vulnerability of
persons subjected to the different landslide hazards may be expressed in qualitative, semiquantitative or quantitative terms. Quantitative estimates use numerical values or ranges of values,
while qualitative estimates use descriptive ranks such as high, moderate and low. Both quantitative
and qualitative estimates can be based on either objective (statistical or mathematical) estimates or
subjective (professional judgmental or assumptive) estimates, or some combination of both.
Whether qualitative or quantitative assessments are more suitable depends on both the desired
accuracy of the outcome and the nature of the problem, and should be compatible with the quality
and quantity of available data (Dai et al, 2002).
A qualitative approach, coupled with engineering judgement, uses descriptors to express a
qualitative measure of the expected degree of loss (Cascini et al., 2005). Quantitative approaches,
like that proposed by AGS (2007) for life-loss situations and Remondo et al. (2008), need data on
both landslide phenomenon and vulnerable element characteristics (Fell et al, 2008).
When sufficient data is available, a quantitative risk analysis (QRA) is preferable compared to
qualitative, as it allows for a more explicit characterization of the causes of damage (in terms of
permanent deformation, tension cracks, number of fatalities monetary values etc.) and offers an
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improved basis for communication among the research community, local authorities and emergency
planners (AGS, 2007; Uzielli et al., 2008).
Building on the challenge that there are multiple definitions, methods and scales of understanding
social vulnerability, a related challenge is how to measure it once the system in question is defined
(AEA, 2008). The main types of assessment approaches are largely based on qualitative or
quantitative research traditions and approaches distiguishing important differences in their related
paradigms. The most important aspect of indicator development is to ensure that the selected
indicators serve the needs of the research question and test the concepts to be operationalised. The
type of used approach may be determined by the required scale of the study or by whether the focus
is upon analysing attributes or processes. For example, quantitative approaches based on statistical
analysis may be more suitable for measuring attributes e.g. in larger scale studies, while more
contextual and qualitative approaches will be appropriate for understanding processes and
relationships e.g. in community level and bottom-up studies. However, both approaches may rely,
to greater or lesser extents, on the use and development of indicators to measure social vulnerability
(Tapsell et al. 2010).
From a natural-sciences perspective, vulnerability may be defined as: The degree of loss to a given
element or set of elements within the area affected by the landslide hazard. It is expressed on a scale
of 0 (no loss) to 1 (total loss). For property, the loss will be the value of the damage relative to the
value of the property; for persons, it will be the probability that a particular life (the element at risk)
will be lost, given the person(s) is affected by the landslide. Vulnerability could also refer to the
propensity to loss (or the probability of loss), and not the degree of loss. In social sciences, there are
multiple definitions and aspects of the term vulnerability depending on the scale and the purpose of
the analysis. Some of them are reviewed in Fuchs et al. (2007) and Tapsell et al. (2010).
Different disciplines apply the term of vulnerability in different ways. The quantified vulnerability
can be expressed in monetary terms (absolute or relative to the value of the exposed elements), or as
a percentage of the per capita gross domestic product, or as the number of fatalities, or using other
types of indicator scales (the latter especially for social vulnerability as described at King and
MacGregor, 2000). The degree of loss due to an event is the sum of direct and indirect losses.

8.1.3

Types of vulnerability

Depending on the type of loss, vulnerability can be classified into the following five main
categories:
•

Physical vulnerability, referring to the damage of buildings and infrastructures (transport,
pipelines, telecommunications and energy supply lines…).

Of the five categories, physical vulnerability is arguably the most straightforward to quantify. The
monetary impact of damage to a building or to infrastructure can be readily assessed and is easily
understood even by those that are not directly impacted. Furthermore, the vulnerability of physical
elements can be expressed in terms of the extent of damage as a result of a given event. While this
ultimately feeds into vulnerability in monetary terms it provides another means by which
vulnerability can be quantitatively assessed and expressed.
•

Vulnerability of persons, referring to the life and health of persons.

In base terms the vulnerability of persons relates to whether or not a landslide event will result in
injury or fatalities. Again, monetary values can be assigned in cases of injury or loss of life or
reduced quality of life which relate. Models used to assign such monetary values generally consider
the cost of rescue, hospitalisation, and treatment, loss of earning potential (in both the short term in
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the case of injury and in the long term. Where a numeric scale such as monetary value is used
vulnerability can be assessed by quantitative means. However, other impacts of the loss of life or
injury due to a landslide, including trauma and loss of family, are wider-reaching and have social
implications that do not readily lend themselves to quantification.
•

Socio-economic vulnerability,
including activities.

referring

to

socio-politico-economical

consequences

There are situations in which the socio-economic vulnerability of a group or community can be
quantified, again using a monetary scale. For instance, where a landslide event results in the
isolation of a community due to disrupted lifelines (e.g. road and rail), the vulnerability can be
understood to hinge upon direct monetary losses or outlays as a result of this isolation. This may
include loss of trade in tourist areas where the community is reliant on passing trade, or the need to
use alternative, longer routes i.e. for travel to work and the additional expense of the commute.
Socio-economic vulnerability cannot be fully understood in monetary terms due to wider
implications as for the vulnerability of persons; however, for the economic understanding of a
situation vulnerability can be quantified to a reasonable extent.
•

Environmental vulnerability, referring to the impact on stream environments, forest cover,
agricultures, wildlife, pollution due to leakages etc.

Focussing on the economic implications that a landslide may have, the vulnerability of elements of
that particular environment can be quantified. As an example, the clean-up costs of pollution can be
quantified or the loss of an economic resource i.e. forestry can be evaluated. Taking environmental
vulnerability as a whole it would be difficult to assess the total monetary value, and therefore to
quantify the vulnerability. Furthermore, it is important to remember that an environment is typically
valued not in monetary terms but as a social, cultural and recreational resource which cannot be
quantified.
•

Cultural heritage vulnerability.

The monetary worth of a site of cultural heritage can, in some cases, be assessed which again
provides a means of quantifying vulnerability. More often than not a site of cultural heritage has no
real monetary expression as it is irreplaceable. The true value of cultural heritage is subjective. This
would suggest that there is no true means of accurately quantifying the vulnerability of cultural
heritage to landslide hazards.

Vulnerability to landslides is multi-faceted. Historical events indicate that the main potential
landslide consequences are:
A. Direct consequences:
• physical damage of structures (fences, buildings and other types),
• blockage and destruction of roads and other traffic lines,
• injury or fatality of persons which are engulfed by the landslide mass, or are within
buildings which collapse as a result of the landslide, or are within vehicles which have been
pushed off the road or derailed by the landslide
• damage of telecommunications and energy supply lines,
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B. Indirect consequences:
• disruption of activities and relevant socio-economical impact,
• traffic detours on transportation corridors,
• socio-economic impact,
• evacuation of the threatened areas and relevant socio-economical impact,
• decrease of tourism due to closure of visited sites or interruption of access,
• formation of dams in streams impacting on water quality and fish habitat,
• landslide generated tsunami (mainly due to large volume rockfalls and rockslides).
In this deliverable recommendations are given for the quantification of the physical vulnerabtility of
buildings, vehicles and roads and persons. Here, only some basic mechanisms of landslides are
considered: rockfalls, debris flow and slow-moving landslides. Additionally, for rock avalanches
the vulnerability may always be considered 1. An extensive list of elements at risk is given by
Alexander 2005 (Table 8.1).
Table 8.1 Elements at risk

Infrastructure
Roads
unasphalted rural roads
asphalted rural roads
main road
divided highways
limited access freeways (motorways)
urban access roads
private drives
Railways
main lines
branch lines
sidings
buildings (stations etc.)

Bridges
major road, rail, pipeline bridge and viaducts
minor bridges
culverts
Electricity transmission
low-tension lines, on poles
high-tension lines, on pylons
transformers, switching stations and substations

Telephone

Buildings and rural production
Houses
single family homes
-semi-deteached and terraced housing
Blocks of appartments
Urbain insulae
Farmhouses
Villas and isolated buildings
Prefabricated buildings
Public buildings
town halls and public administration offices
hospitals and clinics
sports centres
cemeteries
churches and chapels
-schools and other educational institutions
Fire and ambulance stations
Armed forces barracks and police stations
Architectural heritage
historic buildings
fortifications
monuments
Commercial buildings
shops and stores
office blocks
warehouses and storage areas
factories
artisans premises and small businesses
mechanics premises, motor showrooms and
engineering workds
heavy industrial plants and refineries
Agriculture
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low-tension lines on poles
tilled fileds
cellular telephone repeaters
marked gardens
Pipelines
water supply: main pipelines and distributions
networks
sewer lines
methane gas: main pipelines and distributions
networks
septic tanks and their feeder systems
Other
canals, navigable rivers and drainage channels
water towers and tanks
gas and storage facilities
airfields, airports
Furthermore, some indications on the quantification of social vulnerability using weighted
indicators are provided.

8.1.4

Physical Vulnerability

A schematic overview of landslide damage types, related to different landslide types, elements at
risk and the location of the exposed element in relation to the landslide is presented in Figure 8.1
(Van Westen et al. 2006).
There is no unique vulnerability value for the exposed elements. Based on the potential
consequences, vulnerability should be calculated according to the landslide type and the respective
potential effects on the exposed elements and its intensity. An additional important factor is the
geographic location of the exposed elements within the landslide body (crest, base etc.) given the
variation of the soil movement and the consequect interaction with the structures and
infrastructures, or in the case of rock falls, the location and the extent of the rock fall impact on the
exposed elements.
For a landslide of given type, mechanism and intensity, the typology of the exposed elements is also
a key factor in a vulnerability assessment methodology. Geometry, material properties, age, code
design level, soil conditions, foundation and superstructure details, number of floors etc. are among
typical typological parameters which determine the capacity of the building to withstand
impact/erosion. In addition, due to their use, structure and size, the value or cost of these buildings
will also be different. In the calculation, therefore each building will have a different value and for
the same hazard (e.g. a 10 years return period landslide) the risk will be also different. This
information is indispensable for a site specific analysis. In order to facilititate the data collection at
local and regional scales, it can be observed that in most cases it is convenient to consider more
aggregated levels in the form of homogeneous units (Van Westen, 2004). These should consist of
groups of buildings, characterized by a relative homogeneity of building type, construction
materials, number of floors and land use distribution.

8.1.5

Intensity parameters

The vulnerability of the exposed elements depends on the type and intensity of the landslide, which
will determine the kind and gravity of the consequences. To quantify the landslide effect on the
exposed element (mainly structures and infrastructures), proper intensity parameters should be used,
as a link between the phenomenon and the response of the exposed element to it.
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Intensity criteria have been proposed by Leone et al. (1996). In Figure 8.2, intensity parameters are
given according to the landslide type.

Figure 8.1 Schematic overview of landslide damage types, related to different landslide types,
elements at risk and the location of the exposed element in relation to the landslide (Van
Westen et al. 2006)
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Figure 8.2 Proposed intensity criteria
8.1.5.1 Physical damage of structures
The effect of a landslide is dependent upon the typology of the structure and its particular
characteristics. Heinimann (1999) classified structures according to their vulnerability to landslides
as shown in the following Table. For the quantitative vulnerability assessment values may be
attributed to them.
Table 8.2 Classification of structures according to their vulnerability to landslides (Heinimann, 1999)

Building
category
0
1
2
3
4
5

Building structure

Resistance

Lightest structure
No
Light structure
Very weak
Mixed structure (concrete and Weak
timber)
Brick walls, concrete
Medium
Reinforced concrete
Strong
Reinforced
Very strong

Rockfalls
Historical rockfalls indicate that the extent of damage to buildings due to rockfalls presents large
dispersion from slight non-structural damage to total collapse, according to the building’s physical
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characteristics and the rockfall’s size and velocity. Damage can be classified as: a) primary
structural damage (of primary structural elements such as columns, beams, bearing walls etc. which
determine the overall stability of the building), b) secondary structural damage (of secondary loadbearing elements such as slabs, etc.), c) primary non-structural damage that may cause injuries (i.e.,
infill walls, ceilings, etc), and d) secondary non-structural damage (i.e., furniture, fixtures, etc.), and
e) damage to services (electrical and mechanical equipment etc.).
a) primary structural damage (of primary structural elements such as columns, beams, bearing
walls etc.) which determine the overall stability of the building, b) secondary structural damage (of
secondary load-bearing elements such as slabs, etc.), c) primary non-structural damage that may
cause injuries (i.e., infill walls, ceilings, etc), d) secondary non-structural damage (i.e., furniture,
fixtures, etc.), and e) damage to services (electrical and mechanical equipment etc.).
Besides the rockfall magnitude and intensity, a key-issue for the type of damage according to this
classification, is the impact location on the structure and the importance of the impacted members
on the stability of the building. Three main impact locations are distinguished: a) a free-fall rock
dropping on the roof, b) a rock moving on a trajectory path and hitting the exposed façade, and c) a
rock passing through the façade and perforating a floor slab on a downwards movement.
For small scales, the simplification that rock fall events of similar magnitude produce the same level
of damage can be made due to the resolution of the analysis. However, this assumption is not
strictly true because the degree of damage caused by a rockfall of a given intensity also depends on
the location of the impact, which should be taken into consideration for large (local and sitespecific) scales. This applies especially to frame structures (reinforce-concrete, steel or timber),
where the extensive damage of a column may lead to general instability and progressive collapse.
For masonry structures the damage is usually local, because ought to the hyper-static load-bearing
system alternative load paths may be easily found.
When primary structural members are impacted the damage is initially localized at the vicinity of
the impact. If the latter is destroyed, the stability of the entire building maybe affected and a
cascade of failures can be initiated, leading to extensive or total collapse disproportionate to the
original cause. Taking this into account the potential for progressive collapse depending on the
probability of intersection with a structural and non-structural element and the respective damage
extent should be considered for the vulnerability assessment
Debris flows
Debris flows are usually characterized as fast moving phenomena whose maximum expected
velocity, during their paroxysmal phase, corresponds to class 5 to 7 as established by Cruden and
Varnes (1996) (Velocities may vary from 5·10-1mm/sec to 5·103mm/sec).
In most of the encountered cases, these landslides, which are generally first-failure phenomena, are
associated with the most severe damage to buildings and infrastructures, usually resulting to the
complete destruction of any element within their path. Even when the initial landslide body is
relatively small, its final volume may be very large because of their capability to cover large
distances in a very short time involving part of the material encountered on the slope. The risk is
then very high owing to the high magnitude of the landslide due to its mass and velocity and the
exposition which may be very high too due to the long runout of the soil mass which can propagate
even over relatively flat areas (Picarelli, 2010).
Slow moving landslides
While damage to the built environment resulting from the occurrence of rapid landslides such as
debris flows and rock falls is generally the highest and most severe as it may lead to the complete
destruction of any structure within the affected area, slow-moving slides also have adverse effects
on affected facilities (Mansour et al, 2010).
The damage caused by a slow moving landslide on a building is mainly attributed to the cumulative
permanent (absolute or differential) displacement and it is concentrated within the unstable area.
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For instance, a slow moving slide may produce tension cracks due to differential displacement to a
building that may result to the partial or complete disruption of the structure’s serviceability and
stability. The type of response to permanent total and differential ground deformation depends
primarily on the foundation type. A structure on a deep foundation compared to shallow
foundations often has higher resistance ability and hence a lower vulnerability. For shallow
foundations, the distinction is between rigid or flexible/unrestrained foundation systems. When the
foundation system is rigid, the building is expected rather to rotate as a rigid body and a failure
mainly attributed to the loss of functionality of the structure is anticipated. On the contrary, when
the foundation system is flexible, the various modes of differential deformation produce structural
damage (e.g. cracks) to the building members (Bird et al, 2006).
Generally, the vulnerability of buildings to slow moving slides may depend on (a) the hazard level
(b) the rate of movement (relative slow to extremely slow moving slides) (c) the triggering
mechanism (intense rainfall, earthquake, erosion, construction activities etc), (d) the specific
strength and geometrical characteristics of the exposed buildings, (e) their position in relation to the
potential sliding surface, and (f) the type of materials controlling the movement.
8.1.5.2 Vulnerability of roads and vehicles
While damage to the built environment resulting from the occurrence of rapid landslides such as
debris flows and rock falls is generally the highest and most severe as it may lead to the complete
destruction of any structure within the affected area, slow-moving slides also have adverse effects
on affected facilities (Mansour et al, 2010).
The damage caused by a slow moving landslide on a building is mainly attributed to the cumulative
permanent (absolute or differential) displacement and it is concentrated within the unstable area.
For instance, a slow moving slide may produce tension cracks due to differential displacement to a
building that may result to the partial or complete disruption of the structure’s serviceability and
stability. The type of response to permanent total and differential ground deformation depends
primarily on the foundation type. A structure on a deep foundation compared to shallow
foundations often has higher resistance ability and hence a lower vulnerability. For shallow
foundations, the distinction is between rigid or flexible/unrestrained foundation systems. When the
foundation system is rigid, the building is expected rather to rotate as a rigid body and a failure
mainly attributed to the loss of functionality of the structure is anticipated. On the contrary, when
the foundation system is flexible, the various modes of differential deformation produce structural
damage (e.g. cracks) to the building members (Bird et al, 2006).
Generally, the vulnerability of buildings to slow moving slides may depend on (a) the hazard level
(b) the rate of movement (relative slow to extremely slow moving slides) (c) the triggering
mechanism (intense rainfall, earthquake, erosion, construction activities etc), (d) the specific
strength and geometrical characteristics of the exposed buildings and,(e) their position in relation to
the potential sliding surface, and (f) the type of materials controlling the movement.
8.1.5.3 Vulnerability of persons
The (physical) vulnerability of persons refers to the potential of injury or loss of life due to a
landslide event of a given intensity.
The vulnerability of a person is often relevant to the velocity of the phenomenon (slow moving
landslides versus fast moving landslides), which is in relation with the warning time. Additionally,
the vulnerability of a person varies according to whether the latter is directly affected by the
landslide (e.g. for persons that are outdoors due to a rock impact or a soil mass movement) or
indirectly (e.g. for persons in a moving vehicle or indoors due to building collapse).
Further parameters that are involved are the sensitivity of the population, depending on its age and
capacity to anticipate a landslide, the capacity of understanding the phenomenon and to move away
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from the exposed zone etc. Finlay (1996) applies some values for people in open space, vehicles or
buildings in landslide areas, which are applied for the risk assessment in Hong Kong (Table 8.3).
Table 8.3 Summary of Hong Kong vulnerability ranges and recommended values for death from landside debris
in similar situations (from Finlay, 1996)

For the quantification of the vulnerability of people two types of personal risk are considered: (a)
the individual risk, expressed by the annual probability that a particular person may lose his/her life,
and (b) the societal risk, expressed as the annual probability that one or more persons could be
killed by landslides that depends on further social parameters in an impacted area like the
population density, the developed activities in the area etc.

8.1.6

Quantification of vulnerability

The vulnerability of an element can be quantified using either a) vulnerability indices or b) fragility
curves. A vulnerability index express the potential of loss at a scale from 0 (no loss) to 1 (total loss).
Fragility curves express the probability of exceedance of a certain level of loss for a range of
landslide intensity.
The methodologies used for the quantification of vulnerability can be classified according to the
type of input data and evaluation of the response parameters into:
• Judgemental / Heuristic: The vulnerability values are assessed by expert criterion. The
results are approximate.
• Empirical: The vulnerability values are assessed based on the damage from historical event
data, usually by statistical back-analysis. The obtained results are more realistic than in the
previous case as they fit real-event data.
• Analytical: The vulnerability values are assessed by straightforward analytical simulation,
using as an input the intensity of the phenomenon and the characteristics of the exposed
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elements. The analysis methods vary according to the type of the exposed element. The
results provide a higher level of detail than in the previous cases.
The choice of methodology depends directly on the scale and the coverage area of the vulnerability
assessment. The existence and quality of the input data also plays a fundamental role.
For small regional scales, where only an approximate overview of the vulnerability is required and
where there is little detailed input data, judgmental criteria are mostly used. For large regional and
local scales, , either judgmental or empirical criteria might be used depending on the input data that
is available. For site-specific scales the vulnerability assessment might be either empirical or
analytical. The latter applies where the required level of detail is high and the acquisition of precise
input data is feasible.
In the following, some recommendations are given based on a review of the actual practices which
are applied by administrative authorities and research institutes. In many cases the proposed
methodologies do not distinguish between the different processes and thus are included in the table
of general landslides.
The methodologies are presented separately for buildings, roads and vehicles, and people. For the
latter, information is given for the vulnerability of individual persons (referring to individual risk),
as well as for the societal vulnerability which expressed the probability of one or mote fatalities in
an area.
8.1.6.1 Rockfalls
Buildings
Leone et al (1996) proposed a judgmental/empirical damage scale for the vulnerability of buildings
that correlates damage states and loss with vulnerability values. Heinimann (1999) attributed
vulnerability values to buildings considering different structural typologies and three levels of
rockfall intensities. AGSO (2001) proposed fixed vulnerability values for buildings, persons and
roads independently of the rockfall intensity. Glade and Elverfeldt (2005) also proposed fixed
vulnerability values for buildings for three levels of hazard (low, medium, high).
Uzielli and Lacasse (2007) and Uzielli (2008) developed a methodology for the physical
vulnerability due to landslides, which is defined as a function of landslide intensity and
susceptibility of vulnerable elements, based on expert judgment and empirical data. The
methodology permits the incorporation of uncertainties, based on empirical data.
Agliardi et al (2009) proposed the back-analysis of real event damage data for the development of
correlation functions between rockfall intensity and vulnerability of buildings due to rockfalls by
regression.
Mavrouli and Corominas (2010a and 2010b), developed an analytical methodology for the
calculation of the vulnerability of reinforced concrete structures, which are impacted at their base
by single fragmented rockfalls. The methodology considers the potential for progressive collapse
when key elements are destroyed by rockfall impact and proposed the quantification of
vulnerability in function of the potential impact locations and the respective damage.
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Table 8.4 Methods for assessing vulnerability of the exposed elements for rockfalls
JUDGMENTAL / HEURISTIC
EMPIRICAL
ANALYTICAL
ROCKFALLS

BUILDINGS

Leone (1996), Heinimann (1999),
AGSO (2001), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005),

Agliardi et al. (2009), Uzielli
and Lacasse (2007), Uzielli
(2008 AND 2010), Li et al.
(2010)

Leone (1996), Heinimann (1999),
AGSO (2001), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005)

Agliardi et al. (2009)

regional

local
Mavrouli and Corominas
(2010a and 2010b)

Leone (1996), Heinimann (1999)

scale

site-specific
regional

Bunce et al. (1997), Fell
(2005)
Bunce et al. (1997), Fell
(2005)

ROADS AND VEHICLES

PERSONS (FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND
SOCIETAL RISK)

local
site-specific

AGSO (2001), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005)

Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995), Uzielli and
Lacasse (2007), Uzielli (2008
AND 2010), Li et al. (2010)

regional

AGSO (2001), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005)

Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995),

local

AGSO (2001), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005)

Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995),Uzielli and Lacasse
(2007), Uzielli (2008 AND
2010), Li et al. (2010)

site-specific

Roadways and vehicles
Bunce et al. (1997) and Fell (2005) provided examples for the calculation of the probability of
impact of rock falls on stationary and moving vehicles. Roberds (2005) provided a general
framework for the vulnerability of roadways including impact of rock on vehicles as well as
vehicles crushes on rock and follow-up accidents.
Persons
Glade and Elverfeldt (2005) proposed fixed vulnerability values for persons for three levels of
hazard (low, medium, high). The vulnerability of persons at open space, in vehicle and in building
can also be quantified using the the suggestion by AGSO (2001). Wong et al. (1997) and Finlay and
Fell (1995) suggested vulnerability values for persons based on real event data for fatalities arising
from landslide debris for rockfalls and debris flow, depending on where they are located
geographically at the moment of the event (open space, vehicle, building). They also correlated the
loss (injury or death) with these vulnerability values.
8.1.6.2 Debris flows
Buildings
Leone et al (1996) proposed a damage scale for the vulnerability of buildings that correlates damage
states with vulnerability values, also for debris flow. Michael-Leiba et al. (2000) proposed fixed
vulnerability values for buildings (as well as for persons and roads). Glade and Elverfeldt (2005)
also proposed fixed vulnerability values for buildings for three levels of hazard (low, medium, and
high), due to debris flow. Wong et al. (1997) proposed single vulnerability values for buildings
impacted by debris flow depending on whether the debris depth is enough to cover a person or not,
or to cause collapse. Borter (1999) suggested vulnerability values for the building structure in
dependence on the debris flow intensity (low, medium, high). A range of magnitudes corresponding
to these vulnerability values is also provided. Fuchs et al. (2007), based on real event damage data
and through relation developed a vulnerability function is proposed, linking debris intensity (depth)
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to vulnerability values. The damage of the buildings for the real events was evaluated by expert
criterion. The vulnerability due to debris flow can be expressed probabilistically following the
methodology proposed by Uzielli (2008) and Li (2010). Fragility curves maybe produced for debris
flow, for un-reinforced masonry structures and reinforced masonry structures using an analytical
model proposed by Haugen and Kaynia that implements the HAZUS software. It can be
implemented in a GIS platform and applied from site-specific to regional scale. The method uses
the principles of dynamic response of simple structures to earthquake excitation
Roadways and vehicles
Leone (1996), Michael-Leiba et al. (2000), and Glade and Elverfeldt (2005) make respective
suggestions for the vulnerability of roads as for persons (see previous paragraphs), which are
exposed to debris flow. Winter et al. (2009), calculation the risk to life and limb of road users based
on traffic flow and proposed diversion scores based on informed judgments of the potential
consequences of a closure on the trunk road network within a given location.
A methodology for the vulnerability assessment of roadway systems due to debris flow hazard is
developed in SAFELAND based on expert judgment and empirical criteria (WP2.2-D2.5). The
method is based on the conduction of a questionnaire that is distributed to experts on debris flow
and damage to roads. After a statistical analysis of the experts’ responses, fragility curves are
developed for different road typologies (local, high speed) and damage states (limited, serious,
destroyed) as a function of the volume of material deposited on a road following a debris flow.

Table 8.5 Methods for assessing vulnerability of the exposed elements for debris flow

DEBRIS FLOW

BUILDINGS

JUDGMENTAL / HEURISTIC
Leone (1996), Michael-Leiba et al.
(2000), AGSO (2001), Glade and
Elverfeldt (2005),
Leone (1996), AGSO (2001), Glade
and Elverfeldt (2005),
Leone (1996)

Leone (1996), Michael-Leiba et al.
(2000), Glade and Elverfeldt (2005),
ROADS AND VEHICLES Leone (1996), Glade and Elverfeldt
(2005),
Leone (1996)

PERSONS (FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND
SOCIETAL RISK)

EMPIRICAL

ANALYTICAL

Wong et al. (1997), Uzielli and
Lacasse (2007), Uzielli (2008),
Kaynia et al. (2008), Li et al.
Haugen and Kaynia (2008)
(2010)

scale

regional

Wong et al. (1997)

Haugen and Kaynia (2008)

local

Wong et al. (1997), Fuchs et
al. (2007)

Haugen and Kaynia (2008)

site-specific

Winter et al. (2009)

regional

Roberds (2005)

Roberds (2005)

Roberds (2005)

Roberds (2005)

Leone (1996), Michael-Leiba et al.
(2000), AGSO (2001), Glade and
Elverfeldt (2005),
Leone (1996), AGSO (2001), Glade
and Elverfeldt (2005),

Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995), Uzielli and
Lacasse (2007), Uzielli (2008)
Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995)

Leone (1996)

Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995)

local
site-specific

regional
local

site-specific

Persons
Leone (1996) proposed a damage scale for the vulnerability of person that correlates the injury or
loss with vulnerability values, also for debris flow. Michael-Leiba et al. (2000) proposed fixed
vulnerability values for persons impacted by debris flow. AGSO (2001) also AGSO (2001) suggests
fixed vulnerability values for debris independent from their intensity. Glade and Elverfeldt (2005)
also proposed fixed judgmentally- based vulnerability values for persons for three levels of hazard
(low, medium, high). Wong et al. (1997) proposed vulnerability values for persons based on death
arising from landslide debris depending on whether they are located at the moment of the event
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(open space, vehicle, building). They also correlated the loss (injury or death) with these
vulnerability values. Finlay and Fell (1995) also used these values.
8.1.6.3 Landslides (general)
Buildings
Leone et al. (1996) introduced the use of vulnerability matrices that correlate, in terms of
vulnerability, the exposed elements to the characteristics of landslides. Its applicability also requires
statistical analysis of detailed records on landslides and their consequences. AGSO (2001)
proposed fixed vulnerability values for buildings, persons and roads for landslides. Remondo et al.
(2008) performed a detailed inventory of exposed buildings to the study area to assess landslide
vulnerability. Vulnerability values (0–1) were obtained by comparing damages experienced in the
past by each type of building with its actual momentary value. The derived vulnerability values
express the degree of potential monetary loss with respect to the total value of the element. Zêzere
et al. (2008) estimated the vulnerability of buildings in regional/local scale under different landslide
hazards based on the empirical or historic data, in conjunction with available data on buildings
concerning age (state of maintenance), construction material and function. Uzielli et al. (2008)
developed a method for scenario-based, quantitative estimation of physical vulnerability of the built
environment to landslides based on expert judgment and empirical data. Vulnerability is defined
quantitatively as a function of landslide intensity and the susceptibility of vulnerable elements. The
method allows explicit consideration of the uncertainties in the parameters and models. Kaynia et
al. (2008) explored the applicability of this methodology based on the First-Order Second-Moment
(FOSM) approach to estimate landslide risks in regional scale. Li et al. (2010) based on the work of
Uzielli et al. (2008) and Kaynia et al. (2008) proposed a quantitative model for vulnerability of
buildings based on landslide intensity and resistance of exposed elements. A different approach was
followed for slow moving and rapid slides.
Fotopoulou et al. (2011) developed an analytical methodology for the vulnerability assessment of
RC buildings subject to earthquake triggering relative slow moving slides. The vulnerability is
defined through specific probabilistic fragility functions for specified limit states. The fragility
curves are numerically estimated in terms of peak ground acceleration at the “seismic bedrock”,
versus the probability of exceedance of each limit state. A two steps uncoupled analysis is
performed. In the first step, the differential permanent displacements at the building’s foundation
level are estimated using a finite difference dynamic slope model. Gradually increasing acceleration
time histories are applied at the base of the model to assess the building’s foundation response and
the associated ground displacements are computed accordingly. Then, the calculated differential
displacements are applied as input to building’s foundation model to assess the building’s response
for different ground landslide displacements induced by the earthquake. Limit states are defined in
terms of a threshold value of building’s material strain. The numerical (static time history) analyses
of the buildings are performed through a fiber-based finite element code. The developed
methodology is applied to different soil types, slopes geometries and building configurations
allowing explicit consideration of various sources of uncertainties.
Roadways and vehicles
AGSO (2001), Remondo et al. (2008), Zêzere et al. (2008), Uzielli et al. (2008), Kaynia et al.
(2008) and Li et al. (2010) developed relevant models for the vulnerability assessment of transport
infrastructure as for buildings and Roberds (2005) provided a general framework for the
vulnerability of roadways and vehicles.
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Persons
Uzielli et al. (2008), Kaynia et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2010), as for other landslide types, developed
analogous models for the vulnerability assessment of persons in open space, in vehicles and in
buildings. Fell (2005), provides indications for the development of F-N curves as well as Wong et
al. (1997), who additionally indicates how event trees can be used to this purpose

Table 8.6 Methods for assessing vulnerability of the exposed elements for landslides (general)
LANDSLIDES
JUDGMENTAL / HEURISTIC
EMPIRICAL
ANALYTICAL
(general)
AGSO (2001)
BUILDINGS
AGSO (2001)

Uzielli and Lacasse (2007),
Zêzere et al. (2008), Uzielli
(2008), Kaynia et al. (2008),
Remondo et al. (2008), Li et
al. (2010)
Remondo et al. (2008), Zêzere
et al. (2008)

scale

regional

local
Fotopoulou et al. (2010)

site-specific

AGSO (2001)

Zêzere et al. (2008), Kaynia et
al. (2008), Remondo et al.
(2008), Li et al. (2010)

regional

AGSO (2001), Roberds (2005)

Remondo et al. (2008), Zêzere
et al. (2008), Roberds (2005)

local

ROADS AND VEHICLES

site-specific

AGSO (2001)

PERSONS (FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND
SOCIETAL RISK)

AGSO (2001)

Kaynia et al. (2008), Li et al.
(2010), Wong (2005), Fell et
al. (2005), Leroi et al. (2005),
Guzzetti et al. (2005), Wong et
al. (1997), Finlay and Fell
(1995)
Kaynia et al. (2008), Li et al.
(2010), Wong (2005), Fell et
al. (2005), Leroi et al. (2005),
Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995)
Kaynia et al. (2008), Li et al.
(2010), Wong (2005), Fell et
al. (2005), Leroi et al. (2005),
Wong et al. (1997), Finlay and
Fell (1995)

8.1.7

regional

local

site-specific

Social vulnerability

Liu (2006) proposed that social vulnerability is a sum function of both property and population
vulnerability. Assessment indexes include the assets of buildings, traffic facilities, lifeline works,
personal properties, and land resources for property vulnerability; age, education, and wealth of the
inhabitants, natural population growth rate, and population density for population vulnerability...
Landslides rarely have socio-economic consequences at the global or national level, thus social
vulnerability is usually assessed at a regional or local scale. Semi-quantitative methods are most
commonly used. The latter are based on appropriate indicators (demographic, social, economic as
well as those related to the level preparedness and capacity for recovery in a region) which can be
weighted according to their influence on the total vulnerability of a society.
Within the Safeland project a vulnerability model has been developed (Deliverable 2.6:
Methodology for evaluation of the socio-economic impact of landslides), based on a scoring system
where the total score for each indicator is assessed according to the ranking rules described in the
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method. The final vulnerability value is a weighted average of the vulnerability indicator score
values. The reasoning for using a semi-quantitative model based on a scoring system is:
Data availability: The ranking of indicators which can be made into 5 vulnerability classes requires
less data than assessing a quantitative value to each indicator. Thus, such a model is more suitable
for the level of detail (and budget...) in this study.
The possibility for combining qualitative and quantitative indicators: Through predefined ranking
criteria for indicators, both quantitative and qualitative indicators may be ranked and combined into
a semi-quantitative vulnerability parameter.
Validation of model: an explicit model expressing societal vulnerability quantitatively as the degree
of loss (or probability of loss) does not exist.
For the selection of the indicators to be included in landslide vulnerability models the factors that
should be considered are shown in Figure 8.3 (Safeland project, Deliverable 2.6: Methodology for
evaluation of the socio-economic impact of landslides).
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Factors that govern...

What is
damage?

physically

susceptible

to

Who is
damage?

physically

susceptible

to

People
Population density
Personal homes
Housing type
Agriculture / livestock
Rural population
Community infrastructure
Infrastructure density
(A function of population density and
personal wealth)

Those unable to act quickly once a
warning has been issued
Age
Those who do not understand the danger
involved / what to do to protect oneself
Education level
Language / cultural barriers

Community vulnerability as a whole

Community resilience

Are leaders aware of danger levels?
Hazard evaluation
Has the infrastructure been built to the
required specifications following all
necessary geotechnical guidelines?
Regulation control
Are there a sufficient number of workers
available to respond to a disaster?
Unemployment rate
Are they prepared to respond?
Emergency response

Are there sufficient facilities to care for
the injured?
Quality of medical facilities
Can damages be fixed promptly?
Insurance and disaster funds
Does the community have the funds
required to rebuild after a landslide?
Personal wealth

Figure 8.3 Factors that should be considered for the social vulnerability

The selection of vulnerability indicators can be based on the similar works made by: Castellanos
Abella and Van Westen, 2007, Coburn et al. 1994; Leone et al. 1996; International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 1999; CEPAL and BID 2000; Commission on Sustainable
Development 2002; Manoni et al. 2002; vanWesten 2002; Barbat 2003; Glade 2003; United
Nations Development Program 2004; UNPD 2004.
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The availability of data for the indicators should also be considered for their selection as well as
particular local conditions (for example, the existence of protected zones, culturage heritage
structures etc.).
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8.2

RISK ASSESSMENT METHODS
(ETHZ and ICG)

8.2.1

Risk management process

Risk assessment is part of an integrated risk management process where critical decisions must be
made. Many risk management frameworks have been suggested in the literature, as well as in
various guidelines and codes of practice. Figure 8.1 provides one such example of a framework for
risk management. All these frameworks have the common objective of answering the following
questions (modified from Lee and Jones 2004):
• What are the dangers and their magnitude? [Danger Identification]
• How often can the dangers of a given magnitude occur? [Hazard Analysis]
• What are the elements at risk? [Elements at Risk Identification]
• What is the potential damage to the elements at risk? [Vulnerability Assessment]
• What is the probability of damage? [Risk Estimation]
• What is the significance of the estimated risk? [Risk Evaluation]
• What should be done? [Risk Management]

Figure 8.4 Risk estimation, analysis and evaluation as part of risk management and control
(NORSOK Standard Z-013, 2001).
Fell et al. (2005) made a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in landslide risk management. Figure 8.2 illustrates the integrated process for the assessment and management of the risk
associated with landslide(s) suggested by Fell et al. (2005).
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Figure 8.5 Integrated risk management process including risk assessment, starting
with inventory of landslides at a location (modified from Fell et al. 2005)
Figure 8.3 summarises a general procedure for risk assessment for landslides. The key issue is the
identification of potential triggers and their probability of occurrence, the associated failure modes
and their consequences (Lacasse et al. 2010).

Figure 8.6 Procedure for risk assessment of slopes (Lacasse et al. 2010)
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8.2.2

Elements at risk and their exposure to landslide(s)

A key step in quantitative landslide risk assessment is the identification of the “elements at risk”
and the estimation of the outcome or “consequence” of the landslide event on these elements. In
most landslide risk assessment studies reported in the literature (e.g. Agliardi et al. 2009, Bell and
Glade 2004, Bründl et al. 2009, Cardinalli et al. 2002, Cassidy et al. 2008, Corominas et al. 2005,
Dai et al. 2002, Evens et al. 2005, Guzzetti et al. 2003, Guzzetti et al. 2004, Hungr et al. 1999,
Jaiswal et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2000, Lee and Jones 2004, Remondo et al. 2005, Wu et al. 1996) the
elements at risk are persons, properties and infrastructure, although other consequential economic or
environmental costs could also be considered.
In most landslide risk assessment studies, the focus is on the loss of human life. The expected
number of fatalities depends on many factors, for example on which week-day and what time of the
day the landslide occurs, whether a warning system is in place and working, etc. The potentially
affected population could be divided into groups based on for example the temporal exposure to the
landslide: people living in houses that are in the path of the potential landslide, locals in the area
who happen to be passer-bys and tourists and/or workers who are coincidentally at the location during certain periods of the day of the year. The concept of spatial and temporal “exposure” is thus
quite important in any landslide risk assessment. Lee and Jones (2004) define landslide exposure as
“the proportion of each category of element at risk expected to be effected by the landslide event”.
This is similar to the UNISDR definition of exposure quoted in Chapter 2. Temporal exposure is
important for certain classes of landslides and mobile elements at risk, such as persons and cars.
The quantitative assessment of temporal exposure is more difficult and challenging than the
assessment of spatial exposure.
In a risk assessment framework, exposure is sometime considered as a component of vulnerability
(e.g. Li et al. 2010, MOVE (Methods for the Improvement of Vulnerability Assessment in Europe
EU FP7 project) and sometimes as a separate component in the risk equation (e.g. Fell et al. 2005).
It may also be argued that temporal exposure should be included in the hazard assessment for the
specific element(s) at risk. In practice, it does not matter whether exposure is evaluated explicitly or
whether it is included as a component of vulnerability or hazard. The important issue is that it must
be estimated and included in landslide risk assessment in a consistent manner.

8.2.3

Representation of reference area for risk assessment

In any consequence analysis, a reference area must be established. This is always a user-defined
input to the analysis and therefore carries significant subjective judgment. The reference area
encloses the totality of the elements at risk, and its size is often determined by the physical limits of
the landslide. However, in many situations the consequences of a landslide are felt well beyond
these physical limits. For example, a large landslide closing a major highway or railway link may
have significant economic consequences for the communities that are connected by that artery.
Therefore the definition and characterisation of a suitable “system” for analysis is a crucial step in
landslide risk assessment.
Such a system representation can be performed in terms of logically interrelated constituents at
various levels of detail or scale in time and space. Constituents may be physical components,
procedural processes and human activities. The appropriate level of detail or scale depends on the
physical or procedural characteristics or any other logical entity of the considered problem as well
as the spatial and temporal characteristics of consequences. The important issue when a system
model is developed is that it facilitates a risk assessment and risk ranking of decision alternatives
which is consistent with available knowledge about the system and which facilitates that risks may
be updated according to knowledge which may be available at future times.
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The risk assessment for a given system is facilitated by considering the generic representation
shown in Figure 8.7.

Figure 8.7 Generic representation used for the risk assessment of a system
Following Faber and Maes (2005), the damages of the constituents are considered to be associated
with direct consequences. Direct consequences may include monetary losses, loss of lives, damages
to the qualities of the environment or just changed characteristics of the constituents. Direct
consequences, are thus defined as all marginal (not considering loss of system functionality)
consequences associated with damages or failures of the constituents of the system. Based on the
combination of events of constituent failures and the corresponding consequences, follow-up or
indirect consequences may occur. Indirect consequences may be caused by e.g. the sum of
monetary losses associated with the constituent failures and the physical changes of the facility as a
whole caused by the combined effect of constituent failures. The indirect consequences in risk
assessment play a major role and their modelling should be carefully considered (Faber and Maes
2004). Typically the indirect consequences evolve spatially beyond the boundaries of the facility
and also have a certain sometimes even postponed development in time.
It should be understood that the system representation outlined above is only meaningful subject to
a definition of what are considered to be hazard events; constituents of the system, their
vulnerabilities and exposures; and direct and indirect consequences.

8.2.4

Modelling of uncertainties

Knowledge about the considered system context is a main success factor for risk assessment and
optimal decision making. In the real world, uncertainty or lack of knowledge however characterizes
the normal situation and it is thus necessary to be able to represent and deal with this uncertainty in
a consistent manner. Bayesian statistics provides a basis for the consistent representation of
uncertainty independent of their source and readily facilitates for the joint consideration of purely
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subjectively assessed uncertainties, analytically assessed uncertainties and evidence as obtained
through observations.
There exist a large number of propositions for the characterization of different types of
uncertainties. It has become standard to differentiate between uncertainties due to inherent natural
variability, model uncertainties and statistical uncertainties. Whereas the first mentioned type of
uncertainty is often denoted aleatory (or Type 1) uncertainty, the two latter are referred to as
epistemic (or Type 2) uncertainties. Aleatory uncertainty is inherent to the heterogeneity which is
present in virtually all parameters related to consequence evaluation. Epistemic uncertainty is
composed essentially of measurement uncertainty, statistical estimation uncertainty and
transformation uncertainty. Statistical estimation uncertainty results from possible bias in sample
statistics due to limited sample numerosity. Measurement uncertainty derives from equipment,
operator/procedural and random measurement effects. Transformation uncertainty is due to the
approximations and simplifications inherent in empirical, semi-empirical, experimental or
theoretical models used to relate measured quantities to non-measurable numerical parameters used
in estimation. The absolute and relative magnitudes of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty are
markedly case-specific.
This differentiation in uncertainties is introduced for the purpose of setting focus on how
uncertainty may be reduced, rather than calling for a differentiated treatment in the risk assessment
and decision analysis process. Epistemic uncertainty can be reduced by increasing the amount of
data; however, aleatory uncertainty may remain unchanged, or even increase, with additional data
and improved knowledge about the underlying variability of the paratmeters. In reality, the
differentiation into aleatory uncertainties and epistemic uncertainties is subject to a defined model
of the considered system. Any risk assessment process requires that all uncertainties are considered
and treated in a consistent manner. The relative contribution of the two components of uncertainty
depends on the spatial and temporal scale applied in the model. The risk assessment should hence
include a description of all relevant assumptions made in connection with the system identification,
as well as the modelling of consequences and frequencies. The level and type of knowledge
available to support the assumptions, as well as the modelling of consequences and frequencies,
should be explicitly stated and included in the risk analyses if relevant.
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8.3

RISK SCENARIOS

The most complete quantitative description of the possible losses (or risk) is in terms of a
"probability distribution", which presents the relative likelihood of any particular loss value, or the
probability of losses being less than any particular value. Alternatively, the "expected value" (i.e.,
the probability-weighted average value) of loss can be determined as a single measure of risk. A
general scenario-based risk formulation is given by:

E [loss] = ∑ ∑ C ⋅ P [C | S ] P [ S ]
all S all C

where C is a particular set of losses (of a collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive set of
possible losses), S is a particular scenario (of a comprehensive and mutually exclusive discrete set
of possible scenarios), P[S] is the probability of occurrence of scenario S, P[C | S] is the conditional
probability of loss set C given that scenario S has occurred, and E[loss] is the "expected value" of
loss. "Loss" refers to any undesirable consequence,
Generally, one should consider several scenarios of plausible landslide triggers, estimate the extent,
intensity and run-out distance of the triggered events, and estimate the upper and lower bounds on
the annual probability of occurrence of the scenarios (Roberds, 2005). This scenario-based approach
involves the following steps:
• Define scenarios for landslide triggering
• Compute the run-out distance, volume and extent of landslide for each scenario
• Identify the elements at risk and their vulnerabilities
• Estimate the loss for the different landslide scenarios
• Estimate the risk and compare it with tolerable or acceptable risk levels.

8.3.1

Characteristics of hazard events

Referring to Figure 8.4, the hazard events acting on the constituents of a system are defined as all
possible endogenous and exogenous effects with the potential to cause consequences. A
probabilistic characterization of all the events relevant for a system requires a joint probabilistic
model for all relevant effects relative to time and space.
The characteristics of hazards are very different, depending on the individual hazard types. Events
such as technical failures, accidents, explosions, rockfall, and landslides generally could be
suddenly-occurring events. Floods and fire storms are generally more slowly evolving, while
climatic changes are much slower. Other threats like human errors and malevolence, in turn, have
their own patterns over time and space. In a risk management context, the characterization of
hazards must take these differences into account in order to facilitate a realistic assessment of the
possible consequences as well as to allow for the identification of possible relevant measures of risk
prevention and loss reduction. It is also important to note that in many risk assessments, the joint
representation of several hazards is required, for example when considering loads acting on a
structure.
For suddenly-occurring events, usually the probability of the event itself is needed. However, more
characteristics or indicators are needed to facilitate the modelling of the possible consequences of
the event. Considering landslide events, typically applied indicators are the mean velocity of the
movement and the volume of detachment. These characteristics or indicators are useful, because
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knowledge about them provides the basis for assessing the potential damages, such as the damages
caused to buildings and infrastructure caused by the occurrence of a landslide.
8.3.2

Consequences

The consequences which potentially may be caused by different hazards are manifold and generally
depend strongly on the specific characteristics of the hazard as well as the location where it occurs
and the assets which are exposed. As a general rule, consequences should be assessed in regard to
fatalities (loss of lives) and injuries, damages to the qualities of the environment and economic
losses.
The risk assessment is greatly facilitated by considering the development of consequences as shown
in the generic representation in Figure 8.8. However, in the assessment of consequences, it is useful
to consider a further differentiation as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. Figure
8.9. From Figure 8.9 is seen that two types of indirect consequences are differentiated, namely the
indirect consequences due to physical system changes and the indirect consequences caused by the
societal or public perception of these. The reason for this differentiation is to indicate how risk
management may efficiently be supported by risk communication. The better and more targeted risk
communication is undertaken before, during and after events of natural hazards, the smaller the
consequences caused by perception will be. Often traditional risk assessments focus on the
assessment of direct consequences and do not attempt to model the indirect consequences by
rigorous modelling. Instead, indirect consequences are included by somehow amplifying the direct
consequences by means of a risk aversion function, the characteristics of which generally are
assessed subjectively. The often more important contribution to consequences are hence commonly
modelled by means of the simplest possible approximation. The approach suggested here, where
consequences are differentiated into different components is meant to circumvent such excessively
simplistic modelling, bringing the indirect consequences into focus and indicating the different
ways they might be controlled.
Hazard

Figure 8.8 Representation of the mechanism generating consequences
As an example, the consequences to be considered for the assessment of the risks due to landslides
on a roadway network are illustrated in Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.9 Example of different consequences to be considered in the assessment
of risks due to landslides for a roadway network
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8.4
8.4.1

QUANTIFICATION OF RISK
General approach for assessment of risk

The publication by JCSS (2008) describes a general approach for quantification of risk to
engineering systems. A summary of this approach is provided below.
The risk RE associated with one particular event E can be assessed through the product between
the probability pE that the event takes place and the consequences cE associated with the event, i.e.:
R=
p E ⋅ cE
E

Risks must be related to an appropriate time frame T , such as e.g. one year. Therefore it is often
relevant to consider the risks associated with the number of a specific type of event n(T ) within the
considered time frame T . In such a case Equation 1 is appropriately written as:
R (T )=

∞

∑ P(n(T )=
i =0

i ) ⋅ ci

where P(n(T ) = i ) is the probability of i events of the considered type within the time frame T and
ci is the consequence associated with the i events.
The above equation may also be written as:
R (T ) = E [ n(T )] c

where E [ n(T )] is the expected number of events of the considered type within the time frame T.
The expected number of events may be established by integration over the rate of occurrences ν as:
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E [ n(T )] = ∫ E [ν (t ) ]dt
T

As risks are normally associated with scenarios of events, it is important to be able to quantify
either the probability or the rate of occurrence of the scenarios, and this in general necessitates a
probabilistic modelling involving conditional probabilities or rates respectively. A clear
specification of the time reference period to which the probabilities and consequently also the risks
have to be related is also necessary.
Following the assessment and evaluation of the hazards and consequences associated with the
system considered for risk assessment, the ensuing risks then need to be quantified and evaluated.
For this purpose, the system considered for risk assessment is assumed to be exposed to hazard
events ( EX ) with probabilistic characterisation p( EX k ), k = 1, nEXP , where nEXP denotes the number
of hazards. It is assumed that the considered system includes nCON individual constituents, each
Cij , i 1,=
with a discrete set of component damage states
=
2..nCON , j 1, 2..nC , where nC is the total
i

i

number of different damage states of constituent i . The probability of direct consequences cD (Cl )
associated with the l th of nCSTA possible different state of damage of all constituents Cl , conditional
on the hazard event EX k is described by p(Cl EX k ) and the associated conditional risk is
p (Cl EX k )cD (Cl ) . The risk RD due to direct consequences, i.e. the expected value of the conditional
risk due to direct consequences over all nEXP possible hazard events and all constituent damage
states nCSTA is evaluated as:
nEXP nCSTA

RD = ∑ ∑ p (Cl EX k )cD (Cl ) p ( EX k )
=
k 1 =l 1

The functionality of the considered system depends on the state of the constituents. It is assumed
that there are nSSTA possible different states of the constituents S m associated with indirect
consequences cID ( Sm , cD (Cl )) . The probability of indirect consequences conditional on a given state
of the constituents Cl , the direct consequences cD (Cl ) and the hazard EX k , is described by
p ( S m Cl , EX k ) . The corresponding conditional risk is p ( S m Cl , EX k )cID ( S m , cD (Cl )) . The risk RID due
to indirect consequences is assessed through the expected value of the indirect consequences in
regard to all possible hazards and constituent states, as:
=
RID

nEXP nCSTA nSSTA

∑ ∑ ∑c

=
k 1 =l 1 =
m 1

ID

( S m , cD (Cl )) × p ( S m Cl , EX k ) p (Cl EX k ) p ( EX k )

Finally, it should be mentioned that risks may be represented in different ways, including
distribution functions of consequences, showing with what probability different ranges of
consequences will occur. Other representations include density functions for risk estimates showing
the uncertainty due to epistemic uncertainties. The best representation depends on the scope and
purpose of the risk assessment.
To apply the JCSS (2008) methodology to landslides, the spatial boundaries and temporal scale of
the analysis, i.e. the “system”, must be defined. Once the elements at risk within the system and
their vulnerabilities have been established, the assessment of direct consequences is relatively
straightforward. The assessment of indirect consequences and the consequences imposed by societal
factors is, however, more challenging.
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8.4.2

Indicators of risk

The risk assessment framework outlined in this section facilitates a Bayesian approach to risk
assessment through the use of risk indicators. Risk indicators may be understood as any observable
or measurable characteristic of the system or its constituents containing information about the risk.
If the system representation has been performed appropriately, risk indicators will in general be
available for what concerns the hazards for the system as well as the direct consequences and the
follow-up/indirect consequences to the system. In a Bayesian framework for risk assessment, such
indicators play an important role as they readily enable the updating of probabilities and
information required in the risk assessment whenever new knowledge or information about the
system becomes available. For the risk assessment in the context of landslide hazards, suitable risk
indicators could be quantities related to the triggering event, the process of the landslide that has
been triggered, damages to buildings and infrastructure, fatalities and injuries, damages to the
qualities of the environment, economic losses, and socio-economic consequences.
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9

VALIDATION OF THE LANDSLIDE HAZARD AND RISK ASSESSMENT AND
ZONING
(ITC and CNRS with contributions from UNIMIB and JRC)

An important issue in the development of landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk model is
assessment of its “quality”. Some authors claim a model should be validated (Tsang, 1991; Power,
1993) before its application; others argue that models cannot be validated per se by any procedure
but rather evaluated (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1992; Oreskes et al., 1994; Oreskes, 1998). Aside
from these conflicting conceptual and terminological views, evaluation of the robustness and
reliability of a landslide model is always a difficult task. As landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk
maps predict future events the best method would be to “wait and see”, and test the accuracy based
on events that happened after the preparation of the maps. This is generally not considered a
practical solution, and there are hardly any publications that deal with the validation of landslide
susceptibility, hazard and risk maps that have been made some time ago.
In practice model evaluation is performed by developing the maps using a landslide inventory of a
given time period and testing the result with another inventory from a later period. A common
method for evaluating the accuracy of landslide susceptibility maps is to compare these with the
existing landslide occurrence map and calculate the percentage of landslides within each hazard
class (Carrara et al., 1990; 1991; Gee, 1992). However, the landslide occurrence maps themselves
may contain a large degree of uncertainty or subjective elements (Fookes et al.,1991; Carrara, 1992;
Carrara et al., 1992; Van Westen et al., 1993; Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2007). Another way of
assessing the reliability of hazard maps is the comparison of maps of the same area made
independently by different teams. It has proven to be a rather difficult exercise, given the
differences in background, knowledge of the area and time allocated to do the mapping (Van
Westen et al., 1999; Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2010).
This chapter gives an overview of the methods that can be used for the validation of landslide
susceptibility and hazard maps, largely based on the publication by Frattini et al. (2010).

9.1

VALIDATION OF MAPPING

In the last decades, many efforts have been made to assess landslide susceptibility at a regional
scale. In spite of a huge number of models produced using various methods, little attention has been
devoted to the problem of result evaluation.
Model evaluation is a multi-criteria problem (Davis and Goodrich, 1990). The acceptance of a
model needs to fulfil at least three criteria: its adequacy (conceptual and mathematical) in
describing the system behaviour, its robustness to small changes of the input data (i.e. data
sensitivity), and its accuracy in predicting the observed data.
With physically-based models, the first evaluation criterion is aimed at assessing whether the model
provides a physically acceptable explanation of the cause–effect relationships. Alternatively,
justification is given for using simplifications of physical processes. This is the case, for example,
of susceptibility maps developed using simple infinite slope stability models coupled with
simplified hydrological models (steady state: Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994, Burton and Bathurst,
1998, Borga et al., 1998; piston-flow: Green and Ampt, 1911, Crosta and Frattini, 2003; quasidynamic: Barling et al., 1994; diffusive: Iverson, 2000).
With statistical or empirical models, the first kind of evaluation focuses on how well the variables
used by the models can describe the processes. Due to the complexity of natural systems, this kind
of evaluation involves a large component of judgement by experts with a deep knowledge of
landslide processes (Carrara et al., 2003).
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The robustness of the model can be evaluated by systematically analyzing the variation of the
model performance to small changes of input parameters or uncertainties. In the landslide
susceptibility literature, only a few papers deal with robustness evaluation (Guzzetti et al., 2006)
and (Melchiorre et al., 2006). The most relevant criterion for quality evaluation is the assessment of
model accuracy, which is performed by analyzing the agreement between the model results and the
observed data. In the case of landslide susceptibility models, the observed data comprise the
presence/absence of landslides within a certain terrain unit used for the analysis.
In the pioneering susceptibility models produced beginning in the 1980s, accuracy was evaluated
through visual comparison of actual landslides with susceptibility classification (Brabb, 1984 and
Gökceoglu and Aksoy, 1996), or in terms of efficiency (or accuracy) (e.g., Carrara, 1983). In the
last decade, different authors have proposed equivalent methods to evaluate the models in terms of
landslide density within different susceptibility classes (“landslide density”, Montgomery and
Dietrich, 1994; Ercanoglu and Gokceoglu, 2002; and Crosta and Frattini, 2003; “degree of fit”,
Irigaray et al., 1999; Baeza and Corominas, 2001; and Fernández et al., 2003; “b/a ratio”, Lee and
Min, 2001; and Lee et al., 2003). Other authors chose to represent the success of the model by
comparing the landslide density with the area of susceptible zone for different susceptibility levels
(Zinck et al., 2001; “Success-Rate curves”, Chung and Fabbri, 2003; Remondo et al., 2003; Zêzere
et al., 2004; Lee, 2005; and Guzzetti et al., 2006). More recently, ROC curves have been adopted
for model evaluation and comparison in the landslide literature (Yesilnacar and Topal, 2005;
Begueria, 2006; Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2006; Gorsevski et al., 2006; Frattini et al., 2008; and
Nefeslioglu et al., 2008).
When a landslide susceptibility model is applied in practice, the classification of land according to
susceptibility results in economical consequences. For instance, terrain that is classified as stable
can be used without restrictions, increasing its economical value, whereas unstable terrain is
restricted in use, and is consequently reduced in value. The misclassification of terrain in a model
also produces economic costs. Hence, the performance of the models can be evaluated by assessing
these costs, in order to select the best model, or the one that minimizes costs to society.
All the techniques used in the literature to assess the accuracy of landslide susceptibility models do
not account for misclassification costs. This limitation is significant for landslide susceptibility
analysis as the costs of misclassifications are very different depending on the error type. Error Type
II (false negative) means that a terrain unit with landslides is classified as stable, and consequently
used without restrictions. The false negative misclassification cost, c(−|+), is equal to the loss of
elements at risk that can be impacted by landslides in these units. This cost depends on the
economic value and the vulnerability of elements at risk (e.g., lives, buildings and lifelines), and the
temporal probability and intensity of landslides. Error Type I (false positive) means that a unit
without landslides is classified as unstable, and therefore limited in their use and economic
development. Hence, the false positive misclassification cost, c(+|−), amounts to the loss of
economic value of these terrain units. This cost is different for each terrain unit as a function of its
environmental (slope gradient, altitude, aspect, distance from the main valley, etc.) and social
economic (distance from an urban/industrial area, road, etc.) characteristics. With landslide
susceptibility models, costs related to Error Type II are normally much larger than those related to
Error Type I. For example, citing a public facility such as a school building, in a terrain unit that is
incorrectly identified as stable (Type II error) could lead to very large social and economic costs in
the event of a landslide.
Accounting for misclassification costs in the evaluation of model performance is possible with ROC
curves by using an additional procedure (Provost and Fawcett, 1997), but the results are difficult to
visualize and assess. A simple technique (Cost curves, Drummond and Holte, 2000) can be adopted
to explicitly account for these costs (Frattini et al, 2010).
In the following, different techniques for the evaluation and comparison of landslide susceptibility
model performance (accuracy statistics, ROC curves, Success-Rate curves, and Cost curves) are
presented.
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9.1.1

Accuracy statistics

As previously mentioned, accuracy is assessed by analyzing the agreement between the model
results and the observed data. Since the observed data comprise the presence/absence of landslides
within a certain terrain unit, a simpler method to assess the accuracy is to compare these data with a
binary classification of susceptibility in stable and unstable units. This classification requires a
cutoff value of susceptibility that divides stable terrains (susceptibility less than the cutoff) and
unstable terrain (susceptibility greater than the cutoff).
The comparison of observed data and model results reclassified into two classes is represented
through contingency tables or confusion matrices (Table 9.1). Accuracy statistics assess the model
performance by combining correct and incorrect classified positives (i.e., unstable areas) and
negatives (i.e., stable areas) (Table 9.2).
Table 9.1 Contingency table used for landslide model evaluation

Predicted
True
Observed

False

Positive True positive False positive → Positive predictive value
Negative False negative True negative → Negative predictive value
↓
Sensitivity

↓
Specificity

Accuracy

Table 9.2 Commonly used accuracy statistics. tp = true positives, tn = true negatives, fp = false positives (Error
Type I), fn = false negatives (Error Type II), P = positive predictions (tp + fn), N = negative predictions (fp + tn),
T = total number of observations. See also table Table 9.1.

Efficiency
(Accuracy
Percent correct,
Odds ratio

or

True positive rate (TP)=
sensitivity
False positive rate (FP) = 1specificity
Threat score (critical success
index)
Equitable threat score (Gilbert
skill score)
Pierce’s skill score (True skill
statistic)
Heidke skill score (Cohen’s
kappa)
Odd ratio skill score (Yule’s
Q)

tp + tn
T
tp ⋅ tn
fn ⋅ fp
tp
tp
= =1-FN
tp + fn P
fp
fp
= =1-TN
fp + tn N
tp
tp + fn + fp
(tp + fn )(tp + fp )
tp − tprandom
where tprandom =
T
tp + fn + fp − tprandom
tp
fp
=TP-FP
−
tp + fn fp + tn
1
tp + tn − E
where E = [(tp + fn )(tp + fp ) + (tn + fn )(tn + fp )]
T −E
T
tp ⋅ tn − fp ⋅ fn
tp ⋅ tn + fp ⋅ fn
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The first statistic, presented in the field of weather forecasting (Finley, 1884), is the Efficiency
(Accuracy or Percent correct, Table 10-2), which measures the percentage of observations that are
correctly classified by the model. However, Gilbert (1884) showed that the Efficiency statistic is
unreliable because it is heavily influenced by the most common class, usually “stable slopes” in the
case of landslide susceptibility models, and it is not equitable. A statistic is equitable if it gives the
same score for different types of unskilled classifications. In other words, classifications of random
chance, “always positive” and “always negative”, should produce the same (bad) score (Murphy,
1996).
True Positive rate (TP) and the False Positive rate (FP) are insufficient performance statistics,
because they ignore false positives and false negatives, respectively. They are not equitable, and
they are useful only when used in conjunction (e.g., ROC curves).
The Threat score (Gilbert, 1884) measures the fraction of observed and/or classified events that
were correctly predicted. Because it penalizes both false negatives and false positives, it does not
distinguish the source of classification error. Moreover, it depends on the frequency of events
(poorer scores for rarer events) since some true positives can occur purely due to random chance.
The Equitable threat score (Gilbert's skill score; Gilbert, 1884 and Schaefer, 1990) measures the
fraction of observed and/or classified events that were correctly predicted, adjusted for true
positives associated with random chance. As above, it does not distinguish the source of
classification error.
The Pierce's skill score (True skill statistic; Peirce, 1884 and Hanssen and Kuipers, 1965) uses all
elements of contingency table and does not depend on event frequency. This score may be more
useful for more frequent events (Mason, 2003).
Heidke's skill score (Cohen's kappa; Heidke, 1926) measures the fraction of correct classifications
after eliminating those classifications which would be correct due purely to random chance.
The odds ratio (Stephenson, 2000) measures the ratio of the odds of true prediction to the odds of
false prediction. This statistic takes prior probabilities into account and gives better scores for rare
events, but cannot be used if any of the cells in the contingency table is equal to 0.
Finally, the odd ratio skill score (Yule, 1900) is closely related to the odds ratio, but conveniently
ranges between − 1 and 1.
As mentioned, accuracy statistics require the splitting of the classified objects into a few classes by
defining specific values of the susceptibility index that are called cutoff values. For statistical
models, such as discriminant analysis (e.g., Carrara, 1983) or logistic regression analysis (e.g.,
Chung et al., 1995; Atckinson & Massari, 1998; Dai & Lee, 2002; Ohlmacher & Davis, 2003; and
Nefeslioglu et al., 2008), a statistically significant probability cutoff (pcutoff) exists, equal to 0.5.
When the groups of stable and unstable terrain units are equal in size and their distribution is close
to normal, this value maximizes the number of correctly predicted stable and unstable units. In
different conditions (Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2006), or for other types of landslide susceptibility
models, such as physically-based (Van Westen and Terlien, 1996, Gökceoglu and Aksoy, 1996,
Crosta and Frattini, 2003, Frattini et al., 2004 and Godt et al., 2008), heuristic (e.g., Barredo et al.,
2000), artificial neural networks (Lee et al., 2003, Ermini et al., 2005 and Nefeslioglu et al., 2008),
fuzzy logic (Binaghi et al., (1998) and Ercanoglu and Gokceoglu, 2004), the choice of cutoff values
to define susceptibility classes is arbitrary, unless a cost criteria is adopted (Provost and Fawcett,
1997). A first solution to this limitation consists in evaluating the performance of the models over a
large range of cutoff values by using cutoff-independent performance criteria. Another solution
consists in finding the optimal cutoff by minimizing the costs of the models.

9.1.2

Cutoff independent performance criteria

The most commonly-used cutoff-independent performance techniques for landslide susceptibility
models are the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and Success-Rate curves.
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The ROC analysis was developed during the Second World War to assess the performance of radar
receivers in detecting targets. It has been adopted in different scientific fields, such as medical
diagnostic testing (Goodenough et al., 1974; Hanley & McNeil, 1982; and Swets, 1988) and
machine learning (Egan, 1975, Adams & Hand, 1999; and Provost & Fawcett, 2001). The Area
Under the ROC Curve (AUC) can be used as a metric to assess the overall quality of a model
(Hanley and McNeil, 1982): the larger the area, the better the performance of the model over the
whole range of possible cutoffs. The points on the ROC curve represent (FP, TP) pairs derived from
different contingency tables created by applying different cutoffs (Figure 9.1a). Points closer to the
upper-right corner correspond to lower cutoff values. A ROC curve is better than another if it is
closer to the upper-left corner. The range of values for which the ROC curve is better than a trivial
model (i.e., a model which classifies objects by chance, represented in the ROC space by a straight
line joining the lower-left and the upper-right corner; i.e. 1-1 line) is defined operating range. In the
case, model evalidation is performed with data not used for developing the model, a good model
should have ROC curves for the evaluation and production data set that are closely located to each
other in the ROC graph, and have AUC values above 0.7 (moderate acurate) or even above 0.9
(highly accurate; Swets, 1988).
Success-Rate curves (Zinck et al., 2001; and Chung & Fabbri, 2003;Figure 9.1b) represent the
percentage of correctly classified objects (i.e., terrain units) on the y-axis, and the percentage of
area classified as positive (i.e., unstable) on the x-axis. In the landslide literature, the y-axis is
normally considered as the number of landslides, or the percentage of landslide area, correctly
classified. In the case of grid-cell units where landslides correspond to single grid cells and all the
terrain units have the same area, the y-axis corresponds to TP, analogous with the ROC space, and
the x-axis corresponds to the number of units classified as positive.

Figure 9.1 Example of (A) a ROC curve and (B) a success rate curve (after Van Den
Eeckhaut et al., 2009)

9.1.3

Cost curves

The total cost of misclassification of a model depends on (Drummond and Holte, 2000 C.
Drummond and R.C. Holte, Explicitly representing expected cost: an alternative to ROC
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representation, Proc. of the 6th ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery
and Data Mining (2000), pp. 198–207.Drummond and Holte, 2000):
• the percentage of terrain units that are incorrectly classified,
• the a-priori probability of having a landslide in the area (p(+)), and
• the costs of misclassification of the different error types.
In order to explicitly represent costs in the evaluation of model performance, Drummond and Holte
(2006) proposed the Cost curve representation. The Cost curve represents the Normalized Expected
cost as a function of a Probability-Cost function (Figure 9.2).
The Normalized Expected cost, NE(C) is calculated as:

where the expected cost is normalized by the maximum expected cost, that occurs when all cases
are incorrectly classified, i.e. when FP and FN are both one. The maximum normalized cost is 1 and
the minimum is 0.
The Probability-Cost function, PC(+) is:

which represents the normalized version of p(+)c(−|+), so that PC(+) ranges from 0 to 1. When
misclassification costs are equal, PC(+) = p(+). In general, PC(+) = 0 occurs when cost is only due
to negative cases, i.e., positive cases never occur (p(+) = 0) or their misclassification cost, c(−|+), is
null. PC(+) = 1 corresponds to the other extreme, i.e., p(−) = 0 or c(+|−) = 0.
A single classification model, which would be a single point (FP, TP) in ROC space, is a straight
line in the Cost curve representation. A set of points in ROC space, the basis for an ROC curve, is a
set of Cost lines, one for each ROC point. When evaluation a model, the lower the cost curve, the
better the performance, and the difference between two models is simply the vertical distance of the
curves.
In order to implement Cost curves, it is necessary to define a value for the Probability-Cost
function, which depends on both the a-priori probability and the misclassification costs. For
landslide susceptibility models, given the uncertainty in the observed distribution of the landslide
population, a condition of equal-probability is a reasonable choice (Frattini et al, 2010).
Misclassification costs are site-specific and vary significantly within the study area. A rigorous
analysis would estimate them at each terrain unit independently, and evaluate the total costs arising
from the adoption of each model by summing up these costs. This requires the contribution of the
administrators and policy makers of local (municipality) and national authorities: a task beyond the
capabilities of most investigators. In order to estimate the average cost of false negatives and false
positives, a land-use map can be used to calculate both the area occupied by elements potentially at
risk (e.g., buildings, lifelines, roads; these contribute to false negative costs) and the area potentially
suitable for building development (this contributes to false positive costs) (Frattini et al., 2010).
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Figure 9.2 Example of a Cost curve. A straight line corresponds to a point in the ROC curve.
The red line shows for example the line of a point with sensitivity (TP) 0.91
and 1-specificity (FP) 0.43 (after Frattini et al., 2010)

9.2
9.2.1

CONCLUSIONS
Accuracy statistics

The application of each statistic is reliable only under specific conditions (e.g., rare events or
frequent events) that should be evaluated case by case, in order to select the most appropriate
method (Stephenson, 2000). This is a limitation for a general application to landslide susceptibility
models.
For statistical models, the application of cutoff-dependent accuracy statistics is straightforward and
scientifically correct because the cutoff value is statistically significant. This is true only when
assuming equal a-priori probabilities and equal misclassification costs, conditions that are normally
violated by landslide susceptibility models.
For other kinds of models (e.g., physically-based, heuristic and fuzzy) there is no theoretical reason
to select a certain cutoff, and the application of accuracy statistics is therefore unfeasible.
9.2.2

ROC and Cost curves

Evaluating landslide models with cutoff-independent criteria has the advantage that an a-priori
cutoff value is not required, and the performance can be assessed over the entire range of cutoff
values.
Using ROC and Success-Rate curves, different results are obtained . The difference is due to the
following reasons. The first curve type is based on the analysis of the classification of the statistical
units, and describes the capability of the statistical model to discriminate among two classes of
objects. On the other hand, the Success-Rate curve is based on the analysis of spatial matching
between actual landslides and susceptibility maps. Thus it considers the area of both the landslides
and the terrain units, and not only the number of units correctly or incorrectly classified.
Success-Rate curve presents some theoretical problems when applied to grid-cell models. The
number of true positives, in fact, contributes to both x- and y-axis. An increase in true positives
causes an upward (toward better performance) and rightward (toward worse performance) shift of
the curve. In some cases the rightward shift can be faster than the upward one, causing an apparent
loss of performance with increasing true positives, and this is clearly a misleading evaluation of
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model performance. Moreover, the Success-Rate curve is sensitive to the initial proportion of
positives and negatives. Hence, the application of Success-Rate curves to areas with a low degree of
hazard (e.g., flat areas with small steep portions of the landscape, Fabbri et al., 2003 and Van Den
Eeckhaut et al., 2006) will always give better results than application to areas with a high hazard
(e.g., alpine valleys with steep slopes), even if the quality of the classification is exactly the same.
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